
APPENDIX A

front is usually the best indicator of the severity
of the entire shock wave.
• In the absence of direct, simple mathe
matIcal techniques, analysis of the shock wave
form usually depends on empirical data such as
the predetermined shock waveforms shown in
paragraph 2-12, Chapter 2. Numerical integra
tion of shock wave problems on a computer pro
vides an alternate method. The computer codes
for blast waves from nuclear weapons incorpo
rate the details of weapon configuration, radia
tion transport, and hydrodynamics; these codes
are complex and their characteristics will not be
discussed here.

A·' The Rankine-Hugoniot Eq.uations.

• A set of three equations governing shock
front behavior may be derived from the laws of
mechanics. These equations (or any set of three
independent equations derived from them) are
called the Rankine-Hugoniot equations. They do
not completely specify shock front behavior; a
fourth equation, the equation of state of the
material, is necessary to specify the complete
behavior of the shock front. However, these
equations have the advantage of being val;, for
all conditions under which a shock front ca..
occur. They apply equally well to shock waves
in solids and in gases.
• The equations given below outline the

conven tional derivation of the Rankine
Hugoniot equations. The same set of equations
are derived in Section II in a manner tha t re
quires less algebra but more physical reasoning.
The three conservation equations that lead to
the Rankine-Hugoniot equations involve the so
called jump conditions across a shock front. The
parameters involved are illustrated in Figure A-I.

SUPPLEMENTARY BLAST DATA

SECTION I

• MATHEMATICAL DESCRIPTION
OF THE SHOCK ~RONT •

• Most mathematical descriptions of shock
wave phenomena are focused on the shock front
itself since shock front conditions are fairly easy
to treat mathematically, but the characteristics
of the wavefonns that follow the front are nal.
TItis Iimita'tion is not serious for many types of
calculations, because the strength of the shock

-. This appendix consists of two sections.
~ I is a collection of equations and data
useful in the study .of shock waves. Section II
contains a description of certain shock wave
properties in a way that is intended to convey an
understanding of these topics. None of the infor
mation in this appendix is required to solve the
problems in Chapter 2 concerning blast phenom
ena or the blast related problems in the chapters
of Part II of this manual. This appendix provides
supplementary information, useful for solving
special problems or for developing a better
physical understanding of the phenomena de
scribed in Chapter 2.
.. The shock wave equations presented in
t~ppendix are those that are most likely to
be encountered in the study of air blast phenom
ena, and the concepts that are discussed are
those that are most likely to be troublesome to
the person who is studying shock wave theory
for the fITst time.
.. This appendix presupposes a reasonable
f~rity with the laws of mechanics and some
understanding of how these laws apply to energy
and momentum exchange in gases in motion.
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a unit mass of air, PI (V - Vs )' must equal the
kinetic energy imparted to the unit mass of air,
u2 /2. plus the change in internal energy, E s -E,
where the various symbols are defined in Figure
A-I. Thus,

Figure A-1. (UI Change in Air Properties Across a Shock Front II
• An equation for the conservation of mass
states that the mass of air per unit time overtaken
by a unit area of the shock front is eq ual to the.
mass of air per unit area per unit time added be
hind the shock front.

..~

pU = p/U - u),

where p is the ambient air density, U is the
shock velocity, Ps is the density of the air be
;~J1~ L;l~ ;:,i,u..:k front, and u is the peak velocity
of the air behind the shock front.

•
l'ewton's second law states that force is

e 1O the rate of change of momentum. The
force per unit area acting to accelerate the air
entering the shock front is the overpressure, Ap
= PI - P, where p. is the absolute pressure behind
the shock front and P is the ambient pressure.
The mass per unit time that enters a unit area of
the shock front is pD. The change of velocity of
the air is u. Thus,

Ap =p. - P = pUu.

_ Conservation of energy requires that the
work done while the shock front moves through

A-2

or

P (V - V) = (u 2 /2) + (E - E).
I I S

Using the relations V = IIp and Vs = lIps, a
simultaneous solution of these three equations
leads to the Rankine-Hugoniot equations in their
usual form:

(
PI - P)1/2

U = V V _ V
I
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A·2 Equation of State of an
Ideal Gas II

.. A gas that is heated at constant volume
~not do external work; therefore, all of the
tht:nnal energy added to the gas is converted to
internal energy. This amount of energy is

where M is the change in internal energy per
unit mass, Cy is the specific heat of the gas at
constant volume, and tiT is the temperature
change. By definition, the specific heats of an
ideal gas are constant; and the internal energy
per unit mass is

in the equation for sound speed because sound
wave pressure fluctuations are isentropic. The
presence of "y in shock wave equations is some·
times incorrectly interpreted as implying a rela
tionship between shock wave compression and

", isentropic compression; actually, "y is a con
venient constant relating energy content of a gas
to pressure and volume. This fact becomes im·
portant in paragraph A-6 where strong shock
waves are discussed. Variations in the value of "y

must then be considered, and the equations

tiE = Cy tiT, and

£ = CyT

where T is absolute temperature.
_ Using the thermodynamic identities PV
~ and Cp - Cy = R (where Cp is specific
heat at constant pressure, and R is the universal
gas constant) the following equation follows:

(

•

CyPV
£ =---Cp - Cy

PV=---
"y - I

cannot hold sim ultaneously. Conveniently, "y is
redefined, so the equation

still may be used. The meaning of"Y as a specific
heat ratio is lost, and "Y becomes simply a con·
stant in the energy equation.

A·3 Shock Wave Equations for an
Ideal Gas (U)

• From the relation for the speed of sound
in ambient air,

Eliminating the variables £1 and £ makes it pos
sible to use the Rankine-Hugoniot equations to
detennine the conditions across a shock front in
an ideal gas uniquely.
~ The significance of the quantity "y as it
~s in the shock wave equations deserves
some explanation. In thennodynamics, "y ap
~":>r~ mn~t frequently in equations that involve
isentropic compression. For example, 'Y appears

and the equation for overpressure,

the set of shock wave equations shown in Table
A·I can be derived. The equations in the right
hand column were obtained by assigning to 'Y
the value 1.4, the value for air at moderate tem
peratures and pressures.
• These ideal gas equations apply to shock
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Table A- 1, • Shock Wave Equations for an Ideal Gas _

l' = r

Equations in General Form: Equations for "'1 = 1.4

Velocity of the Shock Front

(
6~p )1/2

U = c 1 +""']'jl

i:ln c
u = -' . ---------

-yP (I +~. i:lp )1/2
2-y P

Particle Velocity Behind the Shock Front

u = Si:lp • c
7P (I + 6t.p/7P)1J2

Density Ratio Across the Shock Front

p

2-y + (-y + I)~~rp
2-y + (-y - 1)~p/P

Ps
-=

p
7 + 6~plP

7 + ~p/p

f", _ '.:'

qs = ""'2"'1"""'P"-+.!.,·(""""(---1)"""i:l-p

Dynamic Pressure Behind the Shock Front

b df'" 1 2
Y e lIllttOn, q = 2" Psu

Temperature Behind the Shock Front

T = T (I + ~p) 2"'1 + ("'1.- l~plP
s P 2"'1 + h + I)~p/p

T = T (J + ~p) 7 + ~pfP
I P 7 + 6~p/p

~o = 26" + h + l)q-,

Peak Reflected Overpressure at Normal Incidence

A ='U 7 + 4~p/P
~Pr ~p 7 + l:&p/P



appears frequently in shock wave equations to
replace an energy term, the new definition is a
convenient one. Note, however, that (except in
undisturbed air, where the new and old defini
tions of l' agree) l' is no longer the specific heat
ratio. Therefore, l' should not be used (for
example) to calculate sound speed in strongly
shocked air.
., Figure A-2 shows the equation of state
o~for altitudes up to 240,000 feet. The near
ly vertical curves are the Hugoniot curves for air
at the indicated altitudes. The. Hugoniot curve
for a given altitude shows the combinations of
peak pressure and peak density that are possible
behind a shock front moving into undisturbed
air,. Le., into air that is initially at the ambient
pressure and density corresponding to thatalti
tude. Curves that show the value of l' assigned to
the air just behind the shock front cross the
graph as nearly horizontal lines. The curves that
cut diagonally across the graph show absolut~

pressure (not overpressure) just behind the
shock front. The ordinate of the graph is shock
strength, which was defined in paragraph A-3.

A-6 Equations for s.ron Shock
Waves in Air

• For shock strengths of 10 or more, accu
rate calculations must use the nonideal equation

Table A-2.. English and Metric
Systems of Units.

(

•waves in air provided the shock strength. ~ = (D.p
+ p)'!P = P/P, is not too large. Usually these
equations are assumed to hold for shock
strengths of about 10 (132 psi overpressure at
sea level) or less; note that at high altitudes this
limit corresponds to relatively low overpressures,
e.g., about 25 psi at 40,000 ft. The equations for
high pressure shock waves are given in paragraph
A-6 .
• As shown in Figure A-I, the subscript s
denotes conditions behind the shock front; the
absence of a subscript denotes ambient condi
tions (the subscript 0 is reserved for ambient
conditions at sea level as in Chapter 2). The
overpressure is D.p = P~ - P. c is the speed of
sound in undisturbed air: and l' is the ratio of
specific .heats Cp ICv ' Other quantities are de
fined by subheadings in the table.

A-4 Units, Constants, and Conversion
Factors.

_ Since the most commonly used shock
wave equations are written in terms of dimen
sionless ratios, the choice of units is purely a
matter of convenience: therefore, there is an
inclination to ignore the fact that certain equa
tions must be handled more carefully. Examples
of these equations are the Rankine-Hugoniot
equations and the dynamic pressure equation.
Three consistent sets of units in common use are
shown in Table A-2. Conversion factors and sea
level values of various parameters are given in
the various units in Appendix B.

A-S Equation of State of Air.

• As air is heated by the compression of
strong shock waves~ the specific heat ratio l' de
creases. Therefore, the equation that gives l' in
terms of the ratios of the specific heats, which is
based on the assumption of a constant 1', is no
longer valid. The means of avoiding this problem
has already been stated in paragraph A-2: 1'5 cus
tomarily is redefined as that number which gives
the correct value for internal energy. Since "y

Unit

length
mass
force
time
pressure
density
velocity
energy

mks

meter
kiJogram
newton
second
newtons/m2

kg/m 3

m/sec
joule

cgs

centimeter
gram
dyne
second
dynes/cm 2

g/cm 3

em/sec
erg

Enghsh

foot
pound
slug
second
pounds/ft 2

slugs/ft 3

ft/sec
ft-Ib
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Figure A-2. II Equation of State Data for Air.
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-of state data from Figure A-2. The appropriate
shock wave equations are derived in the same
manner as those shown in Table A-I. The princi
pal difference is that two values of 'Y appear, 'Y
for the air ahead of the shock and 'Ys for the air
just behind the shock front; the values in general
are not equal. The shock wave equations for
strong shock waves in air are listed in Table A-3.
Two approximate velocity equations, accurate
tv ",ill,in about 5 percent for shock strengths
gre3ter than 5, are shown on the right. As in
Table A-I. the subscript s refers to parameters
behind the shock front, and symbols with no

subscript refer to ambient conditions.

• Note that shock strength ~ is a. direct
function of the absolute pressure Ps behmd the
shock front, rather than of ~p, the overpres-'
sure.· A shock strength of I therefore represen ts
a vanishingly weak shock wave: and. at sea leveL

. a shock strength of 2 represents an overpressure
of 14.7 psi. Values for 'Ys must be obtained from
the equation of state data in Figure A-2.

~rl1lition is not universal; shock strength is defined in
.;~;~~~·as 4J/P.

Table A-3.11 Equations for Strong Shock waves.

(

Complete Equation:

L! = ( (~- 1)(1 + ~sO )1/2

c 1'IH,us - I) - (;J - I)]

High-Shock-Strength
Approximation:

Velocity of the Shock Front

(
H1's + 1))1/2

U = c
21'

Particle Velocity Behind the Shock Front

u

Density Ratio Across the Shock Front

Dynamic Pressure Behind the Shock Front

where

'Y + I
~=--,

'Y - 1
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SECTION II

~ PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION OF
~OCK WAVE BEHAVIOR •

• N~wton 's second law, which· relates
forc, to the change in moment!lm that it pro
duces, provides straightforward explanations of
ma!1y shock wave phenomena.' In particular, it
explains rf'rt::\in rf'flection phenomena and the
way in which these phenomena determine the
forces produc.:ed by a blast wave when it strikes a
sllrfe or a small object.

Acoustic theory also provides explana
tIOns of blast phenomena. These explanations
are important because they appear frequently in
discussions of shock wave reflection. The follow
ing discussion relates the acoustic theory explan
atio:1s with those that are based on Newton's
second law.

A·7 Step Function Shock wave.

• In most respects, the properties of the
shock front are independent of the shape of the
pressure waveform that follows the front. Shock
wave phenomena, therefore, can be explained in
terms of the simplest possible waveform: a
region of completely uniform pressure, density,
and particle velocity behind a planar shock
front. In such a wave, the shock front usually is
considered a mathematical discontinuity, in
which the 'pressure, velocity and other param
eters are step functions of position and time.

II This type of simple shock wave may be
generated by the mechanism shown in Figure
A-3. A piston moves at constant velocity in a
frictionless cylinder (a piston velocity of 431
ftlsec, a number that will be used later for pur
poses of illustration, produces a shock wave with

VELOCITY OF SHOCK FRONT = U

////////////////////////~////////
~ .

~~~~>.://:<:(i//;::\)\;t·iX):~)y):~ ~ ~ ~:~: ;~ ;:.: ': ~ .' .
~ ',.:>:.:',:::::,.:'..:::'::',:':,::.}: ~~'::::::~:.?'.::', ..::-:..,::.,:::: :' :' :.. > .

///////~///////////////h//////////////.

CONDITIONS BEHIND.
SHOCK FRONT:

CONDITIONS IN AMBIENT AIR:

PARTICLE (WIND)
DENSITY
PRESSURE
ENERGY PER
UNIT MASS

VELOCITY = u PARTICLE VELOCITY = 0
DENSITY = p

PRESSURE • P
ENERGY PER
UNIT MASS • E

Figure A-3, _ Idealized Shock wave.
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-an overpressure:: of 10 psi), The compressed air
tha t constitu tes the shock wave is uniform in
demit\'o pressure, and velocity .
• The step function shock wave differs
from the blast wave from a nuclear burst in that
the latter: (I) becomes weaker as it propagates
away from the burst: (2) produces a decaying
rather than a constant overpressure after the
shock front passes a given point; and (3) has a
spherical rather than a planar shock front. How
ever, these differences are unimportant in the
development of most of the concepts that apply
to the shock front. As a result of its long over
pressure duration, the blast wave from a high
yield nuclear weapon is in many respects com
parable to the idealized shock wave of Figure
A-3.

A-S Shock-Front Formation __

• The piston shown in Figure A-3 will re
qUITe an interval of time to reach its final ve
locity. While it is accelerating,' the pressure at
the face of the piston will increase steadily. The
pressure wave that the piston generates during
this time lacks the abrupt pressure rise character
istic of a shock: however, differences in the ve
locities of different parts of the pressure wave
ultimately will cause a shock front to form.
Small pressure disturbances travel at the local
";,~<>r1 of sound. In the air compressed by the
piston, two factors cause this speed to differ
from the speed of sound in ambient air; (I) com
pression of the air raises the air temperature,
there by increasing the speed of sound; (2) in
moving air, pressure disturbances move with a
velocity that is the vector sum of the air and
sound velocities. ,

• As the piston starts to move, it creates
an 1mtial pressure disturbance that propagates
ahead of the piston (to the right in Figure A-3)
with a velocity equal to the velocity of sound in
ambient air. By the time the piston reaches its
fln:!~ velocity, it will have produced a pressure
wave that can propagate considerably faster than

the ambient speed of sound. The wave produced
by the high pressure just ahead of the piston
soon overtakes the lower pressure wave, and a
shock front is formed.
.. After steady-state conditions are reach
~e shock front moves at supersonic velocity
with respect to the undisturbed air but at sub
sonic velocity with respect to the air behind the
shock front. Ahead of the shock front, there is
no early pressure increase to indicate the im
pending arrival of the shock wave. If such an
early pressure wave were present, the shock
front would overtake it. Behind the shock front.
whatever pressure irregularities that may form
can overtake the front and merge with it. The
tendency for all pressure gradients to concen
trate at the shock front is so strong that moder
ately strong shock waves in air generate shock
fronts that are only a few atomic mean free
paths (mfp) thick (at sea level, I mfp is about
,10,5 em).

A-9 Pressure-Momentum-lmiaction
at a Shock Front"

• Before applying Newton's second law to
a reflection problem, it will be examined with
respect to a step function shock wave shown in
Figure A-4. This is a simple problem that re
quires little more than a sample calculation. It is.
however, useful as a preparation for the reflec
tion problem that is discussed below. Numerical
values of pressure, density, and velocity, calcu
lated from the equations in Table A-I, appear in
the figure.

• To evaluate Newton's second law, it is
necessary to determine the momentum change
per unit time and the force that produces the
change. If a unit area of the shock front is con
sidered, the' force is numerically equal to the
shock wave overpressure ap, which in this
example is 10 psi. To obtain a consistent set of
units, this pressure must be expressed as 1,440
Ibs/ft2 .
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CONDITIONS BEHIND
SHOCK FRONT:

u = 431 ft/sec
cs = 1,205 ft/sec
Ps = 24.7 psi

P = .00343 slugs/ft3
5

VE LOCITY OF SHOCK
FRONT

U = 1,405 ft/sec

//////////// ///////////y/////////////
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////////////////////
l:lp = 10 psi

AMBIENT CONDITIONS:

P = 14.7 psi
p = .00238 slugs/ft3

c = 1,116 ft/sec

. .

· ..· .· ..· .

t¥J = pUu, or

1,440 = .00238 x 1,405 x 431

A·10 Normal Reflection at 8

Solid Barrier.

• Figure A·S shows a Io-psi shock wave

A-10

, Figure A-4." Parameters of a 10 psi Shock Wave "

_ The mass of air that enters one square that has struck the end of the cylinder and has
foot of shock front area each second is the formed a receding shock wave, Behind the reced-
ambient density, .00238 s]ugs/ft3 , times the ing shock front, the air is stationary. The ve-
shock front velocity of 1,405 ft/sec. This air is locity change at the reflected shock front has
given a velocity of 431 ,ftlsec as it enters the the same magnitude (but the opposite direction)
shock wave. Thus, as the velocity change of 431 ft/sec at the inci

dent shock front. However, the pressure jump
~1 across the reflected shock front is greater
than I1p because more mass per second is involv
ed (see Figure A-S). The difference results prin
cipally from the higher density of the air enter
ing the shock wave, but also results from the
greater relative velocity, 1,491 ft/sec, between
the shock front and the incoming air.



CONDITIONS IN INCIDENT SHOCK WAVE:

VELOCITY OF
REFLECTED
SHOCK FRONT =
U, = 1,060 ft/sec

...

Ps = 24.7 psi (= P + '101
u = 431 ft/sec

P, = .00343 slugs/ft3

I
/////////// /////////////////////////
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~p, 15.3 psi

(
\.

CONDITIONS IN REFLECTED SHOCK WAVE:

P, = 40,0 psi (= P + 25.3)
u, = 0
P, = .00482

Figure A-5. _ Reflection of a 10 psi Shock Wave from a Solid Barrier.

~:i-': equation expressing Newton's sec
ond law may be obtained from basic physical
principles, or it may be obtained from equations
given in Section I by changing the frame of
reference to one that is stationary with respect
to the air ahead of t,he reflected shock front.

t.p = pUu.

15.3 x 144 = .00343 0,060 + 431) 431,

2,220 = .00343 x 1,491 x 431

_ 7:1e reflected overpressure, ~pl' is the
amount by which the pressure at the reflecting

surface exceeds ambient pressure. It is the sum
of the pressure jumps across the incident and the
reflected shock fronts, or 25.3 psi.

•
Acoustic theory often draws on the use

f ncept of images to explain the shock wave
patterns produced at a reflecting surface. The
reflecting surface is equivalent to a plane of
symmetry. In the foregoing example, the image
created by the reflecting surface would be a sec
ond piston, moving to the left with a velocity of
431 ftlsec, and located as far to the right of the
reflecting surface as the real piston is to the left
of it. As the two shock waves of equal strength
collide, they produce conditions equivalent to
those shown in Figure A-5.
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• Explanation of the strength of the re
llected shoe]..;, front does not follow as readily
from acoustic theory as does the basic shock
wave pattern. Acoustic theory began with the
study of sound waves, which have such low
amplitudes that air acts as a linear medium. In
such a medium, pressures are additive, and the
Wavt rellected by a perfect reflector has the
S~""I' ~rnr1itllrle as the incident wave. Shock
wave I;'ffects are decidedly nonlinear, as is shown
in the preceding example.
~ Acoustic theory explains that the pres
~ump of 15-.3 psi instead of 10 psi at the
reflected shock front is caused by the effect of
dynamic pressure. Mathematically, this is a con
venient explanation. For shock strengths less
than about lO, the equations

t:..p] = t:..p + 2.4 q

and

t:..pr = 2t:..p + 2.4 q

give correct values for t:..p I • the pressure jump at
the reflected shock front and t:..p r , the reflected
overpressure. The constant 2.4 is valid for air
subjected to low shock strengths. In general, the
constant has the value "y + I.

II Physically, however, the explanation is
ar 1 ICla\' In the sense that dynamic pressure ef
fects are the effects caused by the momentum of

air in motion, tiP 1 is produced entirely by dy
namic pressure. The basic acoustic theory fails
to predict shock wave phenomena. Predictions
are possible only from a modified theory, tailor
ed to fix experimental facts, and experience in
using this theory is necessary to use it success
fully _

A·11 Pressures on Simple Shape.
_ Two examples will be used to illustrate
~enomena that occur when a blast wave
interacts with a target.

_The fIrst example is the steady-state
pressure pattern around a sphere placed in the
path of the shock wave. Figure A-6 shows the
nature of this pattern after the shock front has
passed. and eq uilibrium conditions apply.
~ This problem is more complex than the
~scussed in paragraph A-IO. The air par
ticles directed exactly toward the center of the
sphere reach the stagnation point, a point on the
sphere at which the air is brought to rest, and
the momentum that these particles give up may
be calculated readily. All of the other air par
ticles affected by the sphere behave in a more
complicated way. They are slowed down and de
flected, but they are not stopped.
_ An order-of-magnitude equation for
~may be obtained by assuming that all of
the air directed toward the sphere is stopped.
The momentum per unit area per unit time di-

//////////////////////////////////////

/ / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / //

Figure A-5.• Reflection of a Shock Wave by a- Small Object •
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•rected toward the sphere is p u (the mass flows
per unit area per unit time). Application of
J\ewton's second law shows that the wind pres
sure is about

A detailed analysis would show that the pressure
produced at the stagnation point of a sphere in a
moderately strong wind is more closely approxi
mated by dynamic pressure, which has a value
that is just half of that given by the previous
equ3tion

• Therefore. the wind pressure at the stag
nation point on the sphere is roughly

1
q =-:;- x .00343 x (431)2,

'"

= 318.58 Ibs/ft 1 ,

= 2.2 psi.

Total pressure at the stagnation point is about
12,2 psi, the sum of the static overpressure and
the dvnamic pressure .
.. The important point in this example is
~he high pressure region aroun-d the object
is stationary, not moving forward to meet the
oncoming air as was the receding shock wave
shown in Figure A-5. Consequently I the rate at
which air enters the hig!1 pressure region is
lower. The rate at which momentum is extracted
from incoming air is correspondingly lower. By
Newton's second law, the pressure developed is
smaller.
• Acoustically I no reflection is considered

to occur in this example. The problem is simply
one of an object in an airstream.

• The second illustration is the transient
interaction between a blast wave and a small
cube. This type of interaction is largely a com
bination of those already discussed. For simplic'
ity I the blast wave is assumed to strike one side
of the cube head-on. Shortly after the shock
front strikes the cube, the reflection process is
much like that produced at the closed end of a
piston (Figure A-5). A receding shock wave is
formed, the mass flow rate into this shock wave
is high, and the front face of the cube is sub
jected to a high reflected overpressure (25.3 psi
for a 10 psi incident shock wave).
~ At the edges of the front face of the
c~the layer of compressed air in the receding
shock wave is unconfined. It flows outward.
around the edges of the cube. This outward flow
relieves the high pressure behind the receding
shock front. As a result of this pressure relief.
the receding shock front loses velocity; conse
quently, the incoming air gives up its momen
tum at a decreasing rate. A steady-state flow pat
tern develops, and the pressure at the front
surface of the cube drops to roughly the inci
dent overpressure plus the incident dynamic
pressure. The situation is now similar to that
shown in Figure A-6 .

• Part of the acoustic explanation is very
descriptive. Pressure relief waves form at the
edge of the front surface of the cube and propa
gate inward. Reflections that occur when these
relief waves meet increase the rate of flow over
the front face and around the edges of the cube.
The time required for the steady-state flow pat
tern to develop is about two or three times that
required for a shock wave to travel from the
edge of the cube to the center of the front face.

• The remainder of the acoustic explana-
tion is evident only to a person familiar with
acoustic theory or to a person who has previous
ly encountered this particular explanation. It in
volves understanding: (1) the reflection coef
ficient of an object becomes small as the wave-
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•length of the incident sound wave becomes large
compared with the dimensions of the object:
and (2) a pressure wavefonn has an equivalent
spectrum of sound waves of different wave
lengths (strictly speaking. the equivalent spec
trum requires a linear medium and is only an
allimation in strongly shocked air).

These acoustic concepts, applied to the
pro lem of reflection from a small cube, predict
that the cube will reflect the shock front strong
Iy, but that the reflection coefficient of the cube
will decrease rapidly after the shock front
passes. The reflected wave weakens by spherical
divergence as it propagates away from the cube.
and the pressure on the front face of the cube
decreases to its steady-state value.

A-12 The Rankine-Hugonio~uations

(Alternate Analysis) •

• In the conventional derivation of the
R=ne-Hugoniot equations (paragraph A-I),
the algebra tends to obscure the physical picture
associated with the derivation. The following'

. analysis provides a more intuitive introduction
to the subject.
• The interaction at the shock frollt is

baSically an inelastic co llisio Il. The truth of this
statement is evident from the definition of an
inelastic collision. It is a collision in which the
,:,,:,11;~~~[ r.C'r:es stick together and move with a

•

m on velocity after they collide.
The statement given above provides a

method to account for the energy exchanges
that occur at the shock front. It may be applied
most readily if the collision is considered to
occur between a very thin' layer of unshocked air
and the mass of air behind the shock front. The
following statement may then be confIrmed

• The inelastic collision at the shock front
is j{j percent efficient in transferring kinetic
energy to the incoming air. A change to the
ccfltcr-o[-m"ss frame of reference is the fIrst step

A-14

necessary to demonstrate this fact. Since the
mass of air being picked up at any instant is
infinitesimal, this frame of reference moves with
the air behind the shock front. The initial ki
netic energy per unit area of the shock front is,
in this frame of reference, that of the thin layer
of unshocked air approaching the shock front
with a relative velocity of u. If its mass is dm, its
initial kinetic energy is·

After a completely inelastic collision, the kinetic
energy in the center-of-mass frame of reference
is zero.t In other words, the amount of energy
that is converted from kinetic energy to internal
energy in the collision is equal to d(KE).

•
In the original frame of reference (sta

ti y with respect to the unshocked air).
d(KE) is equal to the kinetic energy of the thin
layer of air after it has become a part of the
shock wave. Thus, the kinetic energy imparted
to the air and the kinetic energy converted to
internal energy by the inelastic collision are
equal, i.e., this method of transferring kinetic
enerev is 50 percent efficient.:!:

_ Accounting for all of the work done at
t~ock front is complicated by an energy ex-

~ous derivation of the equations governing the in
elamc collision of two bodies req uires the simultaneous solu tion
of the energy and momentum equations of the system. If a large
mass and a very small mass are approaching one another with
equal and opposite momenta, the kinetic energy of the larger
mass is negligible compared to the kinetic energy of the smaller

•
BY deflllition, total momentum in the center-<>f-mass frame
ference is zero. Since momentum is conserved in the colli

sion of two bodies. the total momentum remains zero after any
collision. After a completely inelastic collision. neither of the
colliding bodies is moving with respect to the center of mass;
therefore. their flllal kinetic energy in this frame of reference is

• Although kinetic energy changes with changes in the frame
.ference, the energy loss in an inelastic collision does not.
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•change that is independent of the exchange pro-
duced by the inelastic collision. The tetal work
done on a unit mass of incoming air results from
th~ pressure Ps that is behind the shock fran t
movi:1g through the distance required to com
press this mass of air from its initial volume V to
its final volume Vs '

One portion of this work is done by the ambient
pressure P in displacing the volume V - J's' Since
the ambient pressure does not produce a force
that has directional characteristics, it has no
function in setting the air in motion. This por
tion of the work only contributes to com
pression.

11' = PO' - V)com p s

The remainder of the work is done by the over
pressure !:J.p =Ps - P, displacing the volume V
V~. At the shock front. the effect of overpres
sure is completely directional, and overpressure
creates the force that accelerates the air that is
overtaken by the shock front. This is the portion
of thE: work that is required to produce kinetic
energy by a collision process,

paragraph. The kinetic energy added to the unit
mass of air is

I 2 - I W2" u -"2 cou'

= .1.. (P - P)( V - V)2 s s •

and the particle (wind) velocity is

The change in internal energy of the unit mass
of air is

E-E=W +2. w
s comp 2 coD

= P (V - V) + -!.- (P - P)( y' - T')
s 2 s s

To obtain the equation for shock front velocity,
note that while the air in the shock wave moves
into a volume V • Vs' the shock front has ad
vanced through a volume V. The ratio of shock
front velocity to particle velocity is therefore

u
u

v
=~-""'="'="-

V - Vs

As already demonstrated, half of this work ap
pears as kinetic energy and half as internal ener
gy of the unit mass. of air added to the shock
front. Note that the work.converted to internal
energy by the collision process is closely related
to Wcom p in that both contribute to compress
ing the gas to the volume Vs and, in this way,
both increase the internal energy of the air.

_ The energy exchange equations for a
unftass of air entering the shock front follow
dlIectly from the discussion in the preceding

(
Ps - P)1/2

U = V V _ V
s

The equations for u, (Es - E), and U are the
Rankine-Hugoniot equations given previously in
paragraph A-I.
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~ SOle' Although the interaction at the
s~ froJlt i~ completely inelastic, the overall
reaction of a blast wave in free air is partially
elastic. In such a blast wave, the pressure behind
the shock front is not constant, but decays with
time-. The air behind the front expands and re
turns energy that helps to propagate the shock
wave (see footnote to paragraph 2-33, Chapter
:;). ;-:;;0 :~~: ~,-,,;:; nct alter the validity of the
argument presented above. It simply points out
that the inelastic collision at the shock front
only describes part of the mechanism of blast
wave propagation.

A· 13 Dynamic Pressure.

_ Dynamic pressure is frequently equated
~ wind force produced on a target by the
high velocity winds in a blast wave, but the rela
tion between force and dynamic pressure is not

-

simple.
One source of confusion is the name

W He implies a meaning that differs from the.
correct One. In a compressible fluid, the true
meaning of dynamic pressure is limited to the
mathematical definition

I
q =_ P u2

2 s

where Ps IS mass per unit volume and u is par
ticle velocity behind the shock front. Strictly
speaking, q is not a pressure. A body moving
along wiih moving air will not feel a force that is
attributable to dynamic pressure. Dynamic pres
sure is kinetic energy per unit volume. Reasons
for calling it a pressure are: (I) it has the dimen
sions of pressure; and (2) this energy can be used
to develop a pressure.
__-\ stationary body exposed to a wind
~erience pressures that differ at different
points on its surface. The highest pressure on the
hndy i~ the sta!!nation pressure, which occurs
wherever the air is completely stopped by im-
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pact with the body. For example, if the body is
a sphere, the stagnation pressure occurs at the
point on the surface that faces directly into the
wind. For an incompressible fluid, stagnation
pressure is simply the sum of the free-stream
static pressure and the free-stream dynamic pres
sure. However, for a compressible fluid, such as
air, stagnation pressure is the sum of the free
stream static pressure and a quantity called the
free-stream impact pressure. At low velocities,
impact pressure and dynamic pressure are essen
tially equal, but at velocities that are appreciable
compared with sound speed, impact pressure
rises above dynamic pressure. When wind speed
is equal to sound speed, impact pressure exceeds
dynamic pressure by about 28 percent.
~he forces exerted by strong winds cor
r~d more directly to impact pressures than
to dynamic pressure. This suggests that weapons
effects calculations should be based on impact
pressures rather than on dynamic pressures: but,
both in this field and in aerodynamics, dynamic
pressures are employed more commonly. The
choice is based on conventional practice. In
aerodynamic problems, dynamic pressure is used
because it may be calculated readily. Wind force
on an object is calculated from the equation

where Co is drag coefficient and A is an area
related to the size of the object. The drag coef
ficient is not constant. It is a function of ve
locity, and its variation absorbs not only the dis
crepancy between dynamic pressure and impact
pressure, but also accounts for the net effect of
the complex pressure pattern that forms around
an object in an airstream. The product qA, al
though it has the dimensions of a force, has no
direct physical relation to any force exerted by
th ,. d.ill In weapons effects calculations, dynamic
pressure often is as convenient as it is in aerody-
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•n~mlCS: damage criteria for such objects as
buildiQg.s are established in terms of convention
al shock wave parameters, such as overpressure,
dynamic pressure, or impulse. Consequently, th~

stagnation pressure or other actual pressures
found at various points on specific structures
usually are not calculated unless specific blast
loading information is desired. In some cases;
tDe choice of dynamic pressure may not be ap
propriate for damage criteria. For example,

when the air in the blast wave is dust laden (as it
is for certain combinations of yield, burst
height, ground range, and surface properties). a
measurement with a conventional dynamic pres
sure gauge often is ambiguous. The dust is not
necessarily in velocity equilibrium with the air,
and the amount of dust is not known. As a re
sult, it is often difficult to calculate the dynamic
pressure of air alone from such experimental
measuremen ts.
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APPENDIX B

USEFUL RELATIONSHIPS•

(

o' i General Equivalents •

~ One kiloton (kt) is defined to be 1012

~s of energy release. * This amount of energy
v.iIl be released by the complete fission of 0.057
kg (57 grams or 2 ounces) of fissionable ma
teriaJ.+ Equivalents to this amount of energy in
other units are:

• 2.61 x 1025 million electron volts (MeV),

• 4.18 x 1019 ergs,
• 1.16 x 106 kilowatt-hours,

• 3.97 x 109 British thermal units .

• Some equivalents of the complete con-
versJOl1 of mass to energy are: .

I gram mass = 5.61 x 1026 MeV

= 8.99 x 1020 ergs

= 2.15 x 1013 calories

•
The temperature associated with one

e Ion volt is 11,605.9 degrees Kelvin.

B-2 constants.

• Velocity of light: 3 x 108 mlsec = 3 x
10 cm/sec.
.. Avagadro's number: 6.023 x 1023 mole
Cll~er mole (gram molecular weight).

Planck's constant: 6.625 x 10.27 erg-sec.
Boltzmann constant: 1.38 X 10. 16

erg ~ K.
+Mass of electron: 9.1085 x 10,28 gm.
~ Mass of proton: 1.672 x 10.24 gm.
~ Mass of neutron: 1.675 x 10. 24 gm.
~Mass of alpha particle: 6.64 x 10'24 gm.
L05chmidt number: 2.687 x 1019 mole

eu es of ideal gas per cubic centimeter at 0c.

• Electron charge:

4.803 x 10. 10 esu = 1.602 x 10,20 emu

= 1.602 x 10. 19 coulombs.

B·3 Standard Sea Level Atmosphere.

• Pressure =14.696 psi

.= 2,116.22 Ib/ft2

= 1,013.25 millibars

= 101,325. newtons(m 2

= 1,013,250. dynes/cm 2

• Temperature = 59°F

= 15°C

=288.15°K

= 518.4°R

II Density = 2.38 x 10,3 slug/ft3

= 7.65 x 10,2 Ib/ft 3

= 1.225 x 10.3 gm/cm 3

= 1.225 kg/m 3

• Speed of sound = 1,116.45 ft/sec

=340.29 mlsec

=34,029 emlsec

'

See footnote on page )·3 [or the origin of the defmilion.
This is the energy released by the {inion of S7 grams of

fISSIonable material. II is not the energy thaI would be released
by the conversion of S7 parns mass to energy.

• Classical rest mass.
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=1,000'kg/m 3

=3.613 x 10.2 Ib/in. 3

= 62.43 Ib/ft3

=1.94 slugs!ft 3

=1 x 10. 3 gm/em 3

=3.613 x 10.5 Ib/in. 3

= 4.015 X 10.4 in .
water (4°C)

= 2.089 x 10. 3 Ib/ft 2

= 1.451 x 10.5 Ib/in. 2 (psi)

= 1.02 x 10. 2 kg/m 2

= I x 10. 3 millibars

1 gm (wt)/em 2 =980.665 dynes/em 2

= 980.665 x 10. 1

newtons/m 2

= 10.0 kg/m 2

= 2.048 Ib/ft 2

= 1.422 x 10. 2 Ib/in. 2 (psi)

= 7.35 x 10. 1 mm
mercury (Ooe)

= 0.394 in. water (4"C)

= 980.665 x I0. 3 millibars

1 Ib (wt)/in. 2 (psi) = 6.895 x 104 dynes/em 2

= 6.895 x 103 newtons/m2

= 703.07 kg/m 2

= 70.307 gm/cm 2

= 51. 715 mm mercury (O°C)

= 27.673 in. water (4°C)

= 68.947 millibars

1 millibar = 100 newtons/m 2

=1,000 dynes!em 2

= 1.45 x 10.2 Ib/in. 2

=2.089 Ib/ft2

• Density:

1 gm/em 3

= 1.0197 X 10. 3 gm/em 2

= I X 10. 1 newtons/m 2

=7.5 x 10.4 mm
mercury (O°C)

• Pressure:

1 dyne/cm 2

• Grayitational acceleration

= 9.8067 m/sec2

= 32.1741 ft/sec 2

8·4 conversions.

• Len,:th: I [t = 0.3048 m

= 30.48 cm

1 m =3.281 ft

I kft = 0.3048 km

= 0.1894 mi

=0.1645nm

1 km = 1,000 m

=~.281 ft

= 3.281 kft

=0.6214mi

= 0.5396 nm

1 mi = 5,280 ft

=1,760yds

=5.280kft

= 1.609 km

= 0.8684 nm

• Force: .
1 dyne = 1.0197 x 10. 3 gm (weIght)

= 2.2481 x 10.6 Ib (weight)

1 gm (weight) =980.665 dynes

= 2.2046 x 10. 3 Ib (weight)

= 1 x 10. 3 kg (weight)

1 Ib (weight) = 4.4482 x lOs dynes

= 453.59 gnl (weight)

=0.45359 kg (weight)
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• Temperature:

OK =oC+273.15

OR = OF + 459.4

°c = 5/9 ('F - 32)

OF =915°C + 32

• Wavelength:

1 A =10-8 em

= 10-10 m

= 10-4 p

Ip =10-4 em

= 10-6 m

=104 A

(

1 (b/ft 3

1 slugift 3

• Energy:

1 gm-cal

1 joule

1 erg

1 ft-Ib

1 Btu

• Velocity:

1 em/sec

= 6.243 x 10- 2 Ib/ft 3

= 1.94 x 10. 3 slugs/ft 3

= 1.6018x 10'2 gmicm 3

=16.018 kg/m 3

=5.787 x 10-4 Ib/in. 3

=3.108 x 10'2 slugs/ft 3

='0.5154 gm/cm 3

=515.4 kg/m3

= 1.862 x 10,2 Ib/in. 3

=32.1741b/ft 3

=4.184 joules

=4.184 x 107 ergs

=3.086 ft-Ib

=3.966 x 10- 3 Btu

= I X 107 ergs

=0.239 gm-cal

=0.738 ft-Ib

= 9.480 x 10-4 Btu

= 1 x 10. 7 joules

=2.39 x 10-8 gm-cal

=7.38 x 10,8 ft-lb

=9.48 x 10,11 Btu

= 1.356 joules

= 1.356 x 107 ergs

= 3.240 x 10,1 gm-cal

== 1.285 x 10- 3 Btu

= 252 gin-cal

= 1,054 joules

= 1.054 x 1010 ergs

= 778 ft-Ib

=1 X 10,2 m/sec

I mlsec

I. ft/sec

1 mi/hr

I knot

=3.281 x 10,2 ft/sec

= 2.237 x 10-2 mi/hr

= 1.942 x 10- 2 knots

= 100 cmlsec

= 3.281 ft/sec

= 2.237 mi/hr

= 1.942 knots

=30.48 em/sec

= 3.048 x 10,1 misec

=6.818 x 10- 1 mi/hr

=5.921 x 10,1 knots

=44.70 cmlsec

=0.4470 mlsec

= 1.4667 ft/sec

=0.8684 knots

=51.48 cmlsec

= 0.5148 mlsec

= 1.689 ft/sec

= 1.152 mi/hr
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8-5 Fractional Powers and Dimension
Scaling' •

• Figures B-1 and B·2 provide the infonna
tion necessary to perform many of the fractional
power scaling operations required by equations
presented in this manual. The use of these figures
is demonstrated in Problem B-1. Figure B-3 is a
nomogram that shows the relationships among
the height of burst. the horizontal distance, and
the slant range. A straight line through any two
(known) of these quantities (on the appropriate
scale) will pass through the third (unknown)

8-4
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quantity on its scale. ree dimensions must,
of course, be in the "f!I/JJIIM units. The diagram
accompanying this nomogram should make its
use obvious, and no example is provided. While
Figures 8-1 through B-3 are plotted accurately,
visual interpolation on these figures cannot pro
vide accurate results. If tools such as a slide rule,
logarithm tables, or a calculator that can per
form fractional power operations are available,
users of this manual are encouraged to make use
of those tools. Figures B-1 through B-3 are pro
vided for those who desire a reasonable answer
in the absence of such tools.



Problem B· 1. Use of Fractional Power Curves and Dimension Scaling Nomogram

_Figure B-1 shows several fractional
powers of numbers between 1 and 100,000. The
fractional powers are those that are necessary to
apply various scaling procedures presented else-

1!
er~,

Figure B·~ is a nomogram from which
actua dimensions may be obtained from various
scaled dimensions for yields from 0.1 kt to 100
Mt. The scaling power for which the scaled di
mensions are applicable is indicated at the top of
the scale in each case. A straight line connecting
a yield with any scaled dimension will cross the
actual dimension scale at the proper value accord
ing to the scaling which is being used. The di
mensions may be in any units for which scaling
is given, but the scaled dimension and the actual
dimension will always be in the same units.
• Example]. . .

(Jil'ell: A 500 kt weapon is to be burst at
the minimum height of burst at which fallout is
not expected. A conservative height of burst is
desired.

Find: The actual height of burst at which
the weapon is to be detonated.

Solu [ion: From paragraph 5-22, the mini
::... ::-. :: ::s:r.'ati\'e height of burst for a 500 k t
weapon at which fallout is not expected is 180
WO.4 ft.

Answer a: From B-1

(500)°·4 = 12

180 x 12 = 2,160 ft.

Answer b: From Figure B-2, a straight line
" connecting 500 on the yield scale with 180 on

the 0.4 power scaled dimension scale crosses the
actual dimension scale at 2,160. The desired
height of burst is thus 2,160 feet. (Note. Con
version from one scaling procedure to another
is particularly easy with the nomogram. The line
mentioned above crosses the cube root scaled
dimension scale at 270. Thus 180 WO, 4 ft cor
r~ds to 270 Wt~for 500 kt.)
.. Example 2 _

Given: A ground distance of 2,580 yd from
an 80 kt surface burst.

Find: The proper distance to determine
overpressure from the 1 kt curves,

Solu tion: The applicable scaling is (Prob
lem 2-9) .

..!.... = ~d /3.

d l

Answer a: From Figure B-1

(80)1/3 = 4.3,

d 2,580
d 1 =-- =-- = 600 yd

Wl/3 4.3

= 1,800 ft.

Answer b: From Figure B-2, a straight line
from 80 on the yield scale through 2,580 on the
actual dimension scale intersects the cube root
scaled dimension scale at 600. The scaled distance
is 600 yards. The proper distance to enter thf'
overpressure charts is 1,800 feet.
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APPENDIX C

PROBABILITY CONSIDERATIONS _

_ The procedures described in Sections I
through II! of Chapter 11 pennit independent
('~I~l1hti<""\'H of the .sO percent probability of
damage to structures. equipment and personnel.
Section I of this appendix provides a method for
ddermining the probability of failure for condi
tions oth~r than those considered in Chapter II.
i.e. where the median or 50 percent probability
level of vulnerability differs from the median or
50 percent probability level of input motions or
pressures. Section II provides the derivation of
some equations used in Section I. Familiarity
with Section Ill. Chapter 2 and Sections I
throu!!h III. Chapter II is presupposed.

• The discussion herein is related to the
intensity of motion (either displacement, veloc
ity. or acceleration) that is req uired to prod uce
severe damage to equipment or personnel. and
to the intensity of input pressures produced by
the air shock that will cause severe or moderate
damage to both aboveground and belowground
structures. The failure of rock openings is also
treated in terms of slant range. Either free field
'U'~~~. v, ,aiu~~ within the structure at the
point of support of the equipment, or the re
spollse spectrum values, may be used inter
changeably as input. In general, the response
spectrum values of motion will be used. Dif
ferent probabilities will be obtained for shock
effects depending on the. knowledge available
pertaining to the type and 1iesign of the shock
mount .
• In all cases, the parameters that are dealt

Whi! are the intensity of motion, the intensity of
overpressures, or the slant range. For motion
vulnerability, one of the three elements of mo
.iVJI (1i::>tJl.i ...cment, velocity, or acceleration) can
be llsed, depending on which region of the spec-

trum is involved, without otherwise distinguish
ing among them. By com~aring the median value
of input (motion, pressure, or slant range) with
the median value of vulnera bili ty, respectively.
to motion, overpressure, or slant range as appro
priate, the probability of failure or survival of
the particular piece of equipment or structure
can be obtained directly. When these two levels
are equal, the probability of failure is. of course.
50 percent. However, when they are different,
the tables and figures provided in this appendix
may be used to obtain the probability of failure
or of survival.

CO, Protective Design and Weapon

Selection ."
• In general, all of the parameters govern

ing the response of a structure, including the
loading and the structural parameters. are sub
ject to variation and uncertainty. In making a
design of a structure to resist certain overpres
sures. or other inputs, for a particular yield of
weapon. the designer ordinarily makes assump
tions on the conservative side in all or nearly all
of the cases where he has a choice of parameter
values. The designer desires to state, with a high
degree of confidence, that his structure will
withstand an overpressure (the "design" over
pressure), or other inputs, specified to him. He
will, therefore, choose parameter values suffi
ciently conservative to assign a high confidence
value to his statement, e.g., 90 percent or better.

• The weapon analyst who is estimating
the vulnerability of a structure, on the other
hand, can work with an overall variation, which
reflects the variation of the individual param
eters. The weapon analyst is not bound to the
selection of single values for these parameters,

C-1



.-
because he is not solely interested in being able
to st3t~ the probability that a single specified
inru: will cause the desired damage, or that a
certain input wil! cause damage with a high
degree' of confidence. Instead. he must answer
the question. given a specified combination of
weapon yield and height of burst, and consider
ing the possible variations associated with the
structural and weapon parameters, what is the
probZJbility that the specified damage will occur.

SECTlOJ\ I

• DA\tAGE PROBABILITIES'.

• DAMAGE CAUSED BY
MOTION INPUT •

C-2 Description of Charts for Damage
Caused by Motion Input •

• Valu~s of the standard deviation a,
stated in terms of a percentage of the mean
value m of intensity of motion, are shown in .
Item I of Table Col. These values represent the
combination of variabilities and uncertainties
relative to the shock motions as well as to the
vulnerability of structures or equipment and per
sonnel. The values apply equally for input dis
placement in the constant displacement region,
v, ,,,:u":'J :.. ,: ... ",u.lstant velocity region and
acceleration in the constant acceleration region
(see Figures 2-90 and II-51).
~ Separate values are given for equipment
t~ not shock mounted and for equipment
that is shock mounted. Different values are given
for shock mounted equipment to distinguish
between equipment where the' 'design of the
mount is known, and for two different situa
tions for shock mounted equipment where tj1e
design is unknown. In the case where the design
is unknown, the type of equipment may be
known and therefore some better measure of the
vumeraOllllY ien::i can be assessed; alternately,
the ty?e of eq'Jipment also may be unknown,

C-2

and major uncertainties must be considered to
exist in the data. The values of aim given in
Items Ia through Idretlect these degrees of
uncertain ties.

• The distributions of the combined vul
nerabilities can be considered to be logarithmic
normal, and to have the shape corresponding to
the typical lognormal curve for the particular
values -of aim listed in Table C-I. The param
eters of the lognormal probability distribution
and its properties are summarized in Section II
of this appendix .

• Figure C-I shows the probability dis
tributions for failure or for survival for the vari
ous combined values of aim stated in Table C-I,
plotted as a function of the ratio of the median
value of input motion (or input pressure or slant
range). bi' to the median value of vulnerability
level of motion (or of pressure vulnerability or
of slant range), for the equipment or structure,
bv ' Figure C-2 is similar to Figure C-I, except
that the ratio aim is shown as a function of
b/b v for different probability values. Where b

l
=

b . i.e., the ratio is unity, the probability of fail-
v

ure is 50 percent. These curves are used to ob-
tain the probability of failure for any other ratio
of b/bv ; as shown in Section II, these same
curves give the probability of survival if the
ordinates are taken as b)b j in place of b/b v '

Therefore, the probability of failure or of sur
vival can be determined by using the appropriate
curve in Figure Col or C-2. For example, if a
situation exists in which velocity governs the re
sponse (in the constant velocity region) and
where the equipment is shock mounted (design
known) with the mounting being the item in
which failure is to be produced, the appropriate
aim of 100 percent is obtained from Item Ib of
Table C-I. With this value, it can be seen that if
the median value of input velocity is 2.0 times
the vulnerability velocity level, either Figure C-I
or Figure C-2 shows that the probability of fail
ure is about 79 percent.
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.!r. however, the acceleration bound
go\<.:rns. and the shock mounting design is un
known but the type is known, Item Ic of Table
Col shows aim to be 150 percent. With this
value. if the median input acceleration is 2.0
times the vulnerability level of acceleration, the
probability of failure is only 74 percent. To
achieve an 85 percent probability of failure for
this condition would require that the median
value of acceleration be 3.1 times the vulner
ability level of acceleration. as shown in Figure
C-~.

C·3 Instructions for IItion
Input Analyses

• ,A step-by-step procedure for motion
input analysis is given below. Illustrative exam
ples for specific analyses are given in paragraph
C-4. It is assumed that b v is known and b i for
the particular weapon and conditions is assumed
for motion inputs and vulnerability. The steps
are:

1. Determine the value of aim from Table
C-I depending on whether or not an element is
shock mounted and on the knowledge of the
type and design of the mount.

2. If information other than that given in
Table Col is available in the form of coefficients
of variations of the input motions and of the
yulnerabilities, the following equation can be
used to obtain the combined aim:

If the parameters are different from those tabu
lated, and a value of aim computed from the
above equation is different from any of those
shown in Table C-l, enter Figure C-2 with the
value of aim as abscissa, and read the value of
h,l" for a chosen probability of failure Pf (sug-

I v
, gest Pf = 90 percent or 95 percent). With this

value of bJbv ' a line can be plotted on Figure
Col appropriate to the particular value of aim,
The value of bJbv is plotted on Figure Col as
the ordinate at the chosen probability, Pr = 90

, percent or 95 percent as the case may be. A line
from the plotted point through the 50 percent
point (where the other lines intersect) gives the
entire curve. Alternately, if the com bined value
of aim is not given in Table Col or Figure C-l,
Figure C-2 may be used in place of Figure C-I.

3'. For the particular value of aim deter
mined, read the probability of failure from Fig
ure Col using the abscissa at the bottom of the
figure, or the probability of survival using the
abscissa at the top of the figure for the particu
lar value of bJb".

4. For the given ratios of aim. and for any
value of b/b", the probabilities of failure or of
survival are determined as described above: how
ever. Figures Col and C-2 also can be used with a
ratio of b"lb j to give the same probabilities by
interchanging Pr , the probability of failure, with
Ps ' the probability of survival.

5. If a particular probability of failure or sur-
vival is desired. the value of bJbv is obtained
from Figure Col or C-2 for the particular com
bined value of aim. and the desired value of b i is
obtained by trial-and-error for the particular
given value of b".

C-4 Illustrative Examples for Motion

InputsI
Example 1 ' .

• Consi er the vulnerability of non-shock
mounted equipment. The value of bv is assumed
to be 109 at approximately 20 cycles per sec
ond. Consider the li:ase in which the spectrum
intersection is along a line parallel to a line of
constant acceleration.
_ From Table C-I, Item 1a indica tes a
~of aim of 100 percent.
_ For a particular explosion, the accelera
t~vel is determined to be bi = 7g (by the

C-3



• •methods of SectIon Ill. Chapter 2). Therefore,
the ratio of b i to by is 7/10 =0.7. From Figure
Col. with b/b v = 0.7 and aim = 100 percent, the
probability of failure is 33 percent, or the prob
ability of survival is 67 percent. Alternately,
bJb

1
= 1.43. Using this value of bJb j and aim =

100 percent. the survival probability is read di
rectly from FiQure C·I or C-2 to be 67 percent.

Fx:unple 2~

•
For t~me conditions as example I,

de ermine the input acceleration that would be
required to produce a 90 percent probability of
failure .
.. From Figure Col or C-2, a 90 percent
.p='bility of failure occurs for aim = 100 per
cent if b/b v = 2.9. This means that an accelera
tion of 29g will be required to produce 90 per
cent probability of failure.

~nple3.
.. For tne same equipment, consider a con

dition in which the equipment is shock mount
ed, with a velocity vulnerability of 1,000 in./sec
at approximately 4 cycles. Failure is desired in
the mounting for a known design of the mount.

• From Table C-I, Item Ib, aim = 100
percent.

_ If the velocity level for the explosion
c~ions is determined to be 1,500 in./sec, the
probability of failure from Figure C-I or C-2 is
69 percent for b/bv = 1.5 and aim = 100 per
cent.

• For the same conditions, a 95 percent
probability of failure requires a value of bJbv of
4.00, or a value of velocity of approximately
4.000 in./sec.

Table C-1.• Standard Deviations for Use in Probability AnalYSes.

C-4

Item

I. Shock effects on personnel and
equipment:

a. Not shock mounted

b. Shock mounted. deSign
of mount known

c, Shock mounted, type of
mount known, design
unknown

d. Shock mounted, type of
mount and design unknown

2. Aboveground structures or
elements nush with ground
surface

3. Underground structural elements
subjected to vertical pressure

4. Underground structural elements
subjected to horizontal pressure

5. Oper.ings in rock

'0,' m (percent of mean
of reference parameter)

100

lOa

150

200

35

65

80

50

Reference
Parameter

Shock motion

Shock motion

Shock motion

Shock motion

Overpressure

Overpressure

Overpressure

Slant range

4.
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aim = [(0.2)2 + (0.3)2 + (0.2)2 (0.3)2:1 1
1.

aim:::::: 35 percent.

With this combined value of aim, the probabil
ity of failure of a given structure subjected to a
specified overpressure or dynamic pressure from
a known weapon yield can be detennined from
Figure C-I or C-2. For example. 'consider a dif
fraction sensitive structure similar to type I ]-3
that is subjected to an overpressure of 20 psi
from a 3 kt explosion. From Table C-2, the
median overpressure vulnerability corresponding
to a 3 kt yield is 15 psi. The ratio b/b, is,
therefore. 1.333. Using b/bv =1.333. and aim =
35 percent, Pf =80 percent as the probability of
severe structural damage from either Figure C-I
or Figure C-2. The corresponding probability of
failure for light to moderate damage of the same
structure may be obtained similarly by using the
appropriate overpressure vulnerability obtained
from Table C-4.

• To design for a given probability of sur
vi~rom severe damage from a specified over
pressure or dynamic pressure. bi' and weapon
yield, HI, enter Figure C-2 with the given Ps to
obtain the value of b)b

j
corresponding to aim =

35 percent. The structure should have a median
vulnerability equal to the calculated by. For
example, if the median overpressure from a 30
kt weapon is 10 psi, the design of a structure
corresponding to structure type 11-5 with a 70
percent probability of survival from severe dam
age is determined from Figure C-2, with- aim =
35 percent and Ps = 70 percent, to be b)b j =
1.25. Hence, the structure must have a median
vulnerability of 1.25 b i = )2.5 psi to achieve a
70 percent probability of survival.

c'

- DAMAGE CAUSED BY
~SSURE ..

c-s Description of Charts for Damage
to Surface Structures Caused
by Pressure Input •

• The probability graphs presented in Fig
ures Col and C-:2 also apply to failure of surface
structures that are sensitive to overpressures or
dynamic pressures. In these cases. b

l
is the

median of the overpressure or dynamic pressure.
and b, is the median vulnerability to overpres
sure o~ d~'namjc pressure. Values of bl' as a func
tion yield. height of burst. and distance from
ground zero may be obtained from the overpres
sure and dynamic pressure height of burst curves
in Section I. Chapter 2.

• Tables C-2 and C-3 show the median val
ues of overpressure and dynamic pressure respec
tively. by. that correspond to severe damage to
the 22 types of structures for which isodamage
curves are presented in Figure 11-2 through
11-23. The structures and the types of damage
that are considered severe, moderate, or light for
each structure are described by number in Table
II-I. Tables C-4 and C-5 show the correspond
ir.g overpressures and dynamic pressures, respec
Lin:iy, that provide moderate damage to the
same family of structures. Even though the pres
sure required to produce a stated level of dam
age to a given structure with a given yield varies
somewhat, as shown in the isodamage curves of
Chapter II, the m.edian values presented in the
tables are considered to be sufficiently reliable
for the calculation of damage probabilities.

• The ratio o.jm. for the input pressure is
J I

assumed to be 20 percent for both overpressure
and dynamic pressures, and o)m y for pressure
vulnerabili ty is assigned a value of 30 percen t,
The combined value may be obtained from the
equation given in paragraph C-3:

aim =1(~)2 + (.::::..)2 + (2)2 (~)2} 1/1,
1 m . m m m It I y 1 V )

C-7



• To inflict severe damage to a surface
structure of j.;j1own type with a given probability
of failure. Figure C-l or C-2 is entered with this
probabillty to obtain a ratio b/b v corresponding
to a 1m = 35 percent. The required median over
pressure or dynamic pressure. b j , is then ob
tained in terms of b, from Table C-2 for diffrac
tiorl sensiti"e structures or from Table C-3 for
rlr~S' ser.,itive 5tructures. A yield that will pro
vide the required pressure input is then selected
with the aid of the height of burst curves in
Section I, Chapter 2.

C-G Description of Charts for Damage
to Underground Structures
Caused by Pressure Input.

_ Failure due to vertical overpressures or
~n[al pressures must be distinguished for
underground structures that are sensitive to soil
pressures. Again. b. is the median of the applied

I

pressure. In this case. the median vulnerability.
b , to vertical or horizontal pressure is obtained·

v

by the procedures discussed in Section II and
Ill. Chapter 11.
~ When using the probability charts, a val
~a/m =65 percent should be used for struc
tures and structural elements subjected to ver
tical pressures: however. for structures and struc
tural elements subjected to horizontal pressures.
........ :..... v; ","11 =80 percent should be used with
appropriate b/bv or b)b j • The procedure for
the analysis of the probability of failure or of
survival is the same as for aboveground struc
tures. Therefore, the illustrations presented for
above2round structures may be followed.
~ For deep underground oRenings in rocks
t~e sensitive to slant range, the quantities b j

and b must be expressed in terms of slantv
range. Similarly. the value of aim = 50 percent
given in Table Col for openings also is expressed
in the same term. The computation of probabil
ities of failure or of survival is again performed
";ili Figutt: Col or Figure C-2. The procedure is

C-B

the same as described above except that the
ratio b/bv or b)b j is the ratio of the slant
ranges, and a value of aim = 50 percent should
be used CTa ble C-l ).

C·7 Instructions for Pressure Input
Analyses.

• The instructions given in paragraph C-3
pertaining to the use of Figures C-l and C-2 for
motion inputs also apply for pressure inputs.
The only difference is in the determination of
b/bv and values of aim = 65 percent or 80 per
cent for underground structures sensitiv~ to ver
tical and horizon tal pressures. respective ly or 35
percent for aboveground structures. In the case
of pressure inputs. the pressure vulnerabilities of
a structure are determined from one of the
Tables C-2 through C-5 for aboveground struc
tures. For underground structures, these vulner
abilities must be computed as described in
Sections II and III of Chapter 1I.

1. For a given surface structural type sub
jected to a specified weapon yield. determine
the pressure vulnerability from Table C-2 or C-3
for severe damage, and from Table C-4 or C-5
for light to moderate damage. Tables C-2 and
C-4 give the overpressure vulnerability for dif
fraction sensitive structures, while Tables C-3
and C-5 give the dynamic pressure vulnerabilities
for drag sensitive structures. Comparable values
for underground structures must be computed
by the methods described in Chapter 11.

2. Using appropriate values of aim as given in
Items 2, 3, and 4 of Table C-l for aboveground
and underground structures, the probabilities of
failure or survival can be determined from Fig
ure C-l or Figure C-2.

e·a Illustrative Exam~ for
Pressure Inputs •

Example 1_
~ Consider a S-story conventional rein
~d concrete office building of the type de-



II 1,1 00
.Ii J - -- = --- = 237ft,

W1i3 (100)1/3

•scribed as Type 11-3 in Chapter 11. Assume that
an explosion of 100 kt yield occurs at a height
of burst of 1,100 ft. If the building is located at
J distance of 4,200 ft from ground zero, the
corresponding height of burst and ground dis
tance from a 1 kt explosion would be

where Prl , Pr2 ... Prn are the probabilities of
failure of the individual components, which can
be determined with the procedure described in
thireCeding paragraphs.

For example, in the case of the shock
mo nted equipment. if the probability of failure
of the shock mount is 30 percent and that of the
equipment is 40 percent, the probability of fail
ure of the system is I - (0.70)(0.60) = 58
percent.

a height of burst of 237 feet for a I kt explosion
and 5.18 psi is 1,650 feet. The corresponding
distance from a 100 kt explosion is 7,660 feet.

. C-g System Consideration. _

.. The calculation of probabilities de
s~ in the precediJ1g paragraphs pertains to
the failure or survival of a single item or compo
nent. If the survival or proper perfonnance of a
complete piece of equipment or a system re
quires the survival of every component in the
system, the components can be considered to be
in series. An example is that of a shock mounted
equipment; the satisfactory perfonnance of the
equipment requires the survival of the shock
mount as well as of the equipment itself. In
determining the failure probability or survival
probability of a system the two points of view,
the designer's and the weapon analyst's, must be
distinguished in arriving at conservative esti
mates of the actual survival probabilities.

• From the designer's (defensive) point of
view, a conservative estimate of the system fail
ure probability is obtained if the failure of the
components are assumed to be statistically inde
pendent. The probability of failure of the sys
tem is:

= 905 ft.
4.200

(100)1/3

From Figure ~-18. the overpressure is 15 psi.
from Table C-~. the. median vulnerability is 11

Psi. Thus bl/b = 15/11 = 1.36. With this value
I v

of b /b . and a/m = 35 percent. the probability
I \ •

of severe damage is determined from Figure Col
or Figure C-2 to be approximately 80 percent.
To determine the probability of moderate dam
age. Table C-4 shows the median vulnerability to
be 7 psi. and. therefore, b./b = 15/7 = 2.14.

I v
From Figure C-I or Figure C-2, the probability
of moderate dama(!e is 98 percent.

Example 2 •
~ For the same structure, yield. and height
o~st that were used in Example 1, the dis
'o .. ~~ ~N!'~sponding to 20 percent probability of
severe damage may be detennined as follows.
With aim = 35 percent and the probability of
survival equal to (l-0.2) =80 percent, Figure C-2
shows a ratio b)b j = 1.35. Thus b i =11/1.35 =
8.15. The median overpressure, therefore, is
8.15 psi. From Figure 2-19, the distance from
ground zero corresponding to a height of burst
of 237 feet for a 1 kt explosion and 8.15 psi is
1,220 feet. The corresponding distance from a
100 kt explosion is 5,660 feet. The distance for
20 percent probability of moderate damage cor
responds to an overpressure of 7/1.35 (Table C-3
~r,~ i-ig;,.;re C-2) = 5.18 psi. From Figure 2-19,
the distance from ground zero corresponding to

C-9



Table C-2. • Median Vulnerability to Overpressures CO_ding to Severe
amage of Diffraction Sensitive Structures

Type of Structure

Weapon
Yield 11-2 11-3 11-4 11-5 11-6

(Median Vulnerability Overpressure, psi)

30 mt 28 10 5.0 9.0 3.4

10 mt 29 10 5.0 9.0 3.4

3 ml 30 10 5.0 9.0 3.4

I mt 30 II 5.0 9.0 3.5

300 kt 30 II 5.0 9.0 3.5 .,'

100 kt 32 II 5.0 9.5 3.5

30 kt 34 12 5.0 9.5 3.6

10 kt 34 13 5.5 10.0 3.6

3 kt 36 15 5.5 10.0 3.8

1 kt 48 17 5.5 11.0 4.0

U.~I ", 20 6.0 12.0 4.4

0.1 kt 22 6.5 12.0 4.8

0.03 kt 24 7.0 13.0 5.2

0.01 kt 28 7.5 14.0 5.8
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Table C-3. II Median Vulnerability to Dynamic Pressures Corresnonding to

Severe Damage of Drag Sensitive Structures 'II

Type 01 SlrllcllllC

We3pon

Yield 11-7 II-R 11_') 11-10 II-II 11-12 11-1.1 11-14 11-1 <; 1101 h 11-17 11-1 R I 1-1" 11-2ll 11-21 11-22 11-2.1

(Medi:lll VlIlner:lhdily "I' Dyn:lmic I'res"lle. p,i)

]0 OIl OR 1.6 2.6 5.0 2.4 5.0 2.h 2.4 ~O 20 <l.h 50 2R .n 20 1.4 0.6

10 Illt O.R 1.6 2,(, 6.0 2.h 5.0 2.R 2.4 20 ~() III II 50 2.R ] ..1 2.0 1,4 0,(,

J OIl 0,') I.R 2.R 70 ].0 h.O .10 2.h 20 ~.O I J.ll 5 2 2R .1 ..1 2.0 1.4 10

1011 1.0 2.0 ].2 R.5 .1,h 70 .14 .1.0 ~O ~.O 200 (d) 2.R .1.4 20 14 I,h

300 kt 1.2 2.2 .1.6 12:0 4.R 'l.0 4.2 .1,R 2.5 20 4R.O R.O .10 40 2.0 14 2.R

100 kt 1.4 2.6 4.4 IR.O 6.0 110 5.2 5.0 .1.0 2.2 17.0 3:4 5.2 2.2 1.4 45

30 kt 2.0 3.6 5.Il 34.0 10.0 Ih.O 7.0 100 40 2 ,(, 20.0 4.0 10.0 2.6 1.4 7.5

10 kl 3.2 5.2 7.5 16.0 26.0 10.0 240 70 .1,5 400 5.2 24.0 .1.4 1.11 120

3 kl 5.4 7.5 12.0 .16.0 IRO 150 50 7.0 4.(, 2.0 10,0

I kt 9.5 1.1.0 20.0 (,0.0 2R,O .150 12.0 12.0 R.O 22 .12.0

0.3 kt IR.O 26.0 .1R.O 22.0 IR.O .1,0 55.0

0.1 kt 4.0 R5.0

0.03 kt 6.0

0.01 kl 90



Table C-4. III Median Vulnerability to Overpressures Corresponding to Moderate
Damage, of Diffraction Sensitive Structures II

Type of Structure

Weapon
Yield 11-2 11-3 11-4 11-5 11-6

(Median Vulnerability Overpressure. psi)

30 mt 20 6.5 3.4 6.5 2.2

10 mt 20 6.5 3.4 6.5 2.2

3 mt 20 6.5 3.4 6.5 2.2

I ml 20 6.5 3.4 6.5 2.2 I
I'

300 kt 20 6.5 3.4 6.5 2.2

100 kt 20 7.0 3.4 6.5 2.2

30 kl 20 7.0 3.4 6.5 :!.2

10 kt 20 7.0 3.6 6.5 2.2

3 kt 22 7.5 3.6 6.5 2.2

24 8.0 3.6 6.5 ., .,
J" ....

0.3 kt 28 9.0 3.8 7.0 2.4

0.1 kt 10.0 4.0 7.5 2.6

0.03 kl 11.0 4.2 7.5 2.8

0.01 kt 12.0 4.4 8.0 3.0
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Table C-5. I!! Median Vulnerability to Dynamic Pressures Corresponding to
oderate Damage of Drag Sensitive Structures _ .

Type of Structure

Weapon
Yield 11-7 11-8 11-9 11-10 II-II 11-12 11-13 11-14 II-IS 11-16 11-17 11-18 11-19 11-20 11-21 11-22 11-23

(Median VulnerahililY of Dynamic Pressure. psi)

30 mt 0.6 1.2 2.0 3.4 1.6 3.6 2.0 24 20 2.0 9.6 5.0 2.8 3.2 2.0 1:4 0.2
10 mt 0.6 1.2 2.0 3.4 1.6 3.6 20 2.4 2.0 2.0 10.6 5.0 .2.11 3.2 2.0 1.4 0.2
3 mt 0.6 1.2 2.0 3.4 1.6 3.6 2.0 2.4 2.0 2.0 12.0 5.2 28 3.2 2.0 1.4 0.4
I mt 0.6 1.2 2.0 3.6 1.8 J.B 2.0 2.6 2.0 2.0 16.0 5R 2R 32 2.0 1.4 0.6

300 kt 0.6 1.2 2.0 4.0 2.0 4.0 2.2 2.8 2.0 2.0 26.0 7.4 2)1 3.4 2.0 1.4 1.0
100 kt 0.6 1.2 2.2 4.4 2.0 4.4 2.4 3.2 2.2 20 46.0 C).O 3.0 4.0 2.0 1.4 2.0
30 kt 0.6 1.4 2.4 5.4 2.4 5.2 2.6 4.0 2.8 2.2 R8.0 140 3.4 5.0 2.2 1.4 3.0
10 kt 0.8 1.4 2.6 7.S 3.0 6.0 3.0 6.0 3.6 2.8 22.0 4.0 R.4 2.4 1.4 SO
3 kt 0.8 1.6 3.2 12.0 4.4 C).O 3.6 12.0 6.4 4.2 40.0 5.4 IR.O 3.4 1.6 R.O

I kt 1.0 2.0 4.0 20.0 7.S 12.0 5.0 30.0 12.0 6.2 7.4 36.0 4.6 I.R 13.0

0.3 kt 1.2 3.0 6.0 40.0 13.0 220 9.0 - 16.0 _. 10.0 - 6.4 2.2 22.0
0.1 kt 2.2 S.O 10.0 - 20.0 16.0 - - 15.0 - 14.0 2.6 600

0.03 kt - - - - - - - - - - 3:4 100.0
0.01 kt - - - - 4.2



• However. from the weap~n ana,lyst's
(cffensi\ t) standpomt. a conservatIve estImate
of the system failure probability may be ob
tained if the failure or survival of the compo
nents are a~sumed to be perfectly correlated. In
this case. the probability of failure of the system
is equal to the largest value among the failure
probabiliti~s of the components, or

Pf = max (Pfl· Pf2 • ' . , , Pfn ) .

In the cX:1mple given above for shock mounted
equipmtnt. the s) stem failure probability would
be 40 percent.

SECTlO~ II

• DERIVATION OF EQUATIONS
USED IN SECTIO~ 1 •

• The treatment used herein is based on
the logarithmic normal distribution that was
used in Section I. Values were given for the ratio
of the standard deviation to the mean of a log
normal distribution, obtained by combining the
corresponding quantities for individual param
eters I!overning the distribution,
.. Consider a logarithmic nonnal distribu
t~Oor V1llnerability. characterized by the
parameter 0 .. for standard deviation. m v for
•••• , , 7. c __ :-:. ~:'::::;-:, ~o\\' consider also a log-
o \

arithmic normal distribution for input having
similar parameters, but with the SUbscript i
instead of v. Each case is designated by dv and
~ or d and~ .. respectively, the mean value andv I I

standard deviation of the ·logarithm of the corre·
sponding VJriate.

c·,o Properties of Lognormal Variates •

.. For logarithmic normal random vari
~ the relationships between the above
paramet~rs are as follows:

C-14

Thus,

Also,

Q = ~II b

where b is the median of the lognormal variable,

C-'1 Probability of Failure or Survival If
• Assume that the input I and vulnerabil

ity V are both logarithmic normal variates with
mean and standard deviations nl., OJ and mv ' 0, ~

respectively. and hence corresponding medians
b. and b . The logarithms of the input and vul-

1 \'

nerability are therefore individually normal ran-
dom variables.
_ Failure occurs whenever the vulnerabil
it~ess than or equal to the input: or Ill' ~
1.0. If

X I=V·

then failure means X ~ 1.0, or Qil X = (Qn 1- Q/1
V) ~ O. Therefore, ~n X is also normal with
parameters

and

( )
1/2

~ = ~~ +~; .
Therefore, the probability of failure Pc is

1(£n X-a)2
Pc = vk- roc e-2' ~ d(Qn X).

211' ~ )0



'.Let

J' = £/1 X - a:

~

Then

dy = d(Qn X)

~

This is the equation given in paragraph C-3,
Therefore. for specified (aim), ~ is a non
negative constant, and

c

and

But

Hence.

and.

2
~ ye •

= area of standard nonnal
0:

curve from -73 to 00

bi
0: = £n b'

"

dy

f
1 )'2I 2Pf = V21T e dy

r;
fJ

1

L~"(~)
I )'2= v27T e 2 dr.

~ "

which gives a linear plot of b/b, with Pf on
lognormal probability paper, as shown in Figure
Col.II If the ordinates in Figures Col and C-2
are expressed in bv/bi' it can be shown that the
probability of failure in these curves becomes
the probability of survival. From the equations
given above,

Therefore,

ano

1
- y'21r J

oo e--21 y2
dy

_.:. Qn (2)
~ bv

_2.. y2
e 2 dy-

C-1S



•
1

00 e--2] y2
dy

-F ~n(f) = 1
~ ~"( :;)_2. ,2

e 2 dy,

~

C-16

=

Since the standard normal distribution is
symmetric about the origin, this integral is equal
to the integral for Pf' Therefore. the probabil
ities in Figures C·l and C-2 become probabilities
of survival if the ordinates are replaced by b)b j ,



APPENDIX D

,-ABSTRACTS OF DNA HANDBOOKS.

- ~U~-\R WEAPONS BLAST PHE-
~E~A. '
.. D,IS',-1 j}()() (J'o/s, 1-1) (Vol. I. SRD:
V~J. CRD: Vol. Ill. SFRD: Vol. 1\', to b~
~)Ubll,hed: Vol. \'. CFRD l.

• PJ'c/JJJ't'd h,l, DAS1AC. SJ,ntJ BarbJrJ,
(:JIll UrnIJ, \IJJor contrlhllOrs: Dcl en~C' AtOll:I,.'
Support A~e'IlLY, haman :'\ul'!cJr. l'RS Rese'Jrch
COrnpJIl), Boll. BcrJllek. and \e\\'mJn, and
DiL'\\ocid CorporatlOll,
• A I'ai/t/bi/ir\ Volumes I through III
tllrO,I~i, D;,;'(ellse DocumentJtion Celltcr on re
qUe'st through Defense' 1\ucleJr Agency. \\Jsli
ingtol1. D,c. :0305, Volume V. limited dis-
tr'h,qjon, '

• D\SA, I :00 is a source book of air b13s1
dJlJ :JI1J theory Jpplk'abk to nuc!e3r n:plosions
occurring in frce air. on or ncJr the surfJ':';?, Jnd
beneJth the surfJc'c. \'olume I begins with J
det3ikd descnptiol1 of the nucle3r explosion
energy soun:c. and prescnts the theoretical back
~oull'd 3ssociJted with the formation and propJ'
gJtJon ot' the bbst "'J\e in free air. The long
range propJgatioll of shock waves is tre:iled in
detail, Volume' II presents a discussion of blast
W3\';,;' inter3ction phenomena. induding ideJI
rellection and refraction. ideal diffraction. and
nonideal effects. A 'discussion of topography and
shod·~ \\'3\e shielding and.a section on air blast
measurements in the high pressure region also
are included. Volume III contains an analysis of
and methods for the prediction of the blast phe
nomen3 from nucle3r weapons burst at moder
ate altitudes. on the surface. underwater. and
underground. Volume IV contains a discussion
ot the simulation of nuclear air blast phenomen3

with high explosives. Volume \' is a compilation
of the measurements of the various blast param
eters associated with nuclear weapons at 'll~

various nuclear operations, It is p13nned for
limited distribution to scientists and agencic''l
who are working in the field of nuc!e3r \\ eapon~
bbst phenomena.

• HA:'\DBOOK OF
CLEA R EXPLOSIO, .

~
-ls.-l 12-10

J'epaJ'cd by' DASIAc. S3nt3 Barbara.
Ca Ilornia. Major contributors include NOL.
DT;\18. Waterways Experiment Station. Saval
Civil Engineering Laboratory and the U.S. J\avaJ
RadiolO!:!lcal Defense Laboratof\'.

• --ll'ili/abi/itL Qualified' requestors m3Y
obtam these documents from the Defense Docu
mentation Center. Each transmittal outside the
agencies of the U.S. Government must have
prinr approval of the Defense :\uclear Agency .
._ The Handbook. of Underwater :\uclear
~'llons is divided into two parts: Part I. Phe
nomena. consists of II chapters. and Part II.
Effec:s. consists of 13 chapters. Individual
chapters and in some cases sections of chapters
haw heen previously published separately.II The entire handbook. is undergoing revi
sio:1 and will be published in three volumes, The
revised Handbook of Underwater J\uclear Explo
sions will be an authoritative presentation of
current knowledge and a rdiable source of use
ful data concerning the phenomena of under
water nuclear explosions. The presentation will
include the phenomena of shock \Vave propaga-
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•tlon. surface' wa\'es. underwater cratering. and
rudioaCliw debris. The effects of underwater
explosions on surface ships. submarines. harbors.
and structural installations also will be
described.

• ~UCLEAR GEOPLOSICS l A Sourcebook
of Underground Phenomena and Effects of
Nuclear EXPlosions.

f).i SA j _ 0J (f'olllmes 1-1'''-
" LpuI'nl by' Stanford Research Insti

l·, , lenlo Park. California.
• .4 J'ailubilitL Thi~ document is not ap
proved for open publication or distribution to
the Office of Technical Services. Department ,Of
Commerce. Qualifie~ f~questors may obtain
copies of this report .(rcrm Defense Documenta
tion Center. Foreign announcement \l1d .·:..di.;.,..
seminJtion of this report is not authorized: , •. -,.'
• The J\uclear Geoplosics Handbook con
tall1s ll\'e volumes: Part I. Theory of Directly
Induced Ground Motions: Part II. Mechanical
Properties of Earth Materials: Part Ill. Test Sites
and Instrumentation: Part IV. Empirical Anal
ysis of Ground ~lotion and Cratering: and Part
V, Effects on Underground Structures and

~l11ent.

~' ~he theory of directly induced ground
;.. ~ ~ . .::~ ;: pr.:se nted 111 Part I. The tools and
elemen ts required for the study of ground mo
tion effects are discussed. Two anal)' tical s~lll

tions of shock propagations are presented.
Theoretical predictions (obtained by numerical
and analytical methods) are compared with field
measurements. The mechanical properti~s of
earth materials are described in Fart II. It con
sists of a preparation of a clear and systematic.
but largely qualitative. description of the resis
tance of earth materials to compression and
shear. A summary on stress-strain behavior with
very short load durations is included. The basic
concepts regarding the mechanical behavior of

0-2 Change 1

soil and experimental methods of determining
the mechanical properties of soil are described.
The physical characteristics of test sites and
instrumentation of nuclear and h.igh explosive
detonations on which ground motIon has been
measured are presented in Part III. The discus
sion of air blast induced ground motion in P;lTl
IV relies primarily on experimental evidence~:A

knowledge of the effects induced in the free
field ground motion, the factors in t1 uel1;~ing
these effects. the structure-medium interaction.
and the factors innuencing interaction is implicit
in the study of behavior of underground struc
tures. Part V summarizes these various phe
nomena as they apply to understanding struc
tures in general and discusses the behavior of
e=,ent mounted within a structure.

_ The bOOK is meant to be an authorit~ti\"e

sour.:eoook. It is not meant to be a handbool; of

•

'i!! specifications.
Part II and Part IV are currently under

reV1SJOn. Publication is expected during calendar
year 1973.

II TREE (Transient-Radiation Effects on Elec
tronics) HANDBOOKII

II DJ\A 1420 H-I 3\. D'A J~~n
H-_ l edition 3\. (14~

I ~20 H-2.
_ Pre/JtJlL'(J D.l.

tu~·olumbus.Ohio
~ -ll'ailabiliry.- Qualified requestors may
~ this document from the Defense Docu
mentation Center. Foreign announcement and
dis,emination is not authorized.

IIThe TREE Handbook consists of two
vo umes which present information that will be
useful to a design engineer who is designing
electronic systems for survival in a nuclear
burst emironment. The information that is pre
sented covers those areas directly related to
electronic parts. circuits, and systems. The



•nuclear-burst em"ironment that is covered m
eludes both transient and steady state. ,It also
includes all radiation effects except external
EMP. Major areas covered in D!\A 1420 H-l
are: the simulated versus burst environment,
mteraction of transient radiation with matter,
discrete semiconductor devices, integrated cir
CL:its. capacitors. resistors, miscellaneous elec
tronic materials and devices. circuit hardening,
and network analysis techniques. DNA 1420
H-2 discusses the nuclear weapon-burst environ
ment. interaction of transient radiation with
matter, system hardening, and internal EMP.

• The TREE Handbook is updated on a
conunuing basis.

HOUg 1 )' -39

~red by.· Lockheed Missiles and
Space Company, Sunnyvale, California.

_ The first volume, with parts A and B,
~bes a radiation hydrodynamic code appro
!"ri:>te> f0r calculation of nuclear fireball phe
nomenology in the lower atmosphere. Part A
describes the code, and part B discusses the
results. The FIREBALL code is a one dimen
sional, spherical, Lagrangian, radiation
hydrodynamics code, which employs a non-grey
transport equation. to describe the radiation
field. The code.is used to compute 39 theoret
ical models for bombs of various explosion
yields at various altitudes. These graphical de
scriptions are the 39 volumes (DASA 1589-1
through 1589-39). Results are compared to
experimental measurements made in U.S. field
tests.

• WEA PONS RADIATION SHIELDING

HI'DBOOK~
DASA.2-1 through 1892-6 (DASA

1 -1, -2. -3. and - . DASA
189"'-4,

DASA J892-6,

Prepared by: Oak Ridge National
La oratory, Oak Ridge, Tennessee. Major contri
butors: Radiation Research Associates and the

!liversity of Tennessee.
A vailabilifY: Qualified requestors may

o tam these documents from the.Defense Docu
mentation Center. Requests for DASA 1892-4
must be on request through Headquarters.
De feme Nuclear Agency, \Vashington, D.C.
20305.
.. DASA 1892-5 (Chapter 2 of the hand
~) describes the basic concepts underlying
the methods used for weapon radiation shield
analyses. These concepts include the quantities
used to describe particle populations and the
quantities used to describe radiation interactions
with materials. The characteristics of the par
ticular radiations produced by weapons, neu
trons and gamma rays, are discussed in detail,
including their physical properties and their
important interactions. The processes by which
neutrons and gamma rays are produced also are
described. The chapter also discusses the various
response functions that are used to convert a
r.iation field to a biological effect.

. DASA 1892-3 (Chapter 3 of the hand
book) surveys the methods used most frequently
to calculate the attenuation of neutrons and
gamma rays. Summaries of computer codes
based on the various methods also are provided.
All of the techniques are either approximate
solutions to the Boltzmann equation or are
based on kernels obtained from solutions to the

!l.
ation.

DASA 1892-2 (Chapter 4 of the hand
boo ) surveys the work performed to date on
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~ri()US typt?s of nuclear radiation albedos.
partll.:ulJrly as they relate to penetration of air
filkd openings through radiation shields (ducts,
passage\\ays. etc.). This topic is important in
that tht' primary increase in the radiation that
P$':netrates a shield results from such openings
and enters primarily as a result of the successive
scattering of the radiation from tIle walls of the
orenings. Most of the techniques for estimating
the transmission through such openings depend
on the use of albedos .
• DASA 189~-1 (Chapter 5 of the hand

boohJ describes effective methods for designing
air filled holes in protedi\e structures (access
ways. ventillation ducts. other utility pipes. dis
tributed voids resulting from the use of non
homogeneous material in the structure. etc.) to
reduce the amount of radiation that enters the

S.I"ure.
DASA 189~-~ (Chapter 6 of the hand-

book/ describes the various sources of radiation
produced by a nuclear explosion and presents
techniques for calculating the transport of th~

radiations from the point of burst to the surface
of a shield. i.e .. it presents methods for deter
mining source terms for shield attenuation c;Jk'u
lations. The emphasis is on initial radiation, i.e ..
that produced within the first minute following
~losion.

~ 0ASA l89~-6 (Chapter 7 of the hand
bOO!\.) presents a simplified method for designing
(or evaluating) shield covers on single compart
ment underground structures that will protect
against the neutrons and initial gamma rays.
Emphasis is given to neutrons. The method is
limited to surface or rear surface bursts. to
weapon yields between I kiloton and 20 mega
tons. and to distances from the burst at, which
overpressures are between 5 and 100 psi. but no
clost'r than 500 meters.

-.r! !HERMAL RADIATION PHE
~ENA"

• DA?f'j917 (Vo/limes 1-6) (Vols. I-V,

0-4 Change 1

Prepared by:. Lockheed Missiles and
Space Company, Palo Alto Research Labora
tory, Palo Alto, California. Major contributor:
The Rand Corporation.

• A l'ailabiIiT)': Qualified requestors rna)
obtain these documents from the Defense Docu
mentation Center. Volumes I through V are
approved for open publication. Volume VI is
available only by request through Headquarters.
De fense . Nuclear Agency, Washington, D.C.
20305.

• Volume I of the six volume h~ndbook
describes the equilibrium thermodynamic prop
erties of high temperature air. The report con
tains information on air and a mixture of ideal
gases in chemical equilibrium: ideal gas prop
erties for monatomic gases, diatomic gases, and
polyatomic gases. The effects of interparticle
forces on the thermodynamic properties of air,
"effects of coulomb forces on the thermody
namic properties of air, and equilibrium calcula
tions and results for air are discussed. Tables and
graphs of the composition and properties of the
atmosphere are included.

• Volume ~l. p.resents .the theoretical as
pe.:lS of [he equIIJbnum radiative properties of
air. The theory of radiation in hot gases (elemen
tary radiative transfer, theory of radiation.
theory of molecular absorption) is described.
Spectral and mean absorption coefficients of
heated air and spectroscopic properties of six
important band systems that contribute to
opacity of heated air are included.

• Tables of the equilibrium radiative prop
erties of air and its constituents are presented in
Volume III for a wide range of temperatures and
densities. The information contained in the
tables is a combination of experimental data and
theoretical computation.

,I



.. NUCLEAR EFFECTS O~.w..,:-\ND LF
~t\tUNICATlON SYSTEMS _

/),-1 SA 195~ (J 'nlilmes I alld 1/) (Vol. I.

Prepared by.- Institute for Telecommuni
cations Sciences, Boulder. Colorado, Major con
tributors: General Electric/TEMPO, Illinois
Institute of Technology Research Institute.

'1DASA REACTIO' RATE HA'DBOOK

D'A 1948H

Prepared by. General I:kl.:tri~' COll1pall~.

MIssile and Space Division. Plliladelphi:L Penn-
sylvaniJ. Major contributors: General Electri-:
TEMPO, University of Pittsbur~h, Air For,,'
Cambridge Laboratory, Geophysics CorporJlion
of America, The Rand Corpor3tioll. G. C.
Dewey Corporation. University of Colorado.
General Atomic. Westin~!IlOuse Rt'se3r..:h LJborJ

tories, ]'\ASA Ames Researl.:l! Centt'r. ;Jnd Air
Force Weapons Laboratory,

• A l'Qilabi/ir.1'." Qualified requeSTOrs 111 a;.
obt;Jin this handbook from the Defense Docu
mentation Center .

• This handbook I.:ontains useful. aecuratt'.
anu reliJble information on u.'per almosphaic
chemical and .'hysical processes. Such in forlllJ
tion is required for the solution of \ arious prob
lems involving militar~ rJdar and communication
blackout. Periodic additions to, 3nd re\'isions or.
this handbook are planned to accomod3te new
information. revisions of older data. correction~.

eTC. The l1l:.lteri:.ll is presented in Ig ~eparJte

chapti.'rs covering pertinent aspects of ri..'Jctlon
rate sl.:ience. Appropriate appendices 3nJ illus
trations are included.

• This handbook was issued in ~13rch 1973
anu J~ still in process of being complt'led accorJ
ing to original p13ns. Several re\'isions ha\'e been
made to update the original contents.

• Volume 1\' describes the excit<.ltion and
nullc4uillbrium phenomena of air that has been
subjel't\!d to a large amount of radiation, Topics
Jl1~'!ude: 3bsorption and scattering of X-rays and
gJ!11Jl1J rays: collisions of ions and electrons with
air molecules: secondary processes following this
excitation (including the creation of various
cheminl species): X-ray heating and shock heat
ing of air. with special reference to very high
"""';.' ":c .. ~iLies: the approach to composition
equilibrium in low and high temperature air:
adiabatje, near equilibrium cooling of air and the
forl11uLJtion of a criterion for local thermody
n J m lc' equilibrium: nonequilibrium r~ ,Jiative
trJnspon 3nd Ib ef"t'ct on the total amount and
tilt' sr;C>ClrUJri of emitteJ radiation: radiation in '
tenuous Jir at high temperatures. and radiation
in tenuous air with contamin:lIl[s at low
tcmrerJtllTt's,

• \'olume V provides an introduction to
raUIJl Ion hydrodynanllcs 4RH I. It contall1S a dlS
~'USSiOIl of the application of RH to fjrebat1s in'
tht' atillosphere. After formu1:Jting the .basic
equations of RH. special atlt'ntion is g.J\·en to the
rauIJtiYt.' transfer problem. Several methods for
soh il~g the equJtions of transft'r are touched
uj.Jon. but special emphasis is placed on the tv.'O
stre3111 method with a frequency averaging pro
cedure. which is specifically designed for use
,,;t l

, fi'liT<" zone sizes. A version of the fireball
code. which uses this approach. is described.

• \'olume VI provides data conceming the
il1l~'rdction of nuclear weapon radiation and
debris with the atmosphere, The theoretical
analysis of fireball development uses computa
tions based on the equations of radiation hydro
dynamics (RH), Various models for simplifying
these equations are described. and a summary of
codes and calculations based on these models is
included. The emphasis of the theoretical discus
sion is on the status of understanding rather
thim a detailed quantitative treatment. Yield and
aitlluJe ~I.:aling laws are developed,

(.
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• ,lldil,iiJ/lit.\, Qu:.J!ified requestors may
OL'tJII1 liles~ documents from the Defense Docu
11l;.'I1[;,ti01' renter through Headquarters.
Dl' fC' nSl' \'u-:iC'Jr Agency. Washington. D, C.

• Till, hJndbook IS pubilshed 111 two vol
UlIle'S that describe the effects of nuclear bursts
011 the propJ~:;tion of LF and VLF communica
tion <;\'StE']11<;

•
Till' examples presented in Volume I

i ,i~ iJ[C' thC' approximate duration and extent
O\'er wilic!l typical systems may experience diffi
clllty. 111 additio!l to specific results. a brief
tutorial description of the effects of nucle-ar
bursTs on radio wa\e propagation and \'LF and
LIIFNO lagation in natural environments is given.

\. olume II presents techniques· for
mull,' ll1g 3 relatively wide range of nuclear situa
tjom and for predicting how these situations
\\ Quid degrade LF and VLF communications
system performance. This volume is intended to
be used with Volume I. Together. they provide a
basic understanding of nuclear phenomenology
and its interrelation with LF and VLF
propagation.

• !\CCLEAR EFFECTS 0:\ HF CO~DIUI\I
CAo TlO;\ SYSTE\IS •

. /)1 S~ I C)'i'i (r '()III/n('~! ,,(1 )

f'rt:>parcd b.l'.' Stanford Research Insti
tute' ..\Ienlo Park. California. Major contributors:
General Electric/TD1PO. Illinois Institute of
Techl1ology Research Institute.
_ A l"Qilabilil.... Qualified requestors may
~ these docu'ments fro~ the Defense Docu-,
mentation ~c.enter through Headquarters,
De fense Nuciear Agency, Washington, 'D.c.
20~n~ .

• This handbook is published in two vol
umes that describe propagation effects of nu
f'!"')T h"..q<; ,..,,, Hl=" communication systems.

1.:1-6 Cnar,g2 1

_ The examples presented in Volunie I
~ate the approximate duration and extent
over which typical systems may experience diffi
culty. In addition to specific results. a brief
tutorial description of the effects of nuclear
bursts on radio wave propagation and HF propa
ga.ion . 1 natural environments is given.

Volume II presents techniques for
1110dehng a relatively wide range of nuclear situa
tions and for predicting how these situations
would degrade HF communication system per
formance. This volume' is intended to be u~ed

with Volume I. Together they provide a basic
understanding of nuclear phenomenology and its
interrelation with HF propagarion.

I NUCLEAR EFFECTS 0;\ SATELLITE
j D SCATTER COM \tLJ N I CAT] 0:\

SY,'tS •
; DAS."956-J. 1950-l I'o!. 1. J956-l

I'(), 11

t.lectromagnetic Systems
a oratories, Sunnyvale, California. Major con

tributors: General Electric/TEMPO, Illinois
InstiTute of Technology Research Institute .
.. A I"ailabiliry. Qualified requestors may
0= these documents from the Defense Docu
mentation Center through Headquarters.
Defense. Nuclear Agency. Washington. D.C.
2030~,

.. This handbook contains two parts. Part
I~cribes the propagation effects of selected
nuclear bursts on satellite and scatter communi
cation systems. The examples presented illus
trate the approximate duration and extent over
which typical systems may experience difficulty.
In addition to specific results. a brief tutorial
description of the effects of nuclear bursts on
radio wave propagation and satellite and scatter
pr.a tion in natural environments is given.

Part 2. consisting of two volumes, de
scribes the effects of nuclear bursts on the
propagation of satellite communication systems

,
"
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•(\ l)1. II JIlJ lropo~~'atter and ionoscatter com
l1l'..lI1i,:J[ IC'1l systeln~ (\'01. ]J). Techniques to
Jl1()Jl'l J relatively wide range of nuclear situa
tiollS JnJ 10 predict how these situatlOns would
degrJJe the communication systems perfor
mJn..:e are' presented. These volumes are intend
ed to be used with DASA 1956-1. Together.
they provide' a basic understanding of nuclear
phenomenology and its interrel:ltion with propa
gation to satellites.

• TREE PREfERRED PROCEDURES
(Selected Electronic~

•

D.\.4 .:'O.:',."'H_
PrcjJared In.' tiJllel1e Columbus Labora

torle~. ColuJilbus. Ohio.
_ .-ll'iJi/abi/ir.1' Qualified requestors may
o~ this document from the Defense Docu
nli1t~ll ion Center.

. This document pro\'ides persons con
dU~'llng TREE (transient radiation effects on
e Ie ctronics) experiments with recommended
procedures which experience has sho\\'n t.o be
effIcient for determining transient radiation
effects on electronic parts, Areas that are cover
ed in delJilll1c1ude: experimentJl design. experi
mental docllJl1entation. dosimetry and environ
mentJI correlation, and preferred measurement
procedures for diodes. transistors. capacitors.
and microcircuits.

• HANDBOOK FOR ANALYSIS Of NUCLE
AR WEAPON EfFECTS OI\ AIRCRAfT II'
• D;\A 2048 (Revised March 1976) (D:\'A
20.+t; H- . DI\A 2048 H-2._

- Prepared by: Kaman Avidyne. Bu1ing
~Iassachusetts

II -ll'ailability: Qualified requestors may
o )l<llll this handbook from the Defense Docu
mentation Center .
• This handbook and its supplement are
de51;;ncd for use in analyzing conventional nu-

clear weapon effects on aircraft. D\A 20.+8
contains a comprehensive revIew of a IJr~e bod~

of available literature pertinent to vulnerability
and safety analysis of aircraft subjected to the
effects of nuclear explosions. The handbook de
scribes methods for analyzing material velocity.
9verpressure. thermal radiation and nuclear
radiation effects on airplanes and helicopters. in
cluding the crew. Sure-safe and sure-kill criteriJ
pertinent to the various weapon effects are pre
sented. as well as the methods to be employed in
constr:ucting aircraft sure-safe and sure-kill
burst-time volumes. The supplement to D:\A
:;048 is a handbook of computer program~ de
signed to analyze nuclear weapon effects on air
craft. Detailed methodology for anlyzing mater
ial velocity (gust). overpressure. thermal radiJ
tion and nuclear radiation effects on airplanes
and helicopters. including crew. are presenled.
Only the computer programs correspondin~ to
the methods of analyzing of DI\A 20.+8 are in
cluded. and a full understanding of the programs
will require access to Dl\A 2048.

_

-\ MANAGEMENT GUlDE TO TREE
D.\'A ~051H

Prepared by: Batelle Columbus Labora
(ories. Columbus. Ohio..
.. A j'ailability: QuaW'ied requestors may
ob~ this document from the Defense Dac~)
mentation Center through Headquarters.
Defense Nuclear Agency. Washington.· D.C.
:;O~O~ .

• This guide is intended primarily for man
agement personnel associated with the develop
ment of electronic systems that must sur.... ive the
transient radiation environment generated by a
nuclear explosion. The document is intended to
be useful to the manager. whether his back
ground and responsibilities are wholly technical.
technically oriented, or wholly administrative.
The guide is also a satisfactory primer for engi
neering and scientific personnel.
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_ 4I'ai/abi/ity: Qualified requestors may
o~ this document from the Defense Docu
mentation Center. Volume 3 must be obtained
on request through Headquarters. Defense Nu
clear Agency, Washington, D.C. 20305.

.Volume I is designed for the practical
electrical engineer. It contains information con
cerning an overall system evaluation and the
practices that should be followed in circuit lay
out. shielding. grounding, and the use of protec
tive devices. for srstems that are hardened 'Jo
EMP. Volume:! is designed for the theoretical or
experimental analyst. It includes an analytic
treatment of EMP problems in shielding, attten·
nas. cables. and filters. experimental and ana
lytic information on component degradation.
and survey information on test methods and
hardware, Volume 3 develops EMP threat cri
teria and provides an assessment of real system
effects. The EMP emironment information is
presented from a system standpoint. Volume IV
contains bibliographic and computer code infor
mation, Over 1.000 citations are given for such
topics as theoretical calculations and nuclear test
data related to the EMP emironment and detec
tion. E\IP vulnerability analysis for systems and
components. EMP protection, internal EMP. test
direction and planning. and E\lP simulators.
sensors. and instrumentation. Current E\IP com
puter codes are described and compared for tlie
topics of environment. internal E\lP. and circuit
analysis .

• CORRECTIONS FOR DASA COM~lUNI·
~ATlON HANDBOOK (DASA 1954, 1955.

1956). .'

I DASA231_-'

Prepared by: General Electric/TEMPO,
San a Barbara. California.
~ A I'ai/ability: Qualified requestors may0= this document from the Defense Docu

mentation Center. No foreign dissemination is
a 110 wed without approval of Headquarters.

_ SU\l\lARY OF C07\lMUNICATlON
~DIS DEGR.~ON IN A NUCLEAR
E:\V]RO~\lENT ..

I D...JSi J090

Prepared by: General Electric/TEMPO.
Sallt:! Barbar3. California. Major contributor:
Illinois lnstitllte of Technology Research Insti-

r.lIt',
11'<1i/cbilitl' Qualified requestors may

a '\,1111 this document from the Defense Docu
mentation Center through Headquarters.
De fense Nuclear Agency. Wash.ington. D.C.
~O."05

•
This repon summanzes the degrad3tion

l,.u1l1munication systems 1I1 a nuclear environ
ment, It is based on the results of a three year
program to determine the effects of nuclear
detonatIons on communication systems. The
report pro\id;:s information that \vill aid in
determining \\ hether sophisticated analyses are
required to predict degradation.

- DNA E\IP (ELECTRO\lAGNETlC
~SE I HA:\DBOOK II
.. DY-1 Jl14H-l (!'n/uIII/! 1), 'D,\A

Jl71fj.: (!'O/UIIl/! J). DY-1 :114H-3 (VO!D.IIlC

3), DY4 :1l4H-J (!'U//IIIlC 4). (Volumes 1.~.

and ~ . \'olume 3._
\'olume 3wil~

19"73.

•
Prepared by' DASIAC. Santa Barbara.

Ca Ilornia, r-.lajor contributors: Illinois Institute
of Technology Research Institute. Mission
Re search Corporation, American Nucleonics
Corporation. Lawrence Livermor..e Laboratory.
U.S. Army Harry Diamond Laboratories. Brad
d a ck. Du n n and McDonald. Incorporated.
Hughes Aircraft Corporation, Procedyne Corpo
ration. Stanford Research Institute. Sandia Cor
poration. Air Force Weapons Laboratory. Massa
chusetts Institute of Technology, Defense
Nuclear Aj!ency. General Electric/TEMPO.
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-l),fcl,S,' :<uclear Agency. Washington. D.C.
20305.

II This handbook provides a set of correc
tion~ 1/) the DASA Communications Handbooks.
DAS..\ 195.+. ] 955 and 1956 (see abstracts of
these handbooks above),

'

REE SI'tuLATION FACILlT~
D\;A 2·B2H (Edition 1)_
r'rc/JOrcd by' Battt'lle MemonaJ instl

tUl'.loiumbus. Ohio

• -lmi/abi1if.l. Qualjfied rt'questors may
Cl'lJlI1 this document from the Defense Docu
m"ntation Center.

1II1his handbook charactt'rizes indi\'idual
pulse reactors. flash x-ray and L1\;AC facilities
on a technical basis for those persons working
in the JreJ of transient radiation effects on ekc'
tronies (TREE), D;\..; 2.+32H is arranged to pro
vide' the persons who perform TREE experi
ments with the information concerning facilj
tie~ which they would require in order .to per
forill an experiment at one of the facilitie's.

• X-R -\ Y CROSS SEC1I0:\ CO,tPILA-
TIO:" If .
II D.\'A }4~~3F-/ {/" 1 -~ alld D.\'A l433F

SIiPPil'mcnf

• Drr")(/I'('J 0,1'.' Kaman Sciences Corpora·
tion. Colorado Springs. Colorado.

•.-ll'ailabi1if.l' Qualified requestors may
051Jln this document from the Defense Docu
mentation Center. Requests from other than
U.S. government agencies must be made through
Headquarters. Defense l"uclear Agency.
Washington. D.C. 20305. "

• The experimental X-ray attenuation
cros~ sections for 94 elements between 0.1 ke\'
and I I\le\'. which were obtained for the period
from 1920 through 1970. together with exact
pbotoelectric absorption values for hydrogen.
dIe presenled in this compilation.

_ Scattt'ring cross sections wert' calculated
b~rivistic SCF methods. These were sub
tracted from the total attenuation data. and the
resulting photoelectric and measured photoeJeL"
tric absorption cross sections from I ke\'· to I
Me\' were fit by a least squares procedure to
obtain best values. Interpolations were made for
elements and energy ranges for which there were
no experimental data. From O. I keV to bet\\ t'en
1 ke\' and 10 keV nonrel::Jti\'lstic. self·
consistent. independent electron theory was
used to calculate photoelectric absorption cross
sections. Scattering values were added to all
photoelectric cross sections to obtain a best set
of artenuation cross sections.

• I\UCLE-\R ENVIRO:"'tEi"T DESCRJP·
-rrGNS II

I DA5.-l l491 (CO\FlDE\'TI.-\L l.

Preparcd h,l Boeing COl11pan~. Seank.
\ J ,11Ington.

• A l'Gilahi/irL Qualified requestors may
O~l this document from the Defense DoclI
mentation Center,

II The phrase '"Nuclear Emironment De
SCrIpllons" includes: (I) nuclear environment
criteria: (2) nuclear effects design specifications:
and (31 nuclear effects test specifications, This
volume provides an introductory discussion of
the three types of nuclear en\ironment descrip
tions. but it is concerned primarily with the first
of these descriptions,

• The major considerations and pro
ce~s required for the development of nuclear
environment criteria within a logical system
development process are described and illus
trated, A standard. comprehensive, understand
able format for expressing this description is
specified. The material presented is not predi
cated on the administrative procedures of any
one military service and is. therefore. of general
applicability.
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• i\UCLEAR WEAPO~ THER~lAL RADIA
TIO~ PHE!\;O'I~N_

&):\A 2S00H

~r('liillcd D.J'., Kaman Sciences Corpora
tion, Colorado Springs. Colorado

•
A railabilir.1. Volumes: and 3 were pub

li,nt.: III lul:_ 1(J7~ and February 1974 respect
;',~:'., ~).::~ "r "~k:~lC I were completed and
published st'I'arately in February 1974 as DNA
32:0Z. ";"';c-w Thermal Scalinf:, Laws for Low
Alti~ude ]\udear Burst s (U," and D;\A 3: 23Z.
"Atmospheric Transmission of I\uclear Weapon
Thermal RaJiatlon (l' j," In ]\o\'ember 1977.
a draft version of Volume I was completed, It
is expected to be incorporated into one docu
ment and published by mid 1978 under the
title .YC\\ Thcrmill Scaling Lall's for BllrSlS
Be/Oil 30 A"ilO/)}Clcrs, All pubhshed portions'
are available for qualified users from the Defense
Documentation Center.
• The Di\A Thermal Sourcebook is beinr!
prep.Jred as a comprehensive summary of theo
retical anj experimental information on the
prompt thermal radiation em'ironment produced
by atmospheric nuclear weapons. This book is
designed to provide the latest and most reliable
information on thermal en\·ironments. includinf:,
both firer-ali source characteristics and the trans
port of the lJreball radiation through great dis
tances in the atmosphere. The book does not in
clude the numerous considerations relating to
target response. altllough a short appendix on
thermal damage effects will be provided.
... Volume I of this sourcebook will treat
t~llowing subjects: nuclear weapon outputs,
energy deposition in the atmosphe're, the phy
sics of fireballs. radiation-hydrodynamics codes,
atmospheric transmission phenomena. weapons
test data. comparisons of theory and experiment.
and environment prediction methods. Volume 2
provides a comolete tabulation of all thermal
environment measurements made at all U.S.

0-10 Change 1

atmospheric nuclear tests through Operation
DOMI]\IC in 196:. Volume 3 is an extensi\C'
bibliography of reports. papers. etc .. on the sub

'ct of nuclear weapons thermal radiation
phenomena,

• TRAPPED RADIATION HANDBOOK

• DNA ::!S24H (Unclassified)
_ Prepared by: Lockheed Palo Alto Re

sewcllLaboratory
A l'ailatJility' This document has been

approved for public release and sale: its distri
bution is unlimited.
_ The Trapped Radiation Handbook pro
v~useful information and desir!n data for
\cientists and engineers engaged in- the dc-sign
of spacecraft systems that must operate in the
trapped radiation environment. It contains a
compilation of useful charts and graphs and ab
breviated derivations of equations and develop
ments of concepts in a wide range of subject
matter pertinent to the radiation belts. The
handbook is intended to be helpful to scientists
who are beginning studies or research in this
field as well as to scientists who are acti\'e!y
engaged in magnetospheric research. The follow
ing subjects are discussed: the magnetosphere:
features and mathematical models of the earth's
magnetic field: the motion of charged particles
in the field; the properties of the particles in
the natural radiation belts; source and loss
mechanisms; the artificial radiation belts that
have resuited from tests of nuclear devices con
ducted at high altitudes; the phenomenology of
nuclear detonations and beta injection process
es; the effects of trapped particles (both natural
and fission betas) on materials and devices; the
irradiation of circular orbit satellites by trapped
particles of the natural environment as well as
the environment produced by weapon tests
L-values, and an estimated wartime environ
ment; the synchrotron radiation emitted by the
trapped electrons; and the vulnerability of oper-

,I'



repared by: General Research Corpora
tlon. rlington, VA
• Availability: This document is available

to qualified users from the Defense Documenta
tion Center .
• This modeling was performed in response

to the need for a systems program to describe
the dust particle environment in a nuclear
cloud from a detonation on or near the surface .
The flowfield during cloud rise was parameter
ized using a spherical vortex model empirically

ing the initial radiation exposure at or near the'
ground surface resulting from a nuclear explo
sion. State-of:art models were then developed

'for neutron dose, secondary gamma exposure
from neutron interactions in the air and ground.
and fission product gamma ray exposure occur
ring during the first minute following a detona
tion. The neutron and secondary. gamma model.
based on Straker's discrete ordinates calculations
of neut ron transport in an air-over-ground geon~

etry and French's first-last collision method for
source height effects, yield results for slant
ranges up to 4.800 meters from each of 8 dif
ferent types of weapons. The results may be
adjusted for the desired burst height and air
density. The fission-product gamma ray model is
based on Monte Carlo air transport calculations
by Marshall and Wells. It incorporates source
spectra. source decay rates, cloud rise approxi
mations. and hydrodynamic enhancement treat
ments based on the work of a number of
previous investigators. The model provides for a
wide variety of burst heights and air densities
and provides for slant ranges up to 4.800 meters.
The models and the incorporated data were vali
dated through extensive comparison with weap
on test results and with other calculated and
semi-empirical data.

• THE '110ELING OF NUCLEAR
CUDS

DA A 262

.,

ncpure by: Radiation Research Asso
CI:lte,. Inc., Fort Worth, Texas.

'-"41'ailability: QuaJified requestors may
~this document from the Defense Docu

mentation Center on request through Head
quarters. Defense Nuclear Agency. Washington,
D.C. ~0305.

• DASA 2615 presents a review and evalu
d1101' of current data and techniques for predict-

• STATUS OF NEUTRON AND GAMMA
OUTPUT FRO\t NUCLEAR WEAPONS

;Jtion:J1 systems in the environments mentioned

.u~~1is handbook is updated on a periodic
b:.lsis. As of September 1977. five changes have
been issued.

l'I:parL'u. by. Science Applications In
c~rated. La Jolla. California.

_ A railabilit1'. Qualified requestors may
Oblillil this document from the Defense Docu
meIHation Center on request through Head
quart~rs~ ~efense !'uclear Agency. WaShingtot
D,C. _O_~O).

• This report presents a review and evalua
tl011 vI existing experiments and calculations q'f
neutron and gamma output spectra and intensI
ties. Comparisons of calculated and measured re-i

" .. ' suIts for a number of devices are described t~
,~ #If

gether with possible explanations for. some
deviations between the experiment and
numerical results. In addition. detailed gamma
output calculations were performed for Tam
bourine, using up-to-date neutron and gamma
prod uction cross section da ta.

• I\IPROVED MODELS FOR PREDICTING
NUCLEAR WEAP01\; INITIAL RADIATION
ENYI RON\IEl"TS

Change 1 0-11



Prepared by: Science Applications lncor
porilled. La ]olla, California .II A I'ai/ability: To be issued during calen-
dar \~ar 197'2. ,
'. DNA 2888 reviews the methods to ob
tain nwtron and gamma ray fluence and spectral
data in a nuclear test environment. Approxi
mately forty instruments of those surveyed dur
ing thIS study are described. A complete outline
of the experimental techniques employed in
these types of measurements is prOVided. with a
description of device in put and ty pical radia tion
environments encountered during a nuclear test.WI With few exceptions, only those instru
ments that have been used in past tests are con-

discussion of their radiation times is given. There
is some discussion of the outputs from under
ground X-ray tests simulating tactical ABM

M
Vironments.

The handbook is not intended to pro
VI e a I the information required by a person
who is not familiar with X-ray effects testii1g.
nor is it for a person whose full time occupation
is analysis of X-ray spectra from nuclear weap
ons. The information is useful to the large
majority of the community associated with'mili
tary effects. of X-rays from nuclear weapons.
Whether or not this is a "handbook" depends
more on the user's definitions than on the
author's.

• INSTRUMENTS FOR MEASURING NEU
TRON AND GAMMA RADIATION FROM
NUCLEAR·WEAPON TESTS

.• ;.Jr-.:u by. Kaman Sciences Corpora
,tion Colorado Springs. Colorado.
• A l'ai/abilily: Qualified requestor~ r.nay
obtain this document from the Defense Docu-
m.tion Center.

This handbook contains a chronological
tabulation of most of the X-ray effects tests that
have been conducted by the Department of
Defense and the Atomic Energy Commission. as
..,.'ell as a general description of the X-ray spectra
and the fluence levels available for experiments
on each event. Six illustrative X-ray tests are dis
cussed in some detail. Their X-ray spectra are
presl:ni~d as curves and tabulations and some

•III to d3l.J Irom nuckar tests, Thi~ \\'0Tk is sup-
pkmC'nt31 to DASA-:304T. Volume
I. "?\ucleaT Surlace Burst Debn' as is also
the determination of the lofted mass. The cloud
dust 103ding depends on the height-of-burst in
a nonlir.e3r manner which is analyzed and mod
ekd empirically. The particle size distribution of
the dust in the cloud is that of the crater ejecta
and sweep-up modified by the drag forclls ex
erted t-y the buoyant and convective air flow.
Both during rise and after stabilization, the
cloud and dust are translated with the ambient
wind. The speed and directional shears cause a
time dependent cloud shape. which is important
to the systems analyst. for whom the model was
deyc'10ned .
..The spherical model \\'JS completed and
reported in D?\A :940T~ "Vortex Dust
Jo.lodel for Rising ?\u.:lea~· Some modifi
catiom of the post stabili7Jtion model was re
ported in D:\A :745-r..- "!\ew t-.leasure
ments of Visible Cl;u~eter." and Dl':A
3158F- I _ "Post-Stabilization Nuclear
Dust Clou~ha\'e been incorporated in the
programming of the \'ortex model.

_ HAY"DBOOK OF WEAP-
0:\ -\S X-RAY SOURCES

D\'.- ",~fifiH
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-s!u,'rl:"': in this rC'port. Instruments to provide
nc'utrOI1 and gamma ray dose as a function of
timC'. dose or tluence as a function of energy.
anJ i:llegrated dose were considered. A sum
mary of thC' relative merits of each instrument is
included.

tit THE EFFECTS OF ~UCLEAR
"'EA PO;\ S•

• Prepared alld published by.' The U.S. De
partment of Defense and the U.S. Department
of Energy. S. Glasstone and P. J. Dolan. f'ditors.

.. .-1 i·allablli!.l. This document may be ob-
lainC'o by contacting the Superintendent of
Docum~l1ts. U.S. Government Printing Office.
\\'3shington. D.C.

~; This book presents as accurately as pos
sr'\\ithin the limits of national security. a
comprehensive summary of information con
cerning nuclear weapons effects in an unclas
sifIed form. The phenomena of air blast. gJound
and w3t~r shock. thermal radiation. and nuclear
radi3tioll5 3sso-:-iated with nuckar explosions are
very compkx. and descriptions of these phe
nomena and their related effects are somewhat
tC'dll1lcal in nature. However. this handbook has
bC'C'1l arranged in such a manner as to serve the

:.: ... r·~~~;bJ.: range of readers. Most of the
chapters are presented in two parts. the first
consisting of a general treatment of a particular
topic in a less technical manner and the second
discussing some of the more technical aspects.
The I1laterial is so .arranged that the reader will
experience no loss of continuity by the omission
of any or all of the more' highly technical sec
tions. but the technical material is available for
the lise of those who may have need of such
inform31iun.

..The third edition of this book was pub
li~n December 1977.

~ VORTEX DUST MODEL FOR RISI!\G
~LEAR CLOUDS

Prepared by. Science ApplicatioJE. In-

II
r )orated. Arlington. VA

A l'ai/abilit.1'.' Qualified users ma\. ab
tall1 t lis document from the Defense Do\.·u!llL'n
tation Center.

•
The transport of soil particles after a nu-

c detonation on or near the surface is modekJ
by t'he vortex nowfield which has a simple math
ematical form. By including appropriate pani-:k
drag relations and empiri-:-31ly fitting the vorte.\
parameters to both experimental and hydrocode
data. a simpler hydrodynamic model (VORDC\II
was obtained to predict the soil part ide en\i
ronment. The boundary condition of zero verti
cal flow velocity at the surface is obtained b~

using an imaf!e vortex mO\'ing downward. The
VORDUM results are similar to those oblained
using the SHELL hydrocode (de\'eloped at
AF\\'L). The model has been applied to yields
from less than I i\lT to greater than) 0 \IT. The
pancake g.eometry of the post stabililatio!l
model. reported in DASA :30.n-'
Volume I. ··Nuclear Surface Burst Deb~
was superseded by this description,II The post stabilization .:loud gC'ometry
W3~ Improved by the modelin~ of the 13te time
cloud reported in D~A 3158 F-I _
"Post-Stabilization I\uclear Dust Cloud.

"~O\I\1UNICATIONSATELLITE SYSTBIS
~NERABILITYTO NUCLEAR EFFECTS
SELECTED EXAMPLES BY F:REQUE~CY

BAND II .

•

DJ"A3185H-I_ .
Prepared by.' ~rporated
A raj/ability: Qualified requestors may

oblall1 these documents from the Defense Docu
mentation Center. Each transmittal outside the
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~ of the LS. Government must have

_~. r'1 'No\';]1 of the Defense I\uclear Agency.
fhis document describes communication

sat,,;ji(~ system \'ulnerability to propagation di~

turl,ance induced by nuclear explosions. Ex
:lmple~ of tl1(' effe.:ts of selected nuclear burst
')]1 ,'ommunication satellite system performance
are t:iven by frequency band. The satellite sys
tems analyzed 3re representative of existing.
p13nl1ed. or proposed systems in seven bands
cxtendjli~ from 150 MHz to 14 GHz. The ex
amiJk, pn::sented illustrate the approximate
duration and extent over which typical systems
may experien.:c difficulty. In addition to speci
fic results, the nucle::n effects from the selected
wcapon en\'lronments have been parameterized
so th:n these results can be extended to other
~', .
... -\l11ong the effects considered are radio
W:J\'c' absorption, thermal noise. signal disper
sion. and propagation time delays, The effect of
signal dlspersion is considered on systems em
ploying freque:lcy division multiplex-frequency
modulation (FD\l-FM). and digital systems em
ployinf' phase shift keying (PSK). While not
modeled for the selected examples. the poten
tial effects of phase scintillations on systems
employing PSK modulation are shown. Poten
tial effects on systems employing Time Division
\1ultiple Access (TD~1A) and Code Division
: : .. :.:,:. ,'. ~~ ~CD~lA) using spread spectrum
techniq ues are discussed.

.. ELECTROMAGNETIC BLACKOUT HAND·
~O~. '"

_
. 3380 .H-I. 2. 3 (DNA 33g0 H-I.

D'\'A 3380 H-2,
D~, . ,)jhU H-_

,
prepar(,l~~neralElectric Company

- IPO.
A J'ailabilif.1': QU~lified requestors'may

obtain these documents from the Defense Docu
mentation Center. Each transmittal outside the

[J-'~ ChaflY~ 1

agencies of the U.S. Government must haH
prior approval of the Defense Nuclear Agency.

_ This handbook provides source material
o~lear weapon phenomenology, atmospher
ic processes, and effects of disturbed atmospher
ic environments on electromagnetic pr()pagation
for use in analysis of radar and communications
systems. This edition of the handbook is a revi
sion of DASA 1580 and DASA 1580-1 (same
title) and replaces those documents. The hand
book is divided into seven chapters plus appen
dices and is .published in three volumes. Chapter
I provides an introduction to nuclear weapon
effects On electromagnetic propagation and a
summary of communication and radar system
performance in nuclear environments. Chapters
:. 3, and 4 present detailed descriptions of wea
pon radiations and energy deposition in the
atmosphere. the phenomenology of heat ed
regions. and atmospheric processes that affect
nuclear weapon-induced atmospheric ionization.
Chapters 5. 6. and 7 describe electromagnetic
propagation effects and weapon-produced noise
sources that can have effect on radar and com
munication systems. The several appendices in
clude material on the properties of the atmos
phere and earth's magnetic field. reference.
material on electromagnetic propagation and
thermal radiation, and parametric scaling for
weapon-produced regions and effects.

•
ELECTROMAGNETIC PULSE HAND

OOK FOR ELECTRIC POWER SYSTEMS
• December 1974

I
DNA3466~
Prepared b~~search Insti

tu c. 1enlo Park, California
• A Ilailability: Qualified users may ob-
ta~his handbook from the Defense Docu
mentation Center,II This handbook has been prepared pri
marlJ)' for the power, communications, and sys
tems engineer who must be concerned with the



(

•efk.:t5 of til\:' nuclear electromagnetic pulse on
his syst~l11. The power engineer should be aware
of the effects of EMP on his transmission and
distribution system. and the power users must
protel't their equipment from the pulse con
ducted into their facilities on the power lines.
The commercial power system can be a major
path for coupling the EMP into ground-based
systems. The power distribution system forms
d \c'l") large. completely exposed antenna sys
tem that is hard-wired into the customer's
facilit). Thus. extremely high voltages may be
developed on the power conductors. and even if
the commercial power is not relied on j')r sys
tem sur\'I\'al. these voltages may be delivered
to the system either before commercial power
is lost. or by the ground or neutral system
after transferring to auxiliary power.
_ Considerable research has been per
f~ on EMP coupling to commercial power·
systems in an effort to characterize the power
distribution lines as EMP collectors, and to
determine the effects of major components,
such as transformers. lightning arresters. and
low-voltage wiring. on the penetration of the
received signal into ground-based facilities.
This research has entailed development and
experimental verification of the theory of
coupling to transmission lines. This handbook
nn the interaction of E!\1P with commercial
power systems has been prepared so that de
signers and systems engineers can benefit from
the results of extensive data already accumulated.
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APPENDIX E

GLOSSARY.

A bsnrptioll - The irreversible conversion of the energy of an electromagnetic wave into another form
or energy as a result of its interaction with matter.

Absorptioll coefficient - A number characterizing a give!') material with respect to its ability to ab~orb

radiation. The linear absorption coefficient refers to the ability of a given material to absorb
radiation per unit thickness: it is expressed in reciprocal units of thickness. The mass absorption
coefilci:::-nt refers to the ability of a gi\en material to absorb radiation per unit mass; it is expressed
in units of area per unit mass, and it is equal to the linear absorption coefficient divided by the
density of the absorbing material.

Acceleration - Time rate of change of velocity. The acceleration due to gravity (g)is 3~.2 ft/sec~.

Actil'ir)" - The rate of decay of radioactive material expressed as the number of nuclear disintegrations
per second,

Adiabatic - Occurring without change in heat content. i.e., without gain or loss of heat by the system
invohed.

Air burst - See Burst types.

Albedo - The fraction of the incident radiation rellected by a material in any manner.

Alpha particle - A particle ejected spontaneously from the nuclei of some radioactive elements. It is
identical to the helium nucleus, which has an atomic weight of four and an electric charge of plus
two atomic mass and charge units, re~pectively, i.e .. two protons and two neutrons.

Amorphous - Lacking in ordered crystalline structure.

Ampiitude - The maximum displacement of an oscillating particle or wave from its position of
equilibrium.

Angle of incidence - The angle between the perpendicular to a surface and the direction of propa
gation of a wave.

Annealing - The process of displacement damage reduction with time, temperature, electrical con
ditions, etc. .

Annealing factor - The ratio of the maximum displacement damage to the displacement damage at a
certain time after irradiation. It is a function of time.

Apparent crater - The visible crater remaining after a nuclear detonation. See Craler.

Atmospheric transmissivity - The fraction of the radiant exposure received at a given distance after
passing through the atmosphere relative to that which would have been received at the same
distance if no atmosphere were present.
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~( cloud - An all-inclusive term. identified as the hot gases. liquid and solid particles. and vapors
pr"ol!l:ed by a nuclear explosion. Clouds resulting from large yield weapons may penetrate the
tropop:lUse and deposit debris in the stratosphere. The cloud contains radioactive fission products.
Se~ Fireball.

A IOl.'1ic \1'('1.11101; - See Sue/ear weapon.

Atlt?lIlIaflull - Reduction of the intensity of radiation or a blast or shock wave as a result of passing
through any medium.

Bu\C' Slirge - A cloud that rolls out from the bottom of the column produced by a subsurface burst of
J nuclear w~apon. For underwater bursts. the surge is a cloud of liquid droplets. which has the
propeny of flowing almost as if it were a homogeneous fluid. For subsurface l3nd bursts the surge is
mad~ up of small solid particles. but it still behaves like a fluid.

Beta aurora - Fluorescence caused by deposition of beta particle energy in the atmosphere. See Bl.'tu
part fell.'.

Beta parIiell.' - A small particle ejected spontaneously from a nucleus of either natural or artificially
radiu3ctive elements. It carries a negative charge of one electronic unit and has an atomic weight of
I! 18-10. See ElectrOIl.

Bipolul' trallsiSfnf - A transistor that utilizes both minority and majority carriers. Presently. the most
common type of transistor.

Black body - A perfect radiator (emitter) of electromagnetic energy. The radiating characteristics of a
black body are completely specified by its teIl}perature.

Blutk body radiatioll - See Plandiall radialioll.

B!ast wal'l.' - The shock wave transmitted through the air as the result of an explosion is referred to as
a bl<Jst wave or air blast. See Shock wal'c.

Blowin - The movement of air into the column of an underwater explosion if the column walls
ruptLlre when the enclosed explosion bubble contents are below atmospheric pressure. See Bubble
and Co ItIII1Il.

lJ/UWO)} - Fragments of material separating from the surface of a material.

Blu\I'otit - The escape of underwater explosion bubble contents to the atmosphere at high pressure
iCJding to the formation of a cauliflower cloud considerably wider than the column. See Bubble and
Caulif70wer cloud.

Breako.way - The onset ,of a condition in which the shock front moves away from the periphery of the
expanding fireball.

,
Breaking wal'e - A wave of such steep slope that it is unable to maintain its shape and loses height by

tumbling or falIing over.

Breakdown )'orrage - In semiconductor-junction devices, that voltage that causes appreciable conduc
tion in the reverse direction.

Breako~'er vollage - The voltage in silicon PNPN devices at which the device switches. That is, the
i.IcYll:c SWllcht=s from a high voltage-low current state to a low voltage-high current state.
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Bubble - The globe of gas. vapor. and explosion products that forms when an explosion occurs under
wa fer.

Bull: condllctil'it)' - A measure of the ability of a material to conduct electric current.

Bllrst g('ometry - The location of a nuclear detonation with respect to the ground surface. water
surface, or bottom.

Burst types:
Air bl/fSt - The explosion of a nuclear weapon at such a height that the weapon phenomenon of
inlerest is not significantly modified by the earth's surface. For example, these heights are stich that
for -

BliJst - The reflected wave passing through the fireball does not overtake the incident wave abm'e
the fireball (-160/1 11 /3 ±IS percent).

Thc/"IIw! radiJtiuli - The apparent thermal yield viewed from the ground is not affected by heal
transfer to the earth's surface nor by distortion of the fireball by the reflected shock wave (- 180
WU .

4 ±:!O percent for 10 to l06 kt and ±30 percenr for other yields).

Fallout - Militarily significant local fallout of radioactive material will not occur. This height
gener311) can be taken to be 100 11'0.35: however a more conservative estimate of 180 11'0,4 feet
may be desirable for use under some circumstances. See paragraph 5-12, Chapter 5.

Sur/Jct' burst - The explosion of a nuclear (or atomic) weapon at the surface of the land or water
or at a height above the surface less than the radius of the fireball at maximum luminosity (in the
second thermal pulse). An explosion inwhich the weapon is detonated actually on the surface (or
WIthin 5 11'0.3 feel. where II' is the explosion yield in kilotons, above or below the surface) is called
a contact surface burst.

Subsurface burs! - The explosion of a nuclear weapon in which the center of the detonation lies at
any point beneath the earth's surface (either ground or water surface).

Calorie - The amount of heat required to raise the temperature of I gram of water from 15°C to 16°C
at 760 mm Hg pressure.

Call1ouj7et - The cavity resulting from an underground explosion when no rupture of the surface of
the earth occurs. See also Crater, True Crater, and Apparent Crater.

Caulij7o\l'er cloud - The roughly spherical turbulent cloud which is formed above the column on a
very shallow nuclear burst.

Caritation - The separation of the water particles and the forming of cavities. as a result of the
inability of water to withstand the tensional wave reflected from the water surface.

Charge carrier - Any particre possessing a net positive or negative electric charge.

Charge transfer - The movement of electric charge from one material to another. Charge transfer
often results in undesirable transient currents, electromagnetic fields, and steady-state voltages.

Circuit saturation - That process in which a circuit is locked in a stable state that often remains after
the radiation pulse has subsided (not latchup).

Circuit upset - A circuit response which causes some electrical subsystem or system to malfunction
temporarily.
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~lInICn!irll: - A general term applied to techniques that allo .... the circuits in a system to be
temporarily perturbed by an ionizing-radiation pulse, but that enable the system to recognize the
C3U~;;' of the perturbations and to ignore any spurious signals or misinformation generated by them.

Cloud chamber effect - See Condensation cloud.

Collector junction - One of two junctions in a bipolar transistor. Typically the collector junction is
the largest junction and generates the most photocurrent.

Coliision frequency - The average number of collisions (involving momentum transfer) per second of
a. partick of a given species with particles of another or the same species.

Column - The \"isible column of particulate matter, which may extend to the tropopause (the
boundary between the troposphere and the stratosphere) subsequent to the explosion of a nuclear
\\i:apon. Also. the hollo\\ cylinder of material thrown up from a subsurface nuclear detonation.

CUllllllii jl'!S - Plumes that form on an expanding water column.

Combat inc!fc('tilc - An individual whose injuries are of such nature that he is no longer capable of
carrying out h.i~ assigned tas\.;.

Componcnt pan (componcnt) - A device that performs a function and is nor manufactured from
other devices (e,g.. transistor. integrated circuit. capacitor. resistor).

Component damagr - Permanent change in the characteristics of a device due to electromagnetic
coupling. See Coupling.

COml)ton currcnt - Electron current generated as a result of Compton processes. See Comptoll e!fcct.

Com!Jtun elfeer - Elastic interaction of gamma rays or X-rays with matter. resulting in the emission of
s::condary electrons that contain part of the energy of the incident radiation. See Photoelectric
eJi'cct

Compton electrolls - Secondary electrons generated by the gamma rays or X-rays from a nuclear burst
absorbed through Compton collisions. See Compton e[(ea

Compton scaTtering - Scattering photons through their interaction by means of the Compton effect.
::lee Lompton eflect.

Condensation cloud - A mist or fog which temporarily surrounds the fireball after a nuclear explosion
in a comparatively humid atmosphere. Since it is similar to the cloud observed by physicists in rhe
Wilson cloud chamber, it is also called the "Wilson cloud." Rapid cooling of the previously heated
air surrounding the fireball during the negative pressure phase of the shock wave causes the moisture
in the air to condense temporarily, forming a cloud. The cloud is dispelled within a second or so
upon return of the air pressure.to normal.

Conjugate points - Points at the north and south ends of a geomagnetic field line which are either at
corresponding altitudes or at corresponding field strength.

Call tamina tioll - The deposit of radioactive rna terial on the surfaces of structures, areas, objects, or
personnel, following a nuclear explosion. This material generally consists of fallout in which fission
products and other weapon debris have become incorporated with particles of dirt, etc. Contamina
tion can also arise from the radioactivity induced in certain substances by the action of neutrons
fr'Jrn a nuclear explosion. See Decontaminatioll, Fallout, Induced radioacth'it)', Weapoll debris.
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•Contour method - The representation of the degree of contamination resulting from a nuclear burst
b;' the use of contour lines to connect points of equal radiation dose or dose rate. See Isodose lines.

COlll'entional current flow - Electric current assumed to flow from the most positive point of the
circuit to the most negative point in the circuit relative to ground.

COUll terpoise - An electrically continuous conductive material usually installed around the perimeter
of a building to reduce the apparent ground resistance.

Coupling - Interaction of electromagnetic fields with electrical systems whereby part of the energy of
lJle lido is transferred to the system. Also the energy transfer of a shock wave traveling in one
medium, which produces a shock wave in a second medium at their common interface. Also the
absorption of radiant energy by a material by con'version to internal energy resulting in a shock
wave being developed in the material.

Crock - A rapidly expanding white disc on the water surface whose leading edge follows close):
behind the intersection of the underwater shock wave with the surface. The whiteness is believed to
be the cavitated region caused by the rarefaction wave. which forms and moves downward when the
primary shock is reflected from the surface.

CratC'i' - The pit. depression, or cavity formed in the surface of the earth by an explosion. It may
range from saucer shaped to conical, depending largely on the depth of burs!. See also True crater,
Apparent crater, and Camouj7et.

Crater depth- The maximum depth of the crater measured from the deepest point of the pit to the
original level.

Crater radius - The average radius of the crater measured at the level corresponding to the original
surface of the ground.

Critical radiant exposure - The thermal radiant exposure required for a particular effect on a material.
The unit of critical radiant exposure is the cal/cm:!.

Cross section - A measure of the probability that a nuclear reaction will occur. It is the apparent or
effective area presented by a target (e.g., atomic nucleus or other particle) to an oncoming particle
or radiation (e.g., X-ray or gamma ray).

Cr.l'stn!line - Refers to a material (e .g., a semicond uctor) possessing an ordered lattice structure.

Curie - The quantity of any radioactive nuclide in which the number of disintegrations per second is
3.7 x 10 10 .

Da:zle - See Flash blindness.

Debris radiation - Radialion emitted after the fIrst few hundred microseconds after the burst. It is
primarily gamma ray and beta radiation.

Decontamination - The process of removing contaminating radioactive material from an object, a
structure, or an area. See Contamination.

Delamination - Separation of bulk material (see Figure 6·5).

n;.~(r(lrfiri" - The bending of waves around the edges of objects.
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•• DIjji'action loading - The forces exerted upon an object or structure by the blast wave overpressures
as the shock front strikes and engulfs it.·

DiJJiiSio/l - That process in which particles (e.g., charge carriers) move from a region of high concen
tration t0ward a region of lower concentration.

Direct shock wGl'e - A shock wave traveling through the medium in which the explosion occurred.
without having encountered an interface, is referred to as the direct shock wave.

DiSlicrsio/l - Effects on an electromagnetic wave traversing a region in which the propagation charac
tt'dstics are frequency dependent.

Displacemel/t - A type of transient and permanent damage in crystalline materials in which atoms are
moved from their normal lattice positions. .

Dose - See Radiation dose.

Dose rale - See Radiatiol/ dose ralC.

Dosimeter - An instrument for measuring the amount of radiation received.

Dosime try - The process of measuring and providi ng a qlIan ti ta tive descri pt ion of a radiation environ
ment. preferably in terms relevant to the radiation effect being studied (e.g.. neutron tluence. dose
etc.).

Drug loading - The forces exerted upon an object or structure by the dynamic pressures from the
bJa~t wave of an explosion. influenced by certain characteristics (primarily the shape) of the object
or structure. I'

D-Regi() 'I - The region of the ionosphere between about 40 and 90 kilometers altitude. See
/011OSpll c1"/.'.

Drift - ThJt process in which charge carriers move along the line of action of an electric field.

Du.:tili!.l· - The Jbility of a material or object to undergo large permanent deformations without
ru pt ure.

Uyl't.lllllC JJrC:J:JIIJ'{, (q) - q = 1/2 Psu 2 , where Ps is the density of the medium behind the shock front.
and u is the particle velocity behind the shock front. The drag force on an object is proportional to
the dynamic pressure .

.Dynamicpresslire impulse - See Impulse.

Early tra/lsient iI/capacitation - A temporary inability of a person to perform a required task prop
erly. Onset is shortly 'after exposure to insult or stress. The incapacitation will be followed by
partial or complete recovery otperformance ability. frequently temporary in nature.

Eddy current - Current created on the building shielding by the impinging magnetic and electric
field,;.

E field - Electric field associated with an electromagnetic wave or created by a charge distribution.

Ejecta (throw-out) - Original material dissociated and ejected to the area surrounding a crater. The
.::~.;~, ... ~,.;u;,-~ l"issi\e hazards.
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•Electric surge arrestor (ESA) - Hybrid device which provides protection across the frequency
spectrum and voltage spectrum.

Electromagnetic pulse (EMP) - The time-varying electromagnetic radiation that results from a nuclear
detonation.

Electromagnetic radiation - Radiation made up of oscillating electric and magnetic fields and propa
gated with the speed of light. It includes gamma radiation, X-rays, ultraviolet, visible and infrared
radiation, and radar and radio waves.

Electronwgnetic spectrum - The frequencies (or wave lengths) present in a given electromagnetic
radiation. A particular spectrum could include a single frequency or a wide range of frequencies.

Electron - Classically, a unit negatively charged particle usually bound to an atom and orbiting about
its nucleus.

Electron rolt - The amount of kinetic energy gained by an electron when accelerated through a
potential of one volt. (1.6 x IO-} 2 ergs).

Electrostatic coupling - Capacitive coupling between two parallel lines. See Coupling.

Emitter junction - One of two junctions in a bipolar transistor. Typically the emitter junction is the
smaller junction and many times the photocurrent generated in it is neglected.

EMP - See Electronw.gnetic pulse.

Energy flux density - The energy of any radiation incident upon or flowing through a unit area,
perpendicular to a radiation beam, in unit time.

Energy partitiqn - The distribution of the total energy released by a nuclear detonation among the
various phenomena, e.g., nuclear radiation. thermal radiation, and blast. The exact distribution is a
function of time, weapon yield, and the medium in which the weapon is detonated.

Energy spectrum - A description of the relative magnitudes of various energy components or energy
ranges of electromagnetic radiation or particles.

Epitaxial - The formation of single crystalline material upon a single crystalline substrate by chemical
rc.:hiction from the vapor or liquid phase. The grown material assumes the same crystal orientation
as the substrate.

E-Region - The region of the ionosphere between about 90 to 160 kilometers altitude. See
Ionosphere.

Exposure - A measure of the radiation energy available (the dose in air). Exposure generally is
specified in roentgens.

Exposure rate - A measlJ(e of the radiation energy available per unit time (the dose rate in air).
Exposure rate generally is specified in roentgens per second or roentgens per hour.

Factor - A multiplier, frequently used to indicate range of coverage. For example, "correct within a
factor of two" means correct within a possible range of values between twice and one-half the
stated value.

Failure threshold - That exposure which changes one or more material (device) properties to such an
extent that the material (device) becomes unsuitable for a specified application.
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-Fallback - Original material dissociated but not completely removed from the true crater. Upon
impact, the fallback and ejecta assist in the development of the hazardous base surge dust cloud.

Fallout - The process or phenomenon of the fallback to the surface of the earth of particles con
taminated with radioactive material from the radioactive cloud. The term is also applied in a
collective sense to the contaminated particulate matter itself. The early (or local) fallout is defined,
somewhat arbitrarily, as those particles which reach the earth within 24 hours after a nuclear
explosion. The delayed (or world-wide) fallout consists of the smaller particles which ascend into
the upper troposphere and into the stratosphere and are carried to all parts of the earth. The
delayed fallout falls to earth, over extended periods of time ranging from months to years.

Fast neutron - Typically, a neutron with energy exceeding 10 keV (this energy threshold has not been
standardized). See Neutrons, fast. .

Film badge - A photographic film packet in the form of a badge, carried by personnel, for obtaining a
measure of gamma and also in some cases, beta and neutron dose. See Dosimeter.

Fireball - The visible luminous sphere of hot gases formed by a nuclear explosion.

Fission - The splitting of a heavy nucleus into two (or rarely more) nuclei of lighter elements - the
fission products. Fission is accompanied by the emission of neutrons and the release of energy. It
can be spontaneous or it can be caused by the impact of a neutron. a fast charged particle, or a
photon. The most important fissionable materials for weapons are uranium-235 and plutonium-239.

Fission products - A general term for the complex mixture of substances produced as a result of
nuclear fission. A distinction should be mad~ between these and the direct fission products or
fission fragments that are formed by the actual splitting of the heavy element nuclei. The fission
fragments, being radioactive, immediately begin to decay, forming additional (daughter) products,
\\' hich are included in the complex mixture of isotopes that is observed at some time after the
fis!lion even 1.

Flaslzblind/less (Dazzle) - Temporary impairment of vision resulting from an intense flash of light. See
Retinal bum.

r{uellce - The number of particles or photons or the amount of energy that enters an imaginary
sphere of unit cross-sectional area. It is the time-integrated flux.

Fluorescence - The reemission of absorbed energy by molecules and atoms at the same or longer
wavelengths than those that were absorbed.

Flux - The flow of photons, particles, or energy per unit time through an imaginary sphere of unit
cross-sectional area.

Forward bias - Voltage applied across a PN junction in such a direction as to cause conduction
through the junction i.e., the most positive potential is connected to the P side of the junction.

Forward resistance - The value of the ratio of the forward voltage to the current flowing through the
PN junction when that same forward voltage is applied to it. The value varies with forward voltage.

Forward voltage - The voltage applied to a PN junction which forward biases the junction.

Fractionation - The phenomenon which results in a fallout sample being nonrepresentative of the
total amount of radioactivity produced by a nuclear explosion. For example a bomb may produce x
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•atoms of one fission product and y atoms of another. Any fallout sample (airborne or on the
gro~nd) for which the ratio of the number of these two products is different from x/y is said to be
fractionated.

Free air - A region of homogeneous air sufficiently remote from reflecting surfaces or other objects
that the characteristics of the direct shock are not modified in any way by reflected shocks or other
disturbances arising from scattering objects.

Frc;l air ol'erpressure (sometimes called free air pressure) - The unreflected pressure in excess of
i\tmnspheric or ambient pressure created in the air by the incident shock of any explosion.

Free charge - The charge carriers that are capable of moving (i.e., those which are not bound to
atoms).

F-Regioll - The region of the ionosphere above about 160 kilometers.

Fusioll - The process by which nuclei of light elements, especially the hydrogen isotopes deuterium
and tritium, combine to form the nucleus of a heavier element with a substantial exot.hermic release
of energy.

Gain - With reference to an electronic circuit or device, the ratio of output response to input signal.
Gain is a measure of amplification.

Gamma rays - Highly penetrating, high-frequency electromagnetic radiation from the nuclei of radio
active substances. They are of the same nature as X-rays, but of nuclear rather than atomic origin,
and are emitted wi th discrete, definite energies.

Ground zero (GZJ - The point on the surface of land or water vertically below or above the center of
a burst of a nuclear weapon; also called surface zero.

Hardening -- The process of decreasing vulnerability to a nuclear explosion by design.

Height of burst - The height above the surface of the earth at which a weapon is burst. Altitude, by
contrast, is the height above mean sea level.

H field - Magnetic field associated with an electromagnetic wave or created by an electric current.

fiole - With reference to electronic valence structure of a semiconductor that acts as a positive
electronic charge with a positive mass.

Hot spots - Regions in a contaminated area in which the level of radioactive contamination is
considerably higher than in neighboring regions.

Impedance - The total opposing force to current flow, a factor of energy dissipation.

Impulse - The product of the average force and the time during which it acts at a given point, or the
integral of the curve representing variation of force with time, with integration over the time of
interest. In considering the effectiveness of a shock wave in producing damage, it is generally more
convenient to employ the concepts of overpressure impulse and dynamic pressure impulse. The
overpressure impulse of the positive phase of a blast wave is the integral of the curve representing
the variation of overpressure with time, the integration being perfonned from t = 0, the time of
arrival of the shock front at a given location, to t = t;, the end of the positive phase. The dynamic
pressure impulse is a similar integral of the dynamic pressure-time curve. .
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---incapacitation - The inability to perform a required task as the result of a physical or mental
disability. See also Permanent Complete. Incapacitation and Early Transient Incapacitation.

Induced radioactivity - Radioactivity that results from certain nuclear reactions in which exposure to
racii:ttion results in the production of unstable nuclei. Many materials near a nuclear explosion enter
into this type of reaction, primarily as a result of neutron interactions.

induced shor:k wave - The shock wave that is induced in a medium when a shock wave traveling in
another medium crosses the interface between the two media.

illef/t'uin: - S~e Combat ineffective.

Inelastic scattering - Scattering in which the total kinetic energy of a two-particle system is decreased,
and one or both of the particles is or are left in an excited state.

Infrared - That portion of the electromagnetic spectrum occurring between the wavelengths 0.7 and
12 microns.

Initial nuclear radiation - Radiation produced by a nuclear explosion within I minute following the
hurst. It includes neutroDs and gamma rays given off at the instant of the explosion, gamma rays
produced by the interaction of neutrons with weapon components and the surrounding medium,
and the alpha, beta, and gamma rays emitted by the fission products ar.d other weapon debris
during the first minute following the burst. See Residual radiation.

Internal EMP - A term commonly applied to the electric and magnetic fields generated within an
enclosure by the interaction of high energy nuclear radiation (gamma rays, X-rays, neutrons) with
the walls.

Interstitial - An atom of a crystalline material located at some point other than a nonnal lattice
position. Interstitials are created during the displacement process. See Displacement.

Inversion (atmospheric temperature inversion) - A region in the atmosphere in which the temperature
rises with increasing altitude instead of dropping, as it does in the more general case.

1011 - An atom with a net electric charge.

,UIU_,"'UIl - 'Jjlt:: separation of a normally electrically neutral atom or molecule into electrically
charged components.

Ionizing radiation - Electromagnetic radiation (gamma rays or X-rays) or particle radiation (neutrons,
electrons, etc.) capable of producing ions, i.e., electrically charged atoms or molecules, during its
passage through matter.

Ionosphere - That part of the atmosphere where ions and electrons are present in quantities sufficient
to affect the propagation of raoio waves.

I - Primary photocurrent. See Primary photocurrent.pp

. IrrtJdiance - The incident thermal energy per unit time per unit area. The unit of irradiance is the
cal/cm2 /sec.

Isobaric - Constant pressure condition.

isodose Lines - A term applied to imaginary contours in a radioactive field on which the total
accurr.u!ated radiation dose is the same.
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-Jitter effect - Instability of the signal on the radar indicator.

Kell'il/ scale - The absolute temperature scale for which the zero is -273°C. Conversion from
centigrade to Kelvin is made by adding 273 to the centigrade reading.

Kiloton (kt) - The energy release of one thousand tons of TNT, where I ton equals 2,000 pounds and
where the energy content of TNT is defined as I, I02 calories per gram.

Latchup - Regenerative device action in transistors or circuits in which an undesired stable condition
is attained.

Lattice - The pattern defined by an orderly crystalline structure in a material.

Leakage current - An undesirable reverse current across a semiconductor junction.

Lethal gust em'elope - The boundary of the area in any given plane within which the gust loading
effects from an explosion inflict sufficient structural damage to destroy a given aircraft.

Linear circuit - An electronic circuit in which voltages and currents can be continuously variable.

Lip height - The height above the original surface to which earth is piled around the crater formed by
an explosion.

Loading - The forces imposed upon an object.

Loop - A closed path or circuit over which an electric signal can circulate.

Lossy del'ices - Devices that convert portions of the input energy into heat, which is lost to the
surrounding medium.

Lossy field coupling - Coupling of an electromagnetic field into an electrical system so that part of
the energy is lost due to radiation. See Coupling.

Mach stem - The shock formed by the fusion of the incident and reflected shocks from an explosion.
The term usually is used with reference to an air-propagated wave reflected from the surface of the
earth, generally nearly vertical to the reflecting surface. See Shock front.

Magl/etic coupling - Energy departed to (or voltage induced in) a loop of finite area due to a change
;:;. r. .... x linkages within the loop.

Magnetic conjugate points - Points at the north and south ends of a geomagnetic field line that are
either at corresponding altitudes or at corresponding magnetic field strengths.

ftfajority carrier - In semiconductors, the type of carrier that constitutes more than half the total
number of carriers. The majority carriers are electrons in an N-type semiconductor and holes in a
P-type semiconductor.

Mean free path - Average. distance traveled by particles before interaction or average distance a single
particle travels between interactions.

Median lethal dose - The amount of radiation received over the whole body which would be fatal to
about 50 percent of a specified animal. The median lethal dose for humans is not well established,
but for the purpose of this manual it is assumed to be 450 rads, if the total dose is delivered within
a period of 24 hours or less. Sometimes abbreviated as MLD or LD-50.

Megaton (Mt) - The energy release of a million tons of TNT (10 15 calories). See Kiloton.
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Metal-oxide-semicollductor (MOS) trallsistor - A field-effect transistor consisting of a silicon chip, a

silicon oxide, and a metal contact.

Microll (J.l) - A unit of length equal to 10-6 meters, 10- 3 meters, 10- 3 millimeter, or 104 Angstrom units.

Millibar - One thousand dynes per square centimeter, a unit of measure of atmospheric pressure.

ftfillority carrier - The type of carrier that constitutes less than half the total number of carriers in a
semiconductor. The minority carriers are holes in an N-type semiconductor and electrons in a
P-type semiconductor.

JJiiiority-cllrrier lifetime - The time period starting with the creation of a minority carrier and ending
with its being recombined.

Mobility - The ease with which carriers move through a semiconductor either through random motion
or when they are subjected to electric forces.

MOllte Carlo method - A method of solution of a group of physical problems by means of aseries of
sta tistical experiments which are performed by applying mathematical operations to random
numbers.

MOS - Metal-oxide-semiconductor .

.iVegatil'e phase - That portion of the blast wave in which pressures are below ambient atmospheric
pressure.

Neutroll - An electrically neutral particle which is one of the fundamental particles making up the
nucleus of all atoms except hydrogen. It has nearly the same weight as the hydrogen nucleus
(atomic weight I). The neutron under appropriate conditions is capable of causing fission of U2 3 5 ,

or Pu2 39 and certain other radionuciides. In the fission process other neutrons are produced, which
can cause fission in additional U23 5 or Pu 2 39 atoms. This multiplication process, triggered by
neutrons, gives rise to the chain reaction which makes nuclear explosions possible.

Neutroll capture - A basic interaction of neutrons with matter. Neutron capture can result in the
generation of gamma rays and/or charged particles.

Neutroll fluence - The number of neutrons entering an imaginary sphere of unit cross-sectional area.
It is equal to the time integrated neutron flux. It is generally expressed as n/cm2 . If expressed as
Nvt. N is the neutron density (n/cm 3 ) in the beam v is the average speed (em/sec), and t is the time
duration. The spectrum should be specified with the fluence, e.g., n/cm2 (fission spectrum).

Neutron flux - The flow of neutrons into an imaginary sphere or" unit cross-sectional area. It is
generally expressed as n/cm2 /sec. If expressed as Nv, N is the neutron density in the beam (n/cm3 ),

and v is the average speed (em/sec). The spectrum should be specified with the flux, e.g., n/cm 2 /sec
(fission spectrum).

Neutrons, fast - Neutrons with energies e"xceeding 10 keV, although sometimes different energy limits
are given. See Fast neutrons.

Neutrons, thermal - Neutrons in thermal equilibrium with their surroundings. At room temperature
their mean energy is about 0.025 electron volts (eV).

1\.rC~7hncar 'Zone - A wedge-shaped zone in water, which increases in depth as the range from the burst
point increases, and within which anomalous reflections affect the underwater pressure history.
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-N type - This term refers to semiconductor material which has had certain impurities added so that
there are excess electrons available for conduction. .

Nuclear radiation - Any or all of the radiations emitted as a result of the radioactive decay of a
nucleus. The radiations include gamma radiation (of electromagnetic character) and particle
radiation (alpha particles, positive and negative beta particles, and neutrons).

Nuclear Weapon - Means the same as "Atomic Weapon" as that term is defined in Section 11 d, Public
Law 703, 83rd Congress, viz: any device utilizing atomic energy, exclusive of the means for trans
;:'~!"til~J or propelling the device (where such means is a separable and divisible part of the device),
the principal purpose of which is for use as, or for development of, a weapon, weapon prototype, or
a weapon test device.

Jv'uclide - A general term referring to all nuclear species, both stable and unstable, of the chemical
elements as distinguished from the two or more nuclear species of a single chemical element, which
are called isotopes.

Overpressure - The transient pressure, usually expressed in pounds per square inch, exceeding existing
atmospheric pressure manifested in the blast wave from the explosion. During some period of the
passage of the wave past a point, the overpressure is negative.

Overpressure impulse - See Impulse.

Pair production - A basic interaction of photons wi th matter (see Figure 6-1 c).

Passi~'e elements --' Mainly filter devices and circuits which remove portions of the energy spectrum
not needed by system operation.

Performance decrement (personnel) - Reduction of efficiency in performance of a required task, such
as increased reaction time, increased performance time, and/or increased error rate.

Period of vibration (period) - The time for one complete cycle of oscillation or vibration.

Permanent complete incapacitation (personnel) - The inability to perform any task as the result of a
physical or mental disability that will not improve subsequently.

Permanent effects - Changes in material properties that persist for a time long compared with the
normal response time of the system of which the material is a part.

Photocurrent - A flow of excess charge carriers generated in a material or device by ionizing radiation.

Photoelectric effect - The process whereby a gamma ray or X-ray photo, with energy somewhat
greater than that. of the binding energy 'of an electron in an atom, transfers all of its energy to the
electron, which is remov~d from the atom.

PIN junction - This type of diode has intrinsic (undoped) semiconductor material between the P and
N-doped materials. See N type and P type.

Planar diffused - A technique for manufacturing semiconductor devices by introducing dopant ele
ments into the semiconductor wafers by selective diffusion from the surface. All junction-surface
intersections are protected from the ambient atmosphere by a passivation layer, typically silicon
nv;d~. grown on the device structure.
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Planckian radiatioll - The energy distribution of the radiation emitted by a black body radiator. The
spectrum is' determined by the temperature and is given by Planck's radiation law (see paragraph
4-2. Chapter 4). See Black body.

Pwstic deformation - That deformation from which a deformed object does not recover upon removal
of the deforming forces.

PNP - A three-layer semiconductor structure that constitutes a bipolar transistor. See N type and P
tJpe.

Jlopcorning - The ejection of dust particles from certain types of surface upon absorption of the
thermal radIation emitted by a nuclear detonation.

Potting - The complete immersion of encapsulation of devices or circuitry in an insulating compound.
Potting typically is used in TREE work to"reduce the effects of leakage currents caused by radiation
induced air ionization.

Positil'e phase - That portion of the blast wave in which pressures are above ambient atmospheric
pressure.

Precursor -- A pressure wave which precedes the main blast wave of a nuclear explosion.

Primary photocurrent (J ) - Current which !lows across a semiconductor junction as a result ofpp .
ionization.

Prompt conducth·ity - Conductivity resulting from exposure to prompt gamma radiation.

Prompt gamma rays - Gamma rays produced in. fission and fusion reactions and as a result of nuclear
excitation of the weapon materials.

Prompt neutrons - Neutrons generated by the fission and fusion reactions of a nuclear weapon burst.

Proton - A positively charged particle with a mass approximately the same as that of a neutron. In
nature, protons are pound in the nuclei of atoms.

P type - Semiconductor material which has had certain impurities added so that there is an excess of
hnle, ;lv::lil'lhle for conduction.

Punch through - Breakdown mechanism in transistors caused by an arc discharge at the junction.

Rad - A unit of absorbed dose of radiation; it represents the absorption of 100 ergs of nuclear (or
ionizing) radiation per gram of the absorbing material or tissue. When specifying dose, the absorbing
material must be indicated, e.g., C, Si, tissue.

Radiant energy - See Th,ermal radiation.

Radiant exposure - The incident radiant energy per 'unit area, generally expressed in cal/cm 2 .

Radiant power - Time rate of radiant energy emission. The useful units of radiant power are kt/sec or
cal/sec.

Radiation dose - The total amount of radiation absorbed by material or tissue, commonly expressed
in rads. In the case of materials, the radiation dose may be expressed in cal/gm (material) or ergs/gm
(m::tterial ),
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'J!iation dose rate - The time rate of absorbing radiation, commonly expressed in rads/sec or
rads/hr. In the case of materials the radiation dose rate may be expressed in cal/gm/sec (material) or
ergs/gm/sec (material).

Radioactil1ify - The property of certain nuclides of undergoing a spontaneous nuclear transformation
in which the nucleus emits particles and/or gamma rays, or undergoes spontaneous fission, or in
which the atom emits X-rays or Auger electrons following orbital electron capture or internal
conversion. As a result of the emission of particles, the radioactive isotope is converted (or decays)
into the isotope of a different (daughter) element which mayor may not also be radioactive.
Ultimately, as a result of one or more stages of radioactive decay, a stable (non-radioactive) end
product is formed.

Rarefaction wave - When a shock wave in a medium stFikes the interface between this medium and a
less dense medium, part of the energy of the shock wave induces a shock wave in the less dense
medium. The remainder of the energy forms a rarefaction or tensile wave which travels back
through the denser medium.

Reaction rate - In chemical kinetics, the time derivative of the concentration of a given species is
called the reaction rate of that species; it is also called the velocity or speed of the reaction.

Recombination - A process by which a hole-electron pair is annihilated, usually by direct combina
tion of a free electron with a free hole, by capture of a free electron by an excited center containing
a hole, or by capture of a free hole by an excited center containing an electron. Recombination
transistions of these types may be radiative.

Recombination center - In some electron-hole recombinations the electron (hole) in the conduction
band does not make a direct transition to the valence band but first occupies an intermediate state
in the forbidden gap called a recombination center, which is associated with lattice imperfections or
chemical impurities.

Reflected pressure - The pressure along a surface at the instant a blast wave strikes the surface.

Reflected shock wal'e - When a shpck wave traveling in a medium strikes the interface between this
medium and a denser medium, part of the energy of the shock wave induces a shock wave in the
denser medium and the remainder of the energy results in the formation of a reflected shock wave
which travels back through the less dense medium.

Refraction - Bending of an electromagnetic wave path when it traverses a region whose propagation
characteristics are a function of position.

Relative air density - The ratio of air density under a specified condition to the air density of the
standard atmosphere at sea level (see Tables 2·1 and 2-2, Chapter 2).

Residual nuclear radiation ..- Nuclear radiation, chiefly beta particles and gamma rays, which persists
for some time following a nuclear explosion. The radiation is emitted mainly by the fission products
and other bomb residues in the fallout, and to some extent by earth and water constituents, and
other materials, in which radioactivity has been induced by the capture of neutrons.

Response - The action of an object under the applied loading.

Retinal burn - A permanent eye injury caused when the retinal tissue of the eye is excessively heated
by the focused image of the fireball. . .
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The time interval from blast wave arrival to the time of peak overpressure in the blast•Rise time
wave.

Roentgen A unit of exposure to gamma rays or X-rays. It is defined precisely as the quantity of
gamma ray or X-ray radiations such that the associated corpuscular emission per 0.001293 gram of
air produces, in air, ions carrying one electrostatic unit quantity of electricity of either sign. It is
approximately equivalent to a dose of 87.7 ergs/gm in air [0.877 rads (air)] and 97 ergs/gm in tissue
[0.97 rads (tissue)]. For the purposes of this manual, an exposure of I roentgen is equivalent to a
r:ldiJtion dose of I rad (tissue).

Rupture zone - Zone extending from the earth media-rubble interface in which stresses created by the
detonation cause fracture and crushing of the material. The rupture zone enhances the use of
cra tering for the demolition of certain hard targets and for quarrying operations.

Scattering - Change in direction of propagation of radiation caused by collision with particles.

Scal'enging - That process by which fission products are removed from the radioactive cloud by
becoming at.tached to earth, rain, or other particles.

Scintillation - Random fluctuations in the magnitude and direction of an electromagnetic wave as it
traverses an inhomogeneous medium.

Secondary electron - An electron that is emitted as a result of bombardment of a material by high
energy radiation.

Secondary EMP - Same as internal EMP.

Secondary photocurrent - The primary photocurrent in a transistor can be of sufficient magnitude to
forward bias the base-emitter junction and hence cause "normal" current to flow. The collector
currerit thus produced is called the secondary photo current.

Semiconductor devices - Devices that use material that has a conductivity between that of a good
conductor and a good insulator. Transistors, diodes, and integrated circuits belong to this class of
devices.

Semiconductor junction - Two adjacent semiconductor materials that differ in the polarities of their
majority carriers.

Shake - A nonstandard unit of time used in nuclear physics, equal to 10-8 second.

Shielding - I. Material of suitable thickness and physical characteristics used to protect personnel
from radiation during the manufacture, handling and transportation of fissionable and radioactive
materials.
2. Obstructions that protect personnel or materials from the effects of a nuclear explosion.
3. Electrically continuous housing for a facility, area, or component, used to attenuate impinging
electric and magnetic fields both by absorption and reflection.

Shock front - The boundary at which the medium being traversed by a shock or blast wave undergoes
abrupt changes in velocity, pressure, and temperature.

Shork strength - The ratio of the peak blast wave overpressure plus the ambient pressure to the
ambient pressure.
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-Shock ware - The steep frontal compression or pressure discontinuity that advances through a
medium rapidly as the consequence of a sudden application of pressure to .the medium. Its form
depends on the magnitude of the pressure and the displacement of the medium as the wave
progresses. In soil the shock wave is commonly referred to as the ground shock; in water, the water
shock; and in air, the air blast.

Slant range - The direct distance between an explosion and a point.

Simulation - To produce the effect of a nuclear burst on a particular material or device by means
nthE'r thim il full s~ale explosion.

Space charge - The electric charge carried by a cloud or stream of electrons or ions in a vacuum or a
region of low gas pressure, when the charge is sufficient to produce local change in the potential
distribution. .

Spallation - The removal of fragments from the back surface of a material (see Figures 6-5 and 9-43.
Chapters 6 and 9, respectively).

Spectral distribution - The distribution of energy by wave length over the electromagnetic spectrum.

Steady scate - Constant with time.

Steady state primary photocurrent - The constant primary photocurrent that would be observed to
flow across a semiconductor junction under continuous irradiation.

Subsurface burst - See,Burst types.

Sure-kill lel'el - A set of environmental conditions under which it is 100 percent certain that the
system mission cannot be executed.

5l1re-safe leJ'el - A set of environmental conditions under which it is 100 percent certain that the
system mission can be completed.

Surface burst - See Burst types.

S,I/lclzrontro/l radiatioll - Electromagnetic radiation emitted by a high-energy electron moving in a
magnetic field.

Tensile lI'al'e - See Rarefactioll ware.

Thermal ellergy - See Thermal radiation.

Thermal pulse - The radiant power vs time pulse from a nuclear weapon. See Radiant power.

Thermal radiation - Electromagnetic radiation from a nuclear weapon, which is emitted in the
wavelength range from 0.2 micron in the ultraviolet. through the visible, to 12 microns in the
infrared. Also called Thermal energy and Radiant energy.

Thermonuclear - An adjective referring to the process involving the fusion of light nuclei such .1:':.

those of deuterium and tritium.

TNT effects cquil'Qlellce - The expressing of the effect of a particlliar phenomenon of a nuclear
detonation in terms of the amount of TNT that would produce the same effect.

TVT el1erflV equiJ'a/ent - Total energy of a nuclear detonation expressed in terms of the amount of
TNT required to produce an equivalent energy.
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•TrallsiclIl ejj"C!s - Changes in material properties that persist for a time shorter than, or comparable
ro, th~ normal response time of the system of which the material is a part.

Trallsiell! radialioll - A pulse or burst of radiation whose pulse width at half-maximum intensity
generaJ]y ranges from nanoseconds to a few milliseconds.

Trallsislor - A semiconductor device that uses a small current to control a much larger current.

Transitioll :one (region) - A zone extending above the earth's surface in which the weapon
phenomenon of interest from a burst in the zone will be modified by the presence of the earth's
<;urf:lcP C;;Pt' RI/rs! Iypes: Air burst.

Tr;lI1smissil'in' - See A tnlospheric trammissil'it}'.

Trapping - That process in which a free charge carrier is captured, and once captured. has a greater
probability of being reexcited to a free state than of recombining with a carrier of the opposite
polarity.

Trapping center - A site in a solid at which a free electron or hole may be captured. and in which the
charge carrier, once captured. has a greater probability of being thermally reexcited to a free state
than of recombining with a carrier of the opposite sign. See Trappillg.

TREE - Transient-radiation effects on electronics.

TRLLS - Transient-radiation effects on electronic systems.

Tri/J!e puillt - The intersection of the incident. renected and fused shock fronts produced by an
c:\plosion in the air. Because of the variation of the angle of incidence as the blast wave expands.
and because the renected wave, in a heated, denser medium, travels faster than the incident wave.
the height of the triple point increases with the distance from the explosion. See Mach stem.

Tl'lle crarl'r - The crater excluding fallback material. See erarer.

Urral'!()!ct - That portion of the electromagnetic spectrum occurring between the wavelengths 0.2
and 0.4 micron.

L'IIJcrgruulld burst - See Burst types.

L/lUCII''''lll ULlI~/ - ~ee Burst types.

Upthrusl - Deformation material pushed up around a crater, but not dissociated from the earth media
by a nuclear blast.

Vacallcy - An empty lattice site in a crystalline material.

Visible - That portion of the electromagnetic spectrum occurring between 0.4 and 0.7 micron. The
term luminous also is applied to radiation in this region.

Visibility - The horizontal distance at which a large, dark object can just be seen in daylight near the
horizon.

Wal'e ICllgrh - The distance between two similar and successive points on an alternating wave. as
between maxima.

l1'al'e rraill - A series of alternating crests and troughs of a wave system resulting from a surface
(JJ~lurOal1ce.
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-Weapon debris - The residue of a nuclear weapon after it has exploded; that is, the materials used for
the casing and other components of the weapon, plus unexpended plutonium or uranium, together
with fission products.

Wilson cloud - See Condensation cloud.

Wind shear - A relatively abrupt change with altitude of wind direction or magnitude.

X-rays - High frequency electromagnetic radiation produced by any of three processes: radiation
from a heated mass (e.g., a black body); deceleration of a charged particle: electron transitions
between atomic energy levels, usually excited by incident beams of high-energy particles. resulting
in characteristic, discrete energy levels.

Yield - The energy released in a nuclear explosion, usually measured by the estimated equi\'alent
amount of TNT required to produce the same energy release. See TNT energy equiralence.
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APPENDIX F

LIST OF SYMBOLS •

(

• This manual covers a wide variety of
subject matter. Consequently, it has been neces
sary to use a large number of symbols to repre
sent quantities of interest. In many -cases, one
symbol has different meanings in different parts
of the manual. This was done for two reasons:

• the large quantity of symbols;

• the desire to use accepted symbols for
specific quantities; e.g., the symbol a is
used for the Stefan-Boltzmann constant,
conductivi ty, stress, radia tion interaction
cross section, and for the standard devia
tion in probability equations, for each of
which a is the usual symbol.

If a symbol has one meaning throughout the
manual, that meaning is shown without indica
tion of location. If a symbol has one meaning in
several chapters and other meanings in isolated
cases, the most frequent meaning is listed with
out indication of location, and other meanings
...., ~ ;~~ .. ,,-: as t::xceptions, with the location of the
exceptions being indicated by chapter and, in

Symbol

some cases by section of a chapter. When a
symbol has different meanings in several isolated
locations, each location is indicated by chapter.

_ Except where specifically indicated in
~xt, the subscript 1 is reserved for burst
parameters (overpressure, height of burst, dis
tance, etc.) for a 1 kiloton explosion, and the
subscript 0 is reserved for standard sea level

'atmospheric properties (pressure, temperature,
density, etc.). Symbols with these subscripts
having these meanings are not listed separately
below. Exceptions are listed.

"

One further convention should be noted.
any logarithmic and semi-logarithmic graphs

are used in the manual. In most cases, either a
full logarithmic grid is shown or tick marks are
provided for each digit within a decade. In a few
cases, unmarked tick marks are not shown for all
digits (e.g., Figure 8-7). In all such cases, the tick
marks are shown for the digits 2, 4, 6, and 8
(times the indicated power of ten for that
decade).

Designation

A

A

A

A

.1

, Area of fission debris from a high altitude explosion (Chapter 8; Chapter 17).

Area of an object exposed to the air blast wave of a nuclear explosion (Section II,
Chapter 9; Chapter 14; Appendix A).

Thermal absorption coefficient (Section III, Chapter 9).

Area of transistor PN junction (Section VII, Chapter 9).

Cross-sectional steel area per inch of width of a' deeply buried horizontal steel
arch (Chapter 11).
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Symbul

A

.A ro

A'fb

A'
p

A'
13

A'
l'

Ag

F-2

Designation

Reference area for determination of a missile ballistic coefficient (Chapter 16).

Effective thermal absorption coefficient (Section IV, Chapter 9).

Energy absorbed in a material as the result of X-ray interactions (Section V,
Chapter 9).

Absorption of electromagnetic signals propagating through a fireball (Chapter 8) .

Absorption of a 1,000 MHz signal propagating through a fireball (Chapter 8).

Maximum radius of the bubble created by an underwater explosion (See An' AI'

A 2' A 3) (Chapter 2).

Maximum radius of a migrating and pulsating underwater bubble during its nth
period.

One-way absorption due to ionization from prompt nuclear radiation of an elec
tromagnetic signal propagating on an oblique path outside of the fireball (Chapter
8).

One-way absorption due to ionization from prompt nuclear radiation of an elec
tromagnetic signal propagating on a vertical path outside of the fireball (Chapter
8).

Radius of the bubble from an underwater nuclear explosion at the first maximum
expansion (equal to Am ax)'

Radius of the bubble from an underwater nuclear explosion at the second maxi
mum expansion.

Radius of the bubble from an underwater nuclear explosion "at the third maxi
mum expansion.

One-way absorption of an electromagnetic signal propagating on an oblique path
outside of the fireball caused by beta particles and their ionization.

One-way absorption of an electromagnetic signal propagating on a vertical path
outside of the fireball caused by beta particles and their ionization ..
One-way absorption of an electromagnetic signal propagating on an oblique path
outside of the fireball caused by ionization from delayed gamma rays.

One-way absorption of an electromagnetic signal propagating on a vertical path
outside of the fireball caused by ionization from delayed gamma rays.

Maximum acceleration of ground particles from a near surface (air) burst, surface
burst, or subsurface burst.



Symbol

B

B

B

B'

( B.p

BH.
1

C

C

C

Cd .

Cdb

Cdf

CLQ

Designation

Aspect ratio* of aircraft wing or horizontal tailor of an isolated vertical tail.

Aspect ratio of the vertical tail of an aircraft in the presence of the fuselage.

Effective aspects ratio of the vertical tail of an aircraft.

Aspect ratio of the vertical tail of an aircraft in the presence of both the hori
~cintal tail and the fuselage.

Brightness of an object relative to its background. May be positive if the object is
lighter than the background, or negative if the object is darker than the back
ground (Chapter 3).

Buildup factor. The increase in flux (or fluence) at a point relative to that that
would be present without scattered photons or particles (Chapter 4).

Parameter that describes the overpressure contribution to the total impluse de
livered by the air blast wave to an object (Chapter 14).

Brightness of the background surrounding an object (Chapter 3). (See paragraph
3-7 for the relationship between Band B' as used in Chapter 3 to define
"contrast.")

Azimuthal magnetic fie·ld of the electromagnetic pulse (EMP).

Burst height parameters for the calculation of overpressure effects on aircraft
in-flight or parked (Chapter 13).

Contrast between brightness of an object and its background (Chapter 3).

Parameter that describes the dynamic pressure contribution to total impulse
(Chapter 14).

Point of intersection of a missile with the shock front (Chapter 16).

Drag coefficient, which relates the force on an object to the incident dynamic
pressure or atmospheric pressure in the case of a missile .

.Drag coefficient for the back side of an object, i.e., the side away from the
explosion.

Drag coefficient for the front side of an object, i.e., the side facing the explosion.

Aerodynamic coefficient for aircraft wings and/or horizontal tails.

~ratio of an isolated aircraft component (wing, horizontal tail, or vertical tail) is the ratio of the square of the span (tip 10

_ '~ff~'selage) of the component to the area of the component.
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Symbol

eLa:

~R
La:
1,\'

eLa:

eM

CG.

Cl

D

D

F-4

Designation

Lift coefficient for a vertical tail on an aircraft.

Lift curve slope for the main rotor of a helicopter.

Lift coefficient for a helicopter wing.

Correction factor for material properties of deeply buried horizontal reinforced
concrete arches (Chapter I I).

Nonnal force coefficient (missiles or aircraft).

Specific heat at constant pressure.

Correction factor to obtain an equivalent triangular waveform for overpressure
(Chapter 2).

Correction factor to obtain an equivalent triangular wavefonn for dynamic pres
sure (Chapter 2).

Specific heat at constant volume.

Aspect ratio correction factor for the strength of two-way slabs (Chapter II).

Correction factor to obtain .the gamma ray intensity parameter for high altitude
weapon debris (Chapter 8).

Center of gravity.

Com bat ineffectiveness.

Maximum displacement of a buried structure or piece of equipment that results
from ground shock (Chapter 2).

Distance from an explosion or from high altitude debris to the point of interest
along a path parallel to the surface of the earth (Chapter 8).

Depth of the apparent crater, which is the distance from the bottom of the visible
portion of the crater to the original ground surface (see Figure 2·70).

Height of the crest of a crater lip measured from the bottom of the visible portion
of the crater {see Figure 2-70).

Thickness of roof or wall of a buried structure (Chapter 11).

Maximum offset of the debris from an explosion above 200 kilometers altitude,
which is the distance between lines through the center of the burst and the center
of the debris after it travels down the magnetic field lines and stabilizes each line
being perpendicular to the surface of the earth (see Figure 8-18).



Symbol

DF

DOB

D-Region

·D
/

I ·
'- D(

·D
1

•
Dyp

E

E

E

E

E

E

Designation

Maximum radius of the water column formed by an underwater explosion.

The neutron dose from a nuclear explosion at some specified location on or near
the surface of the earth.

Depth of the section of a structural member (see Figure 11-33).

That portion of the initial nuclear radiation dose received at a specified location
on or near the surface of the earth that results from gamma rays that are pro
duced by fission product decay.

That portion of the initial nuclear radiation dose received at a specified location
on or near the surface of the earth that results from gamma rays that are pro
duced by neutron interactions.

Dynamic factor - a parameter used in the detennination of incremental lift of
aircraft by the air blast wave.

Depth of burst.

See Glossary.

Gamma radiation expqsure rate (Section VI, Chapter 9).

Residual gamma radiation dose rate at time t after the explosion (Chapter 5).

Residual radiation dose rate one hour after an explosion.

Peak gamma ray dose rate.

Young's modulus of elasticity (Chapter 2 and Chapter 11).

Water shock energy flux from an underwater explosion (Chapter 2).

Energy of a photon (Chapter 4).

Hydrodynamic enhancement factor, which is the factor by which the initial
gamma dose is increased as a result of the reduced air density behind the shock
front (Chapter 5).

Peak value ·()f the electric field of the radiated electromagnetic pulse (EMP)
(Chapter 7).

Internal energy per unit mass of material (Section V, Chapter 9; Appendix A).

Potential energy of a cavity created by an underwater explosion.

Tangential component of an incident electromagnetic field.
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E8

EMP

E(m)

E-Region

E

F

F-Region

F(r)

F(u)
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Designation

Explosive yield of an underwater charge (Section IV, Chapter 2).

X-ray yield of a weapon (Chapter 4).

Peak radial electric field of the electromagnetic pulse (EMP).

Hea t of sublimation of a material (Section V, Chapter 9).

Energy density of air behind a shock front (Appendix A).

Heat of sublimation at absolute zero, i.e., the energy required to form the satu
rated vapor from the solid at a temperature of absolute zero.

Peak transverse electric field of the electromagnetic pulse (EMP).

Electromagnetic Pulse. The time varying electromagnetic radiation resulting from
a nuclear explosion.

The specific energy deposited by X-rays corresponding to a depth for which the
integrated mass is m.

See Glossary.

Restrained modulus of a medium transmitting a shock wave.

Electric field of an electromagnetic pulse that is refracted into the ground.

Incident electric field of the electromagnetic pulse (EMP).

Force (Appendix A).

Neutron dose function (yards2 rads/kt) (Section I, Chapter 5).

Force exerted on an object by the winds accompanying a blast wave (Appendix
A).

Fission product gamma ray dose function (rads/kt) (Section I, Chapter 5).

Secondary gamma ray dose function (yards2 rads/kt) (Section I, Chapter 5).

Fraction of total weapon debris that is deposited in one of three regions subse
quent'to a high altitude nuclear explosion (FFI, FF2, and FF3 are deposited in
regions I, 2, and 3 respectively, as defined in Chapter 8).

See Glossary.

Time dependent gain degradation of a transistor that is exposed to radiation
(Section VII, Chapter 9).

Density function of the normalized Planck distribution (Chapter IV).
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G

GA

G1

GN

GT

G(u)

GW

GZ

H

C'" H

H

H

H

HaQ

Hav

H
c

Hmax

HR

Hw

Designation

Gruneisen ratio of a material (Section V, Chapter 9).

One value on the intercept/load matrix of axial rigid body loads on missiles
(Chapter 16).

Maximum load on a missile at blast wave intercept (Chapter 16).

One value on the intercept/load matrix of nonnal rigid body loads on missiles
(Chapter 16).

One value on the intercept/load matrix of total rigid body loads on missiles
(Chapter 16).

Cumulative distribution function of the nonnalized Planck distribution (Chapter
4).

Gross weight of an aircraft (Chapter 13).

Ground zero. That point on the surface of the earth that is directly below,
directly above, or at the point of an explosion (see SGZ, SZ).

Height of the Mach stem (Section I, Chapter 2).

Depth to which the .air-induced shock wave extends into the earth during the
effective duration of the shock (Section III, Chapter 2).

Amplitude of the maximum of the first envelope, trough to crest, of a water wave
generated by underwater explosions (Section IV, Chapter 2).

Time of an explosion, i.e., H + 1 hour indicates a time of one hour after an
explosion (Chapter 5 and Chapter 14).

Heat of fusion (Chapter 13).

Apparent height of a crater lip.

Average cover over a structure that is buried in soil (Chapter 11).

Depth of cover over the crown of a structure that is buried in soil (Chapter 11).

LimitJng height of a wat.6r wave that can propagate over deep water in a stable
manner (Michell limit).

Range dependent burst height adjustment factor for the fission product gamma
ray component of the initial nuclear radiation dose.

Yield dependent burst height adjustment factor for the fission product gamma ray
component of the initial nuclear radiation dose.
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H.E.

HOB

H

I

1

l'
"'(

r.
"'(I

F-B

Designation

Detonation height correction factor for the neutron and secondary gamma ray
components of the initial nuclear radiation dose (Chapter 5).

High explosive.

Height of burst.

Magnetic field of the electromagnetic pulse (EMP).

Incident magnetic field of the electromagnetic pulse (EMP).

Reflected magnetic field of the electromagnetic pulse (EMP).

Horizontal range parameters for the determination of the vulnerability of aircraft
to overpressure (i =1, 2, 3).

Either overpressure or dynamic pressure impulse.

Current produced in a conductor as a result of coupling of energy from the
electromagnetic pulse (EMP) (Section VIII, Chapter 9).

Air blast impulse on the back face of an object.

Air blast impulse on the front face of an object.

Impulse corresponding to categories of lethal loading to reentry vehicles (i =4, 5,
6) (Chapter 16).

Impulse from the blast intercept loading of a reentry vehicle (Chapter 16).

Net overpressure impulse on an object.

Positive phase overpressure impulse.

Primary photocurrent induced in a PN junction of a transistor by transient
radiation.

Dynamic pressure impulse.

Total impulse.

Fission debris, radiation intensity parameter for determination of electromagnetic
signal attenuation caused by gamma rays outside of the fireball.

Parameter used to determine 1"'( (l"'( =C!"'(, where C"'( is the debris height correc
tion factor) (Chapter 8).

Same as '1 when there are more than one debris region (i = I, 2, 3 for bursts
above 120 kilometers) (Chapter 8).
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J

j'

J

K

K

K

K

Kg

Co KH

Ko

K.E.

f' (. \

K(oo)

L

L

L

L

Designation

One-half of the plastic moment arm of a structural member.

Empirical constant that relates the bubble radius of an underwater explosion at its
first maximum to the weapon yield and the hydrostatic head. f is generally taken
to be 1,500 when the yield is in kilotons, and the hydrostatic head and the bubble
radius are in feet.

Electric current density.

Water depth and yield dependent parameter that relates the shock wave duration
of an underwater explosion to the shock wave impulse and the peak shock pres
sure (Section IV, Chapter 2).

Semiconductor lifetime damage constant (Chapter 6; Section VII, Chapter 9).

The bulk modulus (modulus of volume elasticity) (Section V, Chapter 9).

Parameter used in analysis of structural damage to belowground structures (see
Table 11-10) (Section II, Chapter II).

Energy-dependent free-charge-carrier-generation constant for semiconductors
(Section VII, Chapter 9).

Factor that accounts for the relative size of horizontal tails in the vulnerability
analysis of aircraft (Chapter 13).

Ratio of horizontal to vertical soil pressures (Section II, Chapter II).

Kinetic energy.

Semiconductor time dependent damage constant after a fast burst of nuclear
radiation (Section VII, Chapter 9).

Steady-state value of a semiconductor damage constant (Section VII, Chapter 9).

Length of a row crater formed by simultaneous or near simultaneous explosions
(Section II, Chapter 2).

Lengt1l of the peak wave formed by an underwater explosion (Section IV,
Chapter 2).

Thickness of a layer of material exposed to thermal radiation (Section Ill,
Chapter 9).

Diffusion length for minority carriers on the side of a transistor junction with the
longer diffusion length (Section VII, Chapter 9).
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L

L

LD

LOE

LR

L'

L'a

M

M

M

N
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Designation

Span length of a buried structure (Section II, Chapter II).

Preblast value of lift of an aircraft in flight (Chapter 13).

Length of a tube fireball measured from the burst point down the magnetic field
lines (see Figure 8-16, Chapter 8).

Diffusion length in the N region of a transistor (Section VII, Chapter 9).

Diffusion length in the P region of a transistor (Section VII, Chapter 9).

Length of a tube fireball measured from the burst point up the magnetic field
lines (see Figure 8-16, Chapter 8).

Lead distance. The distance, parallel to the line of flight of a reentry vehicle (RV),
between the RV and a line perpendicular to the line of flight through the burst
center (see Figure 16-23, Chapter 16).

Locus of escape. The surface of a volume around a burst outside of which a
reentry vehicle will not intercept the blast wave (see Figures 16-37 and 16-38,
Chapter 16).

Lethal ratio. A parameter dependent on yield and aircraft class that is used in
determination of the vulnerability of airplanes in flight to the gust effects of the
air blast wave.

A parameter that determines L d ow n for bursts between 85 and 120 kilometers
under certain circumstances (see Problem 8-2, Chapter 8).

A parameter used in the determination of the absorption of electromagnetic
signals propagating through a fireball at altitudes below 60 kilometers and times
!Zreater than 300 seconds after burst (Chapter 8).

Mass of a neutron (Chapter 5).

Mach number. The ratio of the velocity of an object to the ambient speed of
sound (Chapters 13 and 16).

The dynamic constrained modulus of deformation of a medium sustaining a stress
(Chapter II}.,

Total capacity of a structural member under pure bending (Chapter II).

Total number of photons emitted by a source per unit time (Chapter 4).

Generic symbol for aircraft load factor. Used for critical load factor for failure in
determining intercept time sure-safe and sure-kill envelopes and the maneuver
normal load factor in determining burst-time gust effect envelopes (Chapter 13).
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Ne

'It,,'
• 0

N.
01

N
13

J'/f3i

N-type

OD

( P

P

P

P

Pb

Pf

Pf

Pfn

PGAS

Pmax

Pm in

Designation

Up-loading aircraft limit load factor (Chapter 13).

Down-loading aircraft limit load factor (Chapter 13).

Density of free electrons at a point of interest.

Total number of neutrons emitted by a source (e.g., total number of neutrons
emitted during a nuclear explosion).

Total number of neutrons of energy 1 emitted by a source.

Beta radiation intensity parameter used in determining the ion-pair production
rate and electron density caused by fission product beta particles.

Same as N~; used when there are more than one debris region (i = 1,2,3).

See Glossary.

Offset distance. The distance measured perpendicular to the line of flight of a
reentry vehicle (RV) between the RV and a line parallel to the line of t1ight that
passes through the burst center (see Figure 16-23, Chapter 16).

Ambient air pressure at the altitude of interest, except as noted below.

Radiant power (Chapter 3).

Pressure induced in a material by internally deposited energy (Section V, Chapter
9).

A parameter used in vulnerability evaluation or design of shallow buried arches
(Section II, Chapter 1 I).

Local pressure at some desired point on a hypersonic reentry vehicle (Chapter
16).

Free stream ambient pressure around a hypersonic reentry vehicle (Chapter 16).

Probability of failure of a system or structure (Appendix C).

Probaaility of failure of a component of a system (Appendix C).

Local pressure within a fireball (Chapter 16).

Radiant power at the time of the final maximum of the thermal pulse.

Radiant power at the time of the principal minimum of the thermal pulse.
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Ps

P
y

Pe(())

Pr

P-type

Q

n
~a

Qc

Qo

~ i Q rL
II

Qascent

Q cone

Qradiation

Q reen lIy

R
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Designation

Asymptote corresponding to the value of static pressure loading necessary to
produce a specified damage level to a reentry vehicle (Chapter 16; otherwise Po
represents ambient sea level atmospheric pressure - see introductory paragraphs
to ~his appendix).

Absolute pressure behind the shock front in air (Appendix A).

Probability of survival of a system (Appendix C).

Total capacity of a buried structure under pure thrust (Section II, Chapter II).

Wall pressure induced by mass removal blowoff during transit of a reentry vehicle
through a fireball (Chapter I 6).

Uniform static pressure necessary to cause material yielding in a shell wall
(Chapter 16).

Probability of exposure of a point on a forest floor by a point source of thermal
radiation (Chapter 15).

Prandtl number. A dimensionless quantity which is equal to the specific heat at
constant pressure times the viscosity divided by the thermal conductivity. Its
significance is momentum diffusivity (thermal diffusivity) (Section IV, Chapter
9).

See Glossary.

Radiant exposure, i.e., thermal energy incident per unit area (generally expressed
as callcm2 ).

Thermal energy absorbed per unit area.

Critical heat; thermal energy per unit area required to produce a specified effect.

Radiant exposure required to ignite dry fuels.

Radiative heat loss from a material.

Heat'load on a reentry vehicle during ascent.

Total heat load on the cone of a reentry vehicle.

Thermal radiation heating of a reentry vehicle from a nuclear burst.

Normal heating of a reentry vehicle during reentry.

Slant range, except as noted below (generally measured from the burst to the
point of interest).
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R

R

R a

R-
~

RaQ

R av

R b

Rd

Re

Req

Co,' R r

Rfb

Rinner

R m

n
mIn

R MR

Ro

Rs

Rs

Rtubt:

RR

Designation

Reentry vehicle nose radius (Chapter 16).

Universal gas constant (Appendix A).

Radius of the apparent crater (Chapter 2).

Critical range that determines the sure-safe or sure-kill distance from a burst above
an aircraft (Chapter 13).

Radius of the apparent crater lip crest.

Radius of a volu.me, centered on an aircraft, that determines the sure-safe or
sure-kill locations of bursts for thermal radiation damage (Chapter 13).

Critical range that determines the sure-safe or sure-kill distance from a burst
below an aircraft (Chapter 13).

Radius of the debris region from air bursts.

Radius of the outer boundary of the continuous ejecta from a crater (Chapter 2).

Magnetic equilibrium radius of the fireball for high altitude bursts (Chapter 8).

Radius of the visible fir.eball (Chapter 3).

Fireball radius for communications interference calculations (Chapter 8).

Inner radius of the debris once it becomes a toroid (Chapter 8).

Maximum range of missiles thrown from a crater of a surface or near-surface burst
(Chapter 2).

Radius of the fireball at the time of the principal minimum of thermal radiation.

Radius of the main rotor blade of a helicopter (Chapter 13).

Initial flTeball radius (Chapter 8).

Radius of the base surge from a water surface or subsurface burst (Chapter 2).

Critical range that determines the sure-safe or sure-kill distance from a burst at the
side of lin aircraft (Chapter 13).

Radius of the flTeball tube, measured perpendicular to the magnetic field lines,
from a high altitude burst once the fireball (debris) is aligned with the geomag
netic field.

Radius from the burst center to a reentry vehicle at the time of intercept of the
vehicle by the blast wave (Chapter 16).
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RD

Re

RS

S

S

S*

SGZ

SH

SZ

T

T

T
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Designation

Slant range from a burst to a reentry vehicle at the time of the explosion (Chapter
] 6).

Reynolds number. A dimensionless quantity equal to the inertia force of an
object divided by the viscous force on the object.

Scaled radius from the burst center to a reentry vehicle at the time of intercept of
the vehicle by the blast wave (RB scaled to ] kt).

Clearing distance; the shortest distance from the stagnation point of a blast wave
interacting with a structure to a clear edge on the structure (Chapter II).

Area of the wing or horizontal tail of an aircraft including the extensions of the
leading and trailing edges to the aircraft centerline (Chapter 13).

Altitude scaling factor used to scale distance for various blast parameters to
different ambient air pressures.

Altitude scaling factor used to scale overpressure or dynamic pressure to different
ambient air pressures.

Altitude scaling factor used. to scale the time of arrival of the air blast wave to
different ambient air pressures.

Total area of the wings of a helicopter (if there are wings). Measured by the
extension of the leading and trailing edges of both wings to the aircraft centerline.

The shear modulus of a material (Section V, Chapter 9).

Surface ground zero. Used mainly in measuring crater dimensions from surface or
near surface bursts. That point on the earth which is directly below, directly
above or at the point of the explosion (see GZ. SZ).

Semi-height of a pancake shaped fireball. This is the shape that the fireball fonned
by bursts below 85 kilometers ultimately assumes (Chapter 8).

Surface zero. Used mainly for water surface or subsurface bursts. That point on
the earth th~t is directly below, directly above, or at the point of the explosion
(see GZ, SGZ).

Transmittance factor. That fraction of thennal energy emitted from a nuclear
explosion that reaches a target (Chapter 3).

Absolute temperature (Section I, Chapter 2, Chapter 4, Appendix A).

Period of vibration of a structure (Chapter 1]).
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T

Tr

(-. Ts

Tw

U

V

V

V

V

Va

Vo

VE

W

W

Designation

Duration of a shock wave in water (Section IV, Chapter 2).

Critical temperature of aircraft skin panels. For sure-safe conditions, it is the
temperature at which the modulus of elasticity of the thinnest structural skin on
the fuselage is reduced by 20 percent. For sure-kill conditions, it is the tempera
ture at which the thickest structural skin on the fuselage will melt.

Transmission coefficient for the direct nux of thermal energy.

Effective radiating temperature (Chapter 4).

Equilibrium temperature of the skin of an aircraft prior to expo.sure to thermal
radiation (Chapter 13).

Melting temperature of a material of interest (Section IV, Chapter 9).

Absolute temperature of the air surrounding an object of interest that is exposed
to thermal radiation (Section IV, Chapter 9). (Otherwise, To refers to ambient air
temperature at sealevel - see introductory remarks to this appendix).

Strain or velocity rise time for direct-transmitted ground shock from a buried
explosion.

Surface temperature of the radiating volume of a nuclear explosion.

Absolute temperature at the outer surface of the ablator of a reentry vehicle
(Chapter 16).

Velocity of propagation of the shock front.

Maximum value of ground motion velocity (Chapter 2).

Visual range (Chapter 3).

Velocity of an aircraft or missile (Chapters 9, 13, and 16).

Specific volume of undisturbed air (Appendix A).

Volume of the apparent crater produced by a nuclear explosion.

Initial'spray velocity from an underwater explosion.

Reentry velocity (Chapter 16).

Weapon yield, except as noted below (generally in kilotons, but, where specified,
may be in megatons).

Reentry vehicle mass (Chapter 16).
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WealJ

II" eamp

Weff

Were

WF

wx

w')'
X

X

X

z

z
a
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Designation

Work performed by the air blast overpressure to produce kinetic energy in the air.

Work done by the ambient pressure in compressing the air during passage of a
blast wave.

Effective blast yield (Chapter 2).

Effective thermal yield (Chapter 3).

That portion of the weapon yield that is derived from fission.

Debris region fission yield (Chapter 8).

Weight of a high explosive charge (given in equivalent pounds of TNT).

Thermal energy radiated by a nuclear explosion.

Total work done on a unit mass of air as it is engulfed by the blast wave.

The X-ray yield of a weapon.

The gamma-ray yield of a weapon.

Fraction of the debris from an explosion above 120 kilometers that goes to debris
region 3 (the conjugate region) (Chapter 8).

Arching factor for a roof of a buried structure (Chapter 11).

Length, measured along the center line, from the 'nose tip to a point on a reentry
vehicle body (Chapter 16).

Closest point of approach of a communication system ray path to the center of
the debris region. Used in calculation of absorption by the region of space that is
ionized by gamma rays emitted by the debris.

Distance (measured head-on or tail-on) between a reentry vehicle and a nuclear
burst at the time of the explosion (Chapter 16).

Yield strength of a material (compressive yield strength if that is different from its
yield strength in simple tension) (Section V, Chapter 9).

Hydrostatic head for an underwater burst (taken to be equal to the depth of burst
plus 33 feet) (Chapter 2).

Atomic number of an element (Chapter 4, Section V, Chapter 9).

Incremental path absorption of an electromagnetic signal (absorption per unit
distance traveled) (Chapter 8).
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a

a
r

as

an

ay

b

b

b

bL

(
bs

c

c

Designation

Acceleration of a buried structure resulting from ground shock (Chapter II).

Peak acceleration in the radial direction from direct transmitted ground shock
(Section III, Chapter 2).

Maximum acceleration of the ground at the surface resulting from air-induced
ground shock.

Peak horizontal component of acceleration at a point below the earth's surface
resulting from ground shock (Section III, Chapter 2).

Peak vertical component of acceleration at a point below the earth's surface
resulting from ground shock (Section III, Chapter 2).

Thickness of a metal plate exposed to thennal radiation and air blast (Section IV,
Chapter 9).

Span, tip to tip, of the wing or horizontal tail of an aircraft (Chapter 13).

Median of a lognormal variable (Appendix C).

Clear span of the long side of a rectangular buried structure (Section II, Chapter
II ).

Clear span of the short side of a rectangular buried structure (Section II, Chapter
I I).

Ambient speed of sound in air (Chapter 2, Chapter 13, Appendix A).

Velocity of light (Chapter 4).

Seismic velocity of structural material (Chapter II).

Elastic velocity of a shock wave traveling through a material (Section V,
Chapter 9).

Seismic velocity of a particular structural type (Chapter I I).

. Helicopter main rotor blade chord length (Chapter I).

Bulk sound speed in a material (Section V, Chapter 9, otherwise ambient speed of
sound in air at sea level). I

Local pressure coefficient for aerodynamic loading on hypersonic reentry vehicles
(Chapter 16).

Seismic velocity of a medium in which a structure is buried (Chapter II).
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d

d

d

d

d

"'ye
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Designation
,

Wing/horizontal tail root chord, i.e., the length along the fuselage centerline sub-
tended by extensions of the leading and trailing edges (Chapter 13).

Wing/horizontal tail tip chord, i.e., the length along the fuselage centerline sub
tended by the wing/horizontal tail tip (Chapter 13).

Horizontal distance from ground zero, or surface zero for underwater bursts,
except as noted below.

Distance at which the case shock arrives at the hydrodynamic shock front, which
marks the beginning of a. scalable shock wave (Section I, Chapter 2).

Horizontal distance between two points at different altitudes (Chapter 4).

Displacement of a buried structure by ground shock (Chapter 11).

Fuselage depth at the intersection of the leading edge of the vertical tail with the
fuselage (Chapter 13).

Depth of the apparent crater from an underwater burst (Section IV, Chapter 2).

Depth of burst.

Maximum radial displacement of the earth caused by ground shock (Chapter 2).

Damage reduction distance; the amount by which the horizontal distance from
ground zero at which a specified level of damage to a surface target is less for a
subsurface burst than for a surface burst (Chapter 11).

Differential displacement of the earth at the surface caused by ground shock
(Chapter 2).

Differential transient elastic displacement of the earth at the surface caused by
ground shock (Chapter 2).

Permanent displacement of the earth at the surface caused by ground shock
(Chapter 2).

Depth .of the water where an underwater explosion occurs.

Horizontal displacement of the earth at a point below the surface caused by
ground shock (Chapter 2).

Vertical displacement of the earth at a depth "y" caused by ground shock
(Chapter 2).

Differential elastic transient vertical displacement of the earth at a depth "y"
caused by ground shock (Chapter 2).
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dyp

d 2

d 3

ec

eo

1

1

1

f
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I

h

h

h

h
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Designation

Permanent vertical displacement of the earth at a depth "y" caused by ground
shock (Chapter 2).

Depth of the bubble from an underwater burst at the second maximum radius
(Chapter 2).

Depth of the bubble from an underwater burst at the third maximum radius
(Chapter 2).

Compton electron (Chapter 7).

Hydrodynamic yield. Used primarily for underwater high explosive bursts
(Chapter 2).

Natural frequency of an oscillator (Section III, Chapter 2).

Retardation factor of the spray from an underwater burst (Section IV, Chapter
2).

Thermal partition of the total yield (Chapter 3 and Chapter 13).

Fraction of total weapon energy emitted as prompt gamma rays (Chapter 5).

Frequency of an electromagnetic signal in megahertz (Chapter 8).

Factor to correct the fireball height as a function of time when the maximum
altitude to which the fireball rises is greater than 200 kilometers (Chapter 8).

Factor to correct the debris offset when the maximum fireball rise exceeds 200
kilometers (Chapter 8).

Yield strength of reinforcement in an underground concrete structure (Chapter
11 ).

Strength of the ~oncrete in an underground structure (Chapter 1I).

Height of burst, except as noted below.

Maximum spray dome height from an underwater burst (Section IV, Chapter 2).

. Planck's constant (6.625 x 10. 27 erg-sec) (Chapter 4, Section V, Chapter 9).

Relative humidity (Section III, Chapter 9).

Heigh t of a buried arch type structure (Section II, Chapter 11).

Aircraft flight altitude (Chapter 13).

Altitude along a reentry vehicle flight path (Section II, Chapter 16).
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Designation

Altitude of the base of the fireball tube once the fireball from a high altitude
burst forms a tube along the geomagnetic field lines. (Chapter 8 - see Figure
8-16).

Height of the visible base surge cloud from an underwater explosion (Section IV,
Chapter 2).

Reentry vehicle or defensive missile ablator thickness (Chapter 16).

Convective heat loss for turbulent flow (Section IV, Chapter 9).

Altitude of the weapon debris (Chapter 8).

Same as h d when there are more than one debris region (i = 1,2,3 for bursts above
120 kilometers) (Chapter 8).

Altitude of the fireball (Chapter 8).

Height of the apparent crater lip from an underwater burst (Section IV, Chapter
2).

Maximum altitude to which the fireball rises (Chapter 8).

Maximum altitude to which the weapon debris rises when there are more than one
debris region (i =1,2,3 for bursts above 120 kilometers) (Chapter 8).

NonnaJizing factor to obtain fireball height at times before the fireball reaches its
maximum altitude (Chapter 8).

Detonation altitude - used as the starting altitude to determine the location of
the fireball at various times after burst (Chapter 8).

Distance that a fireball will rise above the detonation point (Chapter 8).

Altitudes of two points of interest in the detennination of the mass integral of air
between them (Chapters 4 and 5).

Convective heat loss for laminar flow (Section IV, Chapter 9).

Linear spring Constant (Section III, Chapter 2).

Boltzmann constant (1.38 x 10. 1 6 erg;o K) (Chapter 4).

Thermal conductivity (Section III, Chapter 9).

Factor for the calculation of the aerodynamic coefficient of vertical tails of
aircraft (function of the vertical tail span, and the fuselage depth) (Chapter 13).
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m
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m
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Pb
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Pj

Pr

Pr

PH

Ph

Pi

Pm

Pr

Pso

Designation

Mass attached to a linear spring (Section III, Chapter 2).

Mass of a body into which energy has been deposited (Section V, Chapter 9).

Mean value of the intensity of motion used in the calculation of damage prob
abilities (Appendix C).

Median value of input motion used in the calculation of damage probabilities
(Appendix C).

Rest mass of an electron (Chapter 4) ..

Median value of the vulnerability level of motion (Appendix C).

Rate of mass removal from a missile ablator material (Chapter 16).

Number of explosive charges in a row crater (Section II, Chapter 2).

Period of an oscillating underwater bubble (Section IV, Chapter 2).

Preblast load factor on an aircraft (Chapter 13).

Pressure on the back face (face away from the burst) of an object exposed to an
air blast wave (Section H, Chapter 9).

Peak value of stress applied to a buried structure (Section II, Chapter 11).

Pressure on the front face (face nearest the burst) of an object exposed to an air
blast wave (Section II, Chapter 9).

Percentage of reinforcement in a reinforced concrete buried structure (Section II,
Chapter 11).

Static radial soil pressure on a buried structure (Section II, Chapter 11).

Horizontal component of stress at a point below the surface in soil (Chapter 11).

Stress at the interface between two media through which a shock wave is traveling
(Section III, Chapter 2).

Peak s'hock pressure in water (Section IV, Chapter 2).

Reflected stress at the interface between two media through which a shock wave
is traveling (Section III, Chapter 2).

Peak side~n overpressure. Generally used to represent the overpressure at the
surface of the earth in the calculation of air-induced ground shock (Section III,
Chapter 2, and Section II, Chapter 11).
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Designation

Component of overpressure at the surface that produces thrust ina buried arch
(Section II, Chapter 11).

Component of overpressure at the surface that produces flexure.

Transmitted stress at the interface between two media through which a shock
wave is traveling (Section III, Chapter 2).

Vertical component of stress at a point below the surface in soil (Chapter II).

Peak value of the dynamic pressure of ·the air blast wave, except as noted below.

Charge of an electron (1.6 x 10- 19 coulombs) (Section VI, Chapter 9).

Mass integral of air above a point at altitude "h" (Chapter 4).

Mass integral of air between two points separated by a slant range "R" (Chapter
4).

That dynamic pressure under nonideal surface conditions from which the dy
namic pressure impulse would cause a particular level of damage for a particular
yield and height of burst (Chapter 14).

Ultimate bearing strength of s.oil (Chapter 11).

Yield resistance of a buried structure (Chapter 11).

Farced convection caused by friction forces at the boundary layer around a
missile that produces aerodynamic heating during flight (Chapter 16).

Heating rate of a missile during traversal through a fireball (Chapter 16).

!bdius of a high temperature black body source of electromagnetic radiation
emission (Chapter 4).

Radius of a buried dome or arch (Chapter 11).

Radius of turn of a maneuvering aircraft (Chapter 13).

Radius of the apparent crater from an underwater explosion (Section IV, Chapter
2).

Radius of gyration of an element of a buried structure (Section II, Chapter II).

Parameter that relates the energy of the bubble from an underwater burst to the
energy of the preceding (n-I) bubble (Section IV, Chapter 2).

Horizontal extent of the spray dome from an underwater burst (Section IV,
Chapter 2).
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Designation

Space between charges in row of explosive charges emplaced to produce a row
crater (Section II,Chapter 2).

Support condition for an element of a buried structure (Section II, Chapter II,
see Table 11-10).

Time after burst that the shock front of an air blast wave reaches a point of
interest; also, the instantaneous value of time subsequent to shock front arrival
(Chapter 2).

Time after burst (Chapter 5 and Chapter 8).

Aircraft skin thickness (Chapter 13).

Time of arrival of the blast wave at a point of intercept with an aircraft (Chapter
13 ).

Time of breakaway, the time at which the shock front becomes detached from
the fireball (Chapter 2 and Chapter 3).

Time of intersection of a reentry vehicle with a blast wave (see Figure 16-37)
(Chapter 16).

The time of case-shock arrival at the hydrodynamic shock front (Chapter 2).

Effective duration of the loading on a buried structure (Chapter II).

Transistor switching delay time (Section VII, Chapter 9).

Thickness of the ejecta from a surface or near surface burst (Chapter 2).

Time of exit of a reentry vehicle from the blast shell (Chapter 16).

Time of exit of a reentry vehicle from the fireball (Chapter 16).

The fall time portion of the switching time of a transistor (Section VII, Chapter
9).

Effective duration of the air-induced ground shock (Section III, Chapter 2).

Time Qf intercept of a reentry vehicle by a blast wave (Chapter 16).

Time to final maximum on the fireball power-time curve.

Time to the principal minimum on the fireball power-time curve.

Time of detonation (used in determining the locus of escape of a reentry vehicle
from the air blast - see Figure 16-37) (Chapter 16).
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Designation

Effective velocity pulse rise time for air-induced ground shock (Section III,
Chapter 2).

Time for weapon debris to reach its maximum altitude (Chapter 8).

The storage time portion of a transistor switching time (Section VII, Chapter 9).

Time after burst for computation of underwater burst phenomena (Section IV,
Chapter 2).

Charge storage time for an electronic device of interest (Section VII, Chapter 9).

Shock formation time (Section I, Chapter 2).

Reduced time after burst for computation of underwater burst phenomena (Sec
tion IV, Chapter 2).

Radiation storage time for an electronic device of interest (Section VII, Chapter
9). .

Time at which the fireball forms a toroid (Chapter 8).

Time for a reentry vehicle to travel from its location at burst time to intercept
with the blast wave (see Figure 16-37) (Chapter 16).

Time to reach the first (traditional first - see paragraph 3-11) maximum of the
fireball power-time curve.

Time at which the blast intercept load on a reentry vehicle decays to ten percent
of its maximum value (Chapter 16).

Effective duration of the pressure pulse of an air blast wave when it is represented
as a simple triangular pulse (Section I, Chapter 2).

Duration of the positive phase of the overpressure of an air blast wave.

Duration of the positive phase of the dynamic pressure of an air blast wave.

Time required for the fireball to reach its equilibrium radius (applies to bursts
between 85 and] 20 kilometers) (Chapter 8).

Particle (wind),velocity behind the shock front, except as noted below.

Maximum relative displacement of a simple linear oscillator (mass on a spring)
(Section Ill, Chapter 2).

Normalized photon energy (a dimensionless quantity) (Chapter 4).

Velocity of a simple linear oscillator (mass on a spring) (Section lll, Chapter 2).
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Designation

Maximum of u.
Particle velocity in a particle in a soil medium that is transmitting a ground shock
(Section III, Chapter 2; Section III, Chapter I I).

Velocity of a neutron (Chapter 5).

Radial velocity of a particle in a soil medium that is transmitting ground shock
(Section 111, Chapter 2).

Maximum velocity of a particle in a soil medium that is transmitting ground shock
(Section 111, Chapter 2).

Horizontal velocity of a particle in a soil medium that is transmitting ground
shock (Section 111, Chapter 2).

Vertical velocity of a particle in a soil medium that is transmitting ground shock
(Section III, Chapter 2).

Width of the depletion layer between Nand P sections of a semicond uctor (Sec
tion VII, Chapter 9).

Component of aircraft velocity normal to the wing (Chapter 13).

A parameter used in characterizing the ionization caused by beta and gamma
radiation from several high altitude bursts (Chapter 17).

Transient displacement induced by ground shock (used in the representation of
ground shock induced motion by a simple oscillator) (Section III, Chapter 2).

Penetration distance of a beam of particles or electromagentic radiation into a
material (Chapters 4 and 5).

Semithickness of the fireball once it has assumed a pancake shape (see Figure
8-16) (Chapter 8).

Spacing between members of a structure (Section III, Chapter I 1).

. Deflection of a system mounted in a buried structure when subjected to ground
shock (Section III, Chapter I 1).

Velocity of the base of a simple oscillator used to represent ground shock induced
motion (Section III, Chapter 2).

Acceleration of the base of a simple oscillator used to represent ground shock
induced motion (Section III, Chapter 2).

Depth below the surface of the earth (Section III, Chapter 2).
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Designation

Coordinate of motion of the mass of a simple oscillator used to represent ground
shock induced motion (Section III, Chapter 2).

Velocity of the mass of a simple oscillator used to represent ground shock in
duced motion (Section III, Chapter 2).

Acceleration of the mass of a simple oscillator used to represent ground shock
induced motion (Section Ill, Chapter 2).

Depth from the ground surface at which the radial load on a buried vertical
cylinder is desired (Section II, Chapter 11).

Parameter used in the analysis of damage to buried structures. The parameter is
defined by structural type and dimensions in Table 11-10.

Distance. by which the weapon debris is offset from ground zero toward the
nearest magnetic pole (Chapter 8).

Distance by which the beta particle absorption region is offset from ground zero
(or from the conjugate ground zero, see Figure 8-53) toward the nearest magnetic
pole (Chapter 8).

Distances by which the beta particle absorption regions are offset from ground
zero (or from the conjugate ground zero) when there are three debris regions (see
Figure 8-18) (Chapter 8).

Energy density deposited by X-rays within a given volume of air (Chapters 2 and
3).

Change of internal energy per unit mass of an ideal gas when the gas is heated at
constant volume (Appendix A).

Absolute value of the difference in burst altitude and target altitude (targets
above the surface) (Chapter 3).

Incremental lift on an aircraft resulting from the air blast wave (Chapter 13).

Peak overpressure of an air blast wave..
Instantaneous value of the overpressure as a blast wave passes a point of interest.

Equivalent overpressure under near-ideal surface conditions at which the dynamic
pressure impulse for a particular yield and height of burst would cause a particular
level of damage (Chapter 14).

Peak reflected overpressure.
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Designation

Change in fireball radius at times later than seven minutes after burst (Chapter 8).

Critical temperature rise of an aircraft skin for sure-safe or sure-kill conditions
(Chapter 13).

Traversal time of a missile through a fireball (Chapter 16).

Missile intercept time load constant (equals the time of intercept by a blast wave
minus the time at which the blast load decreases to ten percent of the intercept
value) (Chapter 16).

Total time for a missile to traverse through a blast wave shell (Chapter 16).

Distance of upward migration of an underwater bubble during the ith period (i =
1,2,3) (Section IV, Chapter 2).

Sweepback angle of the mid-chord line of an aircraft wing or horizontal tail
(Chapter 13).

Sweepback angle of the leading edge of an aircraft wing or horizontal tail
(Chapter 13).

Angle between the direction of propagation of a shock wave and the line of
steepest ascent or descen t of a slope that the shock wave encounters (Chapter 2).

Particle, photon, or energy flux (Chapters 4 and 5).

Angular change in an aircraft's flight path between burst time and blast intercept
time (Chapter 13).

X-ray energy flux at the source; the total power emitted per unit area of the
source per unit time (Chapter 4).

Prompt gamma output energy rate (Chapter 5).

Energy density radiated by a black body between wavelengths A. and A. + dA.
(Planck spectrum) (Chapter 4).

Angula~ velocity of the main rotor of a helicopter (Chapter 13).

Coefficient for determination of attenuation of ground shock with depth (see
note on page 2-180 for description of differences in attenuation coefficients in
Section III, Chapter 2 and Section II, Chapter 11) (Section III, Chapter 2).

Thermal diffusivity of a material (Section III, Chapter 9).
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Designa tion

Parameter used to determine the reciprocal of the ground shock depth attenua
tion coefficient (see Figure 11-29; not equal to depth attenuation of Chapter 2,
see note on page 2-180) (Chapter I 1).

Thermal absorptivity coefficient of an aircraft surface (Chapter 13).

Reentry vehicle angle-of-attack; the angle between the longitudinal axis of the
vehicle and the relative wind vector (wind from either an air blast wave or normal
atmospheric forces) (Chapter 16).

Coefficient of thermal expansion of a material (Section IV, Chapter 9).

Elevation angle of electromagnetic signal propagation (Chapter 8).

Reciprocal of the ground shock attenuation coefficient (not equivalent to I/o: of
Section Ill, Chapter 2; see note on page 2-180) (Section II, Chapter 11).

Radiative heat blocking function of the surface of a reentry vehicle (Chapter 16).

Circumferential angle on the structure of a reentry vehicle measured from the
windward ray of intercept with a blast wave (Chapter 16).

Reentry vehicle ballistic coefficient (Chapter 16).

Standard deviation of the logarithm of a variate in a logarithmic normal distribu
tion (Appendix C).

Standard deviation of the logarithm of the input function (Appendix C).

Standard deviation of the logarithm of the vulnerability function (Appendix C).

Rotational angle about the axis of a reentry vehicle (Chapter 16).

Gain of a transistor prior to irradiation (Section VII, Chapter 9).

Gain of a transistor as a function of time after irradiation (Section VII, Chapter
9).

Steady state value of the gain of a transistor that is reached after irradiation and
anneafing (Section VIl, Chapter 9)..
Ratio of the specific 'heat of air at con'stant pressure to the specific heat of air at
constant volume at moderate temperatures and pressures; for strong shocks, '"Y

simply becomes a constant in the energy equation of an ideal gas (see paragraph
A-2, Appendix A) (Section I, Chapter 2; Chapter 16; and Appendix A) .

•·"it ~,.....

Unit weight of a medi~$-a~' i~ transmitting ground shock (Section III, Chapter
2). q'
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Designation

Parameter used in determining the effective shock pulse duration on buried struc
tures (Section III, Chapter II).

Terminal flight path angle of a reentry vehicle (Chapter 16).

Effective shock pulse duration on buried structures (Section III, Chapter 11).

Underwater burst spray dome angle ,(see sketch in Problem 2-32) (Section IV,
Chapter 2).

Characteristic thermal thickness of a material. If a thick slab of material is ex
posed to a rectangular thennal pulse, the temperature at the surface would be
about the same as would be produced by uniformly distributing the absorbed
thermal energy in a slab of thickness 0, and the peak temperature rise at depth 0
in the thick slab is about half as great as the peak temperature rise at the surface
(Section III, Chapter 9).

Parameter used in analysis of vulnerability of buried structures (defined in Table
11-10) (Section II, Chapter 1 I).

Semivertex angle of a reentry vehicle (Chapter 16).
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Strain; the deformation resulting from stress measured by the ratio of the change
to the total dimension in which the change occurred (Section III, Chapter 2;
Section IV, Chapter 9; Chapter 16).

Thermal efficiency; the 'fraction of energy absorbed by air that is reradiated
(Chapter 3).

Internal energy per unit volume (Section V, Chapter 9).

Emissivity of a heated system (Section IV, Chapter 9).

Ratio of the time of arrival of the blast wave to the time to final thermal maxi
mum (Section IV, Chapter 9).

Ratio of the density of a material at pressures above ambient to the density of the
same material at ambient pressures (Section V, Chapter 9).

Parameter used in the calculation of blast intercept time envelopes for helicopters
(Chapter 13).

Effective slope angle "for the interaction of a blast wave with a rising or falling
slope (8 is equal to the actual slope angle, 8 , if the direction of propagation of

" s
the blast wave is perpendicular to the: foot of the ~Iope) (Section I, Chapter 2).
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Designation

Time constant of an underwater shock wave (Section IV, Chapter 2).

Angle that the direction of propagation of a Compton scattered photon makes
with direction of the original photon (Chapter 4).

Angle of incidence of an electromagnetic signal ray path with an imaginary shell
65 kilometers above the surface of the earth (Chapter 8).

Angle formed by two lines through the burst point - one line parallel to a reentry
vehicle's flight path and the other through the reentry vehicle at burst time (see
Figure 16-23) (Chapter 16).

Angle from the longitudinal axis of a cone shaped reentry vehicle to the edge of
the vehicle (Chapter 16).

Angle between a horizontal plane through the debris center and the geomagnetic
field lines that pass through the debris (Chapter 8).

Angle of incidence of a blast wave as it strikes a reflecting surface; the angle that
the shock fron t (not the direction of propagation of the blast wave) makes with
the surface (see footnote on page 2-38) (Section II, Chapter 2).

Actual angle of a rising or falling slope that a blast wave encounters - measured
perpendicular to the foot of the slope.

Mass attenuation coefficient (Chapter 4 and 5).

Photon wavelength (Chapter 4).

Taper ratio of an aircraft wing, horizontal tail or vertical tail (length along the
fuselage centerline subtended by the wing/tail tip divided by the length along the
fuselage centerline subtended by the leading and trailing edges) (Chapter 13).

Wavelength of a scattered photon (Chapter 4).

Linear attenuation coefficient; the probability of interaction per unit distance
traveled by particulate or electromagnetic radiation, except as noted below.

Viscosity of air (Section IV, Chapter 9).

Linear absorption coefficient; the probability, per unit distance traveled, of an
interaction in which energy is absorbed by the medium being traversed (in this
manuaJ the symbol is only used for photon (X-ray or gamma ray) interactions)
(lJa + IJs =IJ).

Rayleigh scattering (coherent elastic scattering) linear attenuation coefficient (for
photons IJce + lJie =IJs )'

.'
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Symbol Designation

Compton elastic (incoherent elastic scattering) linear attenuation coefficient (for
photons Pee + Pie =ps)'

Compton inelastic scattering Iin.ear attenuation coefficient (for photons Pis + P p =
pJ
Photoelectric linear attenuation coefficient (for photons P p + Pis =Pa ).

Linear scattering coefficient; the probability of interaction, per unit distance
traveled, that removes radiation froIl1 the direct beam (in this manual the symbol
is only used for photon (X-ray or gamma ray) interactions) (p.a + Pa =p).

Poisson's ratio (Section III, Chapter 2; Section 11, Chapter II).

Photon frequency (Chapter 4; Section V, Chapter 9).

Electron collision frequency (Chapter 8).

Shock strength (~ = ~p/P + I, where ~p is the peak overpressure and P is the
absolute ambient pressure).

Mass density.

Mass density of reentry vehicle ablative cover materials (Chapter 16).

Density of electrons in a medium through which X-rays are penetrating (Chapter
4).

Local density within a fireball (Chapter 16).

Weigh t density of the material of the skin of an aircraft (Chapter 13).

Nonnal density of a material prior to absorption of energy (Section V, Chapter
9); otherwise, ~ass density of air at ambient sea level conditions.

Mass density of the shell of a reentry vehicle (Chapter 16) otherwise, mass density
of air behind a shock front.

,Density of water in which an underwater explosion takes place (Section IV,
Chapte! 2).

Density of shocked air after reflection from a solid barrier (Appendix A).

Relative air density ('p =piPo' where P is the air density at the altitude of interest
and Po is the air density at sea level).

Stefan-Boltzmann constant (Chapter 4; Section IV, Chapter 9).
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Designation

Cross section for a given nuclear reaction (see Glossary for definition of cross
section) (Chapters 4 and 5).

Conductivity (aaiT' air conductivity; ag • ground conductivity) (Chapter 7).

Stress; the force per unit area tending to produce deformation in a body (Section
IV, Chapter 9; Section II, Chapter 11 ; Section II, Chapter 16).

Standard deviation for damage probability calculations (Appendix C).

Allowable stress on a reentry vehicle (Chapter 16).

Stress developed on a reentry vehicle for prescribed flight conditions and loads
(Chapter 16).

Yield stress of a reentry vehicle ablative cover material (Chapter 16).

Yield stress of a reentry vehicle shell (Chapter 16).

Effective optical height of the burst height for specifying thermal transmittance
(Chapter 3).

Emission time of prompt gamma rays (Section I, Chapter 5).

Semiconductor minority-carrier lifetime (Chapter 6).

Effective semiconductor lifetime (Section VII, Chapter 9).

Scaled time of fireball traversal by a reentry vehicle (Chapter 16).

Scaled time of intercept of a reentry vehicle by a blast wave (Chapter 16).

Scaled duration of the intercept load of a blast wave on a reentry vehicle (Chapter
16).

Pre-irradiation semiconductor minority-carrier lifetime (Chapter 6; Section VII.
Chapter 9).

Characteristic thermal response time that relates the response of a material to the
thermal pulse (Section III, Chapter 9).

Semiconductor surface lifetime (Section VII, Chapter 9).

Scaled time of blast traversal by a reentry vehicle (Chapter 16).

Semiconductor minority-carrier lifetime at fluence 'P (Chapter 6; Section VII,
Chapter 9).
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Designation

Total energy, particle, or photon fluence at a point of interest, except as noted
below.

Angle formed by the geomagnetic field line and a vertical line through the main
debris location once a tube fireball has been formed from bursts between 85 and
120 kilometers. It is the magnetic dip angle at the location of the debris (see
Figure 8-16) (Chapter 8).

Angle of internal friction for nongranular soils (Section II, Chapter II).

Angle between a line through the burst point and a reentry vehicle at burst time
and a line between the burst point and the reentry vehicle at blast intercept time
(see Figure 16-23) (Chapter 16).

Energy, particle, or photon fluence that arrives in a direct li'1e from the source to
a point of interest, i.e., the total fluence minus the scattered f1uence.

Incident X-ray tlu~nce that arrives normal (perpendicular) to a surface of interest
(Section V, Chapter 9).

Ratio of impedances of two media where a ground shock wave is crossing the
interface between the media (Section III, Chapter 2).

Parameter used in analysis of damage to underground structures. ~ depends on
structural type, dimensions and seismic velocity. Relations are given in Table
11-10 (Section II, Chapter II).

Convective heat blocking function that helps determine the fraction of free field
heating rate that exists at an ablator surface (Chapter 16).

Circular frequency of a simple oscillator (Section III, Chapter 2).

Electromagnetic wave frequency in radians per second (Chapter 8).
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